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CIRECAST INC.
Manufacturers of fine Victorian 
reproduction and custom hardware

V\fhere has CfRECAST hardware 
been installed?

• Smithsonian institute, Washington, D.C.
• State Capitol building, Atlanta, GA
• U.S. Customs Building, SI. Louis, MO
• Octagon House, Baltimore, MD
• Conversation Hall, Philadelphia, PA
• St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco, CA

as well as in many other fine 
restoration projects.

CIRECAST INC.
When the job demands quality. ft

360 7th St., San Francisco, CA 94103 (41S) 863-8319
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EDITOR’S PAGE
This muse on the old-house psyche is from Clem Labine, OHJ’s founding editor.

tou PAID MONEt FOR THIS
DUMP? repelled by the dust and grime — 

and the obvious work ahead.
Although restoration has become 

almost a mainstream activity in the 
20 years since I bought my old 
house, stories of parents’ and 
friends’ appalled first response 
remain remarkably unaltered.

The most recent account came 
my way only a few days ago.
Diane, a new subscriber, recently 
bought a post-Victorian home. She 
could hardly wait to show the 
house to her mother, a realtor. 
(Danger signal: her mother lives in 
a brand-new house.)

”My mother’s face dropped as 
soon as she came in ... but she 
didn’t say a word. She stomped 
through each room, shaking her 
head, slamming doors. After going 
through the antiquated kitchen, she 
finally spoke. ‘I can’t believe 
you’re actually paying money for 

this place.
Concludes Diane, ’’Now, be

fore anyone comes to the 
house, I tell them in advance:
If you don’t like it, keep your 
mouth shut. I’ve had all the 
disapproval I can handle.”

Such stories of ’’the first 
encounter” dramatize that old- 
house people are indeed a 
breed apart. An old-house per
son combines optimism, a 
romantic streak, a sense of 
humor, patience, and a capacity 
for hard work. Somebody once 
called us "creative 
masochists.”

So don’t be surprised when 
friends and relatives don’t 
share your vision. It's just dif
ferent perceptions and values. 
Nonetheless, if I had to guess 
whose side the angels are on, 
I’d paraphrase Professor 
Henry Higgins: "By and large, 
we are a marvelous^set!”

hy are family and friends 
invariably horrified by an 
old house that needs

My parents stood in the middle 
of the parlor floor, paralyzed with 
horror. Father was speechless, 
having decided it was better to say 
nothing than to utter words we 
would hold against him later. 
Mother, however, always looks for 
something cheerful to say. This 
situation, I could see, was testing 
her power of positive thinking.

Thirty frantic seconds went by — 
and her eyes lit up. 
announced, "this place certainly has 
high ceilings!”

Since that unforgettable moment,
I have been fascinated by the way 
a dilapidated old house is a sort 
of Rorschach test of character. 
People project themselves onto the 
house. Some see what it can 
become; others see only decrepi
tude. Some are drawn in by the 
history and romance and presence 
of past generations; others are

restoration?
We can see the potential; why 

can’t they? Sure, the plaster is 
stained and falling because the roof 
leaks. The porch is rotted and col
lapsing. Every surface needs patch
ing and refinishing. But we can 
see beyond all that, we know how 
glorious the house will be.

So we forget that others don't 
share the dream. All they can see 
is the decay, the filth, the neglect. 
This clash of perceptions may 
create a painful (and occasionally 
hilarious) scene when the proud 
owner of an old house shows off 
his treasure for the first time.

"1 worked my whole life to 
raise you in a decent place, and 
you move to a wreck in Brook
lyn?!” was the response our editor 
provoked when she guided her 
parents through her unrestored 
old house. A typical reaction.
My own experience with the 
first encounter came the day 
my parents drove down from 
rural Connecticut to inspect the 
1883 brownstone Claire and I 
had just purchased.

In our minds, of course, the 
house had already been trans
formed into the Victorian fan
tasy that it was eventually to 
become. What we hadn’t an
ticipated was that my parents 
didn't have The Vision. What 
they saw was a shabby room
ing house, currently a mine
field of renovation projects:
They took in the broken plas
ter; stared at the open guts of 
(he house wherever plumbing 
and electrical work were in 
mid-project; sidestepped buck
ets filled with paint-remover 
sludge. Everywhere were the 
messy hallmarks of restoration 
in full swing.

Well," she

oiMw-PAt least it has high ceilingsl
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SCHWERD’S1

%

i
No. 140 Scamoui No. 141 Roman Ionic

COLUMNS 
— Schwerd 
columns are 
durable.
Our 100+ 
years of ex
perience in 
manufactur
ing wood columns has 
proven that the dur
ability of a wood 
column depends upon 
the strength of the joint 
and the quality and 
thickness of the wood.
Schwerd column construction 
was developed to meet each 
specific requirement. The wood 
is thchighest quality, thorough
ly seasoned Northern White Pine. 
The pride of craftsmanship and 
skilled techniques acquired by 

i 100 years of specialized experi- 
: ence is applied. The resulting 

product is a ’’Schwerd Quality 
Column” specified by architects 
with complete confidence. Both 
standard and detail columns can 
be furnished from 4 in. to 50 
in. in diameter and up to 40 ft. 
in length with matching 
pilasters.

If you are 
one of our 
old
tomers dur-

I
cus-

thcing
many years 
since our 
beginning

in 1860, you know our 
product; if not, send us 
your inquiries and 
orders and Join our list 
of satisfied customers.
■ SEND FOR OUR 
FREE CATALOG ■ 

Schwerd’s complete aluminum 
bases for 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,18, 
20. 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30 in. 
dia. columns.
Schwerd’s 
ventilated plinth and aluminum 
turned member base recommended 
for all exterior columns In the 
above Ulanietors to provide a 
maintenancc-frce, seamless base 
which is guaranteed against dete
rioration for a lifetime. Manu
factured of 1/4 in. thick metal 
and a load-bearing capacity of 

22,000 lbs.

Aluminum
i

Jss

F. soH'WERiD ivi.A.asrxjFj^^OTXjR.iKrc3-
telephone: 41S-'7©©-Q322

321S IwIoOlure Avenue F>ittst>u.rgh. Fa. 1S212
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LETTERS

On Balanceurge that you set some guidelines 
for your advertising sales offices 
to follow, and at least limit your 
advertising to products that are 
sympathetic to restoration.

— John K. Cipolaro 
Lowell, Mass.

Learning Experience
Dear OHJ:

The last time I wrote to you I 
received a reply branding me an 
“elitist” because I don’t care for 
bungalows or other ”post-Victorian” 
styles. ([I say] ant/-Victorian 
would be a more apprc^riate term 
[than post-Victorian]). Be that as it 
may, I do like the new format. I 
couldn’t care less whether or not 
you have a color cover, but the ads 
are really helpful. I have learned 
a lot from them about the 
availability of restoration products. 
Although I was a little taken aback 
by the plastic lattice in your latest 
issue, I assume your intention is to 
accept only ads for quality restora
tion and old-house products. Such 
ads greatly enhance the value of 
your magazine. I hope I won't miss 
an issue.

Dear Ms. Poore:
We just got back from a 

weekend at our old house (1908) 
to find that the usual stack of mail 
included the new OHJ (Jul./Aug. 
1987). It said, "read me first,'
I did, starting with the editor’s 
page and all the letters. This par
ticular editor’s page exemplifies 
the best things about OHJ: a bal
anced viewpoint (as one letter said, 
this is a code for "suited to my 
tastes"), based on a very few, 
very good principles, within these 
a substantial tolerance for differ
ing opinions and preferences, and a 
recognition that neither old nor new 
is inherently good.

The latter point applies to the 
OHJ layout, too. I thought the old 
format was fine, but the new one 
has grown on me — [and] it’s the 
content that matters.

We are facing the kitchen ques
tion, and will probably go with a 
modern approach that, in your 
words, isn't violently jarring in the 
context. With OHJ, we have plenty 
of information about the various al

so

[Your concern shows a biih opin
ion of the magazine's ethics, and 
/ thank you for that respect. We 
do have advertising guidelines, and 
we pointedly do not solicit adver
tising we feel is at odds with our 
philosophy. We have also reject
ed advertising: note, too. that we 
don't sell our back cover because 
I think the covers belong to the 
readers.

Many products come down to a 
judgement call, and virtually all 
products advertised could be mis
used. Actually, the PVC lattice 
was a product that the editors 
wrote about in the Restoration 
Products section even before we 
accepted advertising. I don't feel 
that it is in the same category 
with aluminum or vinyl siding, ma
terials that cover up original ma
terials (and potential problems), 
that don't age well, that alter the 
proportions, trim, and texture of 
an entire building.

PVC lattice. I think, is more in 
a category with Corian countertops 
or substitute roofing. Lattice is 
pretty simple stuff, and the PVC 
version is virtually indistinguish
able from wood. (We procured 
samples.) Imagine a crawlspace in 
back of an old house, damp, with 
grade higher than it should be.... 
The owner may have given up on 
wood lattice, and alternatives like 
leaving a gaping bole or filling it 
with concrete block are certainly 
less attractive than using substitute 
lattice.

No. PVC lattice won't age like 
wood. Would I use it? Honestly, 
probably not. because I like peely 
paint and rotted edges. But I 
know not everybody is quite so 
romantic, and in this case 1 think 
little harm is done.

— William H. Thorn

Ad Ethics
ternatives, pros, and cons. In time, 
I hope to offer you an article on 
our renovation project.

People:
I have been a subscriber to The 

Old-House Journal for the past 
five years and have quietly sat by 
as OHJ changed its format from 
a newsletter to a slick, multi-color 
magazine. Even though the maga
zine has become harder to read due 
to the visual noise (i.e., advertise
ments), the technical quality of the 
articles still outweighs the intru
sion of the ads. At least it did un
til your July-August issue.

There, on page 9, was an ad for 
PVC Lattice ("never needs paint- 

long lasting"). Polyvinyl
chloride lattice goes against every
thing I have read and learned from 
OHJ over the past five years.
What does the next issue hold in 
store — ads pushing aluminum and 
vinyl siding for their insulation 
qualities?

I know OHJ can never go home 
again, but if 1 have to see ads in 
the magazine, at least they should 
reflect its philos(^hy. I strongly

— F. Arnold Romberg 
Dallas, Texas

New Kitchen
Dear Ms. Poore:

Thank you for the issue on kit
chen rehabs (July/August 1987). 
After waiting for just such an arti
cle, we went ahead and did it our
selves. The week it was done the 
magazine arrived. It was gratifying 
to see getting rid of what had been 
there (metal cabinets, mint-green 
drainboards, loose green and white 
floor tiles, etc.) wasn’t necessarily 
wrong. Even though it is probably 
too modern for a 1910 house, I 
love my bay window over the sink 
and having one closet in the house 
that’s a decent size.

mg,

— P.K. Thomisson 
Circleville, Ohio— P. Poore]
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Victorian Millwork
19th Century Victorian designs recreated in solid oak and poplar 
from the world’s leading manufacturer. Fretwork ^ngerbread and lots 
more for interior and exterior use; most complete line available.

• Unlimited quantities for 
total design freedom.

• Precision manufactured 
so that product ^oups 
are compatible with each

REPLACING WINDOWS^

FITTING SYSTEMS^ 
FIT KITS,

TRIM STRIPS, 
INSTALLATION CUPS,

2
AND AU THE OTHER

3

i
OF ALL •••

SoUnes/Rostores 
Masonry Chimneys(AHRENSy FREE

with The ONLY Two>liner Cosi-In-Place llasoniy Process
• First insulates and strengtheru • No exterior alterations
• Second seals and protects
• Both ore immune to acids and • Improves heating efficiency —

XU for a (roctlon of the cort of 
rebuUdlitgf

Replacing a window is easy, if you start with 
the fight window.

This free 16-page booklet will tell you 
what to look for in a window, even how to 
install it. And the free catalog we’ll send you 
along with it can help you choose the Marvin 
Windows that are right for you.

If you're remodeling or replacing 
windows, this booklet is made to order for 
you. Just like Marvin Windows.

For your free copy, send us the coupon 
or call this toll-free number.

• No metal to conode

moisture
• No guess work. Mechanically 

applied.
Deolenhlp network nationwide. 

CoO or write for more Inlormallon:
2CXX) Industrial Ave 
Sioux Falls. SD 57104it- Listed

11-800-843^17;>-n I

1-800-346-5128
In Minnesota, call 1-800-5521167

SenO to Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763

Authentic! Meticulous reproductions of 
Early American hardware and accessories

Name__

Address.

. State.
Colonial authenticity for your home; the broadest AU 
assortment of interior/exterior door and shutter 
hardware, cabinet hardware, mailboxes, orna- 
mental brackets,hurricanelampsand$conces, 
bath and fireplace accessories. Finishes include:

Black Forged Iron, Antique Copper, Relieved Iron, and Old English Brass.
Acorn catalog illustrates more than 400 quality items. Only $5. Send for your copy today.

Departmrni 0);P,0. Box 31 
Mansfield, MA 02048

OHJ0084-11

MARVnUJ 

WMDOWSW 
AREIWADE^^ 

10MDER.

•.VI

ACORN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
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LETTERS

A reader's kitchen

Our Kitchen
Dear OHJ:

Four years ago we bought a 200- 
year-old New England farmhouse. 
Two years ago we started our kit
chen project. Our goal was to 
build a kitchen that was compatible 
with the house, yet have all the 
modern conveniences. We tried to 
accomplish this with the use of 
quality materials. We have a 
random-width, pine-board floor 
nailed with cut nails, and raised- 
panel cherry cupboard doors with 
hand-wrought butterfly hinges and 
wooden doorknobs.

We had decided that this kitchen 
was no place for a plastic-laminate 
countertop, but we didn’t want 
wood, as we already had a wooden 
floor and wooden cabinets. Review
ing our alternatives, we arrived at 
stone. Marble, we felt, was too 
formal, soapstone too soft, etc.
We finally decided to use black 
slate and ordered it from a stone 
mason. We received the slate first 
for a vanity top in a lavatory and 
a small bar. After waiting for six 
months due to difficulties with the 
mason, we cancelled the remaining 
order. Thank goodness! The slate 
has proven difficult to work with 
and to care for. First, the cabinets 
must be specially constructed to 
support its weight. Second, it chips 
rather easily, and must be handled 
carefully during installation. Final
ly, it stains very easily (even with 
tap water) and must be continually 
cleaned and oiled to look good.

We re-reviewed our countertop 
options for the kitchen and decided 
on black, suede-finish plastic 
laminate. It looks like slate and is 
much easier to care for.

We love our new kitchen, and 
we're very happy with the choices 
we ultimately made. We owe a lot 
to a sensitive, talented contractor: 
Jim Le Blanc — his caring was the 
most necessary ingredient.

— Sara Jo Marble 
Dover, Mass.

but we did check into moving an 
old home that was in relatively 
good condition. After learning the 
costs of moving, we found it would 
be much cheaper for us to build 
from scratch.

Well, I will have my new "old" 
home! Granted, this one may not 
have original transoms, and it 
won’t be the same as restoring an 
old house, but I will be able to 
take pride in the little piece of 
history we have created. I doubt it 
will be as historically accurate or 
precise as the Kragsyde rebuilding, 
but it will be as close to an origi
nal as builder and budget allow.

Thank you, OHJ, for allowing 
this audience to speak!

New "Old" House
Dear OHJ:

Your recent feature on Kragsyde 
["Kragsyde II." May-june 1987] 
spurred me to write. Mere words 
cannot describe the longing I have 
to restore an old home. Unfortun
ately, it simply wasn’t practical 
for us. My husband has many won
derful qualities, but he falls far 
short of being a handyman. (Per
haps "handyman" is a poor term to 
describe what talented Individuals 
do in restoring old homes.) The 
bottom line is that he cannot fix, 
repair, or build anything! I, too, am 
lacking in the knowledge and skill 
required for such an undertaking. 
Due to our business, we are re
stricted as to where we may live.

— Lisa Buchanan
Big Spring, Texas
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24 Page Catalog for 1988SNOW GUARDS
for Slate Roofs

Prevent snow, ice 
and broken slate 
from sliding off your 
roof.

Now also available in 
Eagle Head design.

CAST IN BRONZE

FREE BROCHURE
M. J. MULLANE CO.

P.O. BOX 108 
HUDSON, MA 01749 

(617) 568-0S97

SVSTB/M
EPOXY

A versatile two-part 
epoxy for bonding and 
coating wood. Ideal 
for repair and 
reconstruction 
projects where 
moisture resistance 
and high strength are 
priorities. Write for 
your free catalog.

Our new catalog shows a complete range of architectural turnings.
All products incorporate design authenticity, skilled craftsmanship
and quality materials.
VICTORIAN TURNINGS & MILLWORK 

Designs are based on manufacturers’ 
catalogs from 1870 to 1920.

CLASSIC COLUMNS
Accurately reflect the Greek &
Roman orders with true entasis 
& details.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD 
All products are available from decay 
& termite resistant dear-heart 
Redwood. Interior turnings are 
available from Oak & Mahogany.

For your catalog, send $6 (no charge to designers,
^ builders & dealers when requested on Company letterhead).

%

OLi

% S'
GOUGEON 

BROTHERS. INC.
Dept. 71 

P.O. Box X908 
Bay City, Ml 48707 

(517) 684-7286

Wbcxi

P O, Box 225 
Woodacre. CA 94973 

Telephone:
(415) 488-4333
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LETTERS
of the article, and will probably be 
more willing to check the ware
house if it is mentioned.

It may also help readers to know 
the coverage rates of the products 
mentioned in the article. These 
were given to me by a very patient 
young lady named Terry in Petit's 
sales department.
#2012 Super Dry Sealer: Used to 
seal bare wood prior to applying 
the adhesive. Coverage: 600 square 
feet per gallon.

#7030 Vinyl & Canvas Adhesive: 
Used to bond the canvas to the 
deck. Coverage: 100 square feet 
per gallon.

#7099 Canvas Tightener & Sealer: 
Shrinks & seals the canvas prior 
to painting. Coverage: 150 - 200 
square feet per gallon.

#6131 Vinyl & Canvas Primer: 
Recommended primer for canvas

Canvassing Decks
Dear OHJ:

You may recall that several 
weeks ago I called you about John 
Leeke's article "Canvassing A 
Porch Deck" (May/June 1987).
The reason for my call was that 
Petit Paint Company no longer pro
duces the canvas adhesive recom
mended in the article. You were 
kind enough to tell me that Petit 
supposedly had a small amount of 
the adhesive in their warehouse, 
and suggested I try again.

I did, and they do, so my recan
vassing project can proceed as 
planned. However, as of mid- 
August, they had only about 175 
quarts left. Any reader contemplat
ing a recanvassing project had bet
ter act fast!

It will help readers to mention 
OHJ when they call Petit. The 
people there are now well aware

Marble Counters
To the Editor:

The article on countertops in the 
July-August 1987 issue reminded 
me of friends who were building 
a home in Portugal.
Builder: "What countertops do you 
want?
Homeowner: "Oh, well, Formica 
would be fine.
Builder: "You would not like mar
ble for the bathroom and kitchen? 
Homeowner: "Formica is fine. We 
can’t afford marble.
Builder: "You do not understand, 
senor. I would have to import 
Formica, and it would be very ex
pensive. We have marble in Por
tugal and export it to Italy. Here, 
marble is cheap.

So my friends opted for cheap 
marble for their countertops.

— Elizabeth Steckman 
Everett, Penn.
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Purben MDa. AdardiSmennab Uilworlt. Siatweh Souah Georgia Mdheork. Bnmawrcti Soudi I ilia mWhoiaeale. Atlanta MMio—Ctmpbcl Home liTpwive. (daTio FaAa Indleito—Eddan Coip. Koionia LathaianaCuatom BM Cabmei. Shrevepon DuFrtna Budding MaMriaN. Cut OH Coutiwmal Lumbermana Supply, Crowlay MMMgan—Aaeo BuABng Prcducto Haearaa Cay Erb Lumbar Cdmpany. Birmingtiam

to

Vbglntolanda- mMSI Buddng Srpply; Si Thomaa
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The Alameda
Authentic Arts & Crafts Chandelier

ntit il al] butdisa
Longleal Heart Pine was the "wood 
o( choice" o( Cokmial craftsmen.

Now, The Joinery Company makes antique 
heart pine availabie in faithfully reproduce 
flooring, custom cabinetry, mantels, doors, 
wainscoting, mouldings and hand hewn beams.

Send $5.00 for our full color portfolio 
demonstrates our old world standards of excel
lence and quality. Credit card orders accepted 
by phone. Let us show you why Heart Pine 
sf^ld be your "wood 6i choice."

To order portfolio, call 1-800-227-3959

Southern

Solid brass with American-made art glass. Available in seven authentic 
metal finishes with caramel, cream, green, pink or blue glass. UL listed. 

One of many new fixtures in our expanded Craftsman Collection 
brochure, free. Full catalog, S3.

that

Rejuvenation Ump

Ponland. OTtgOT 97217
M Joinery G)
Ajitkfue Httn 1 Phie Fhotyug

P.O.Box S18-0 •Tarbom.NC27K86‘(9l9)H23-.130S

r
Landmarks

/

Metal Roof Shinglesv\

W F Norman Re-Introduces 
Its Original Turn-of-the-Century Line

S.
|0;

Again...WF Norman is 
making its complete 
line available. Beautiful 
in every detail and 
galvanized to last 
for years.

Erie LarKlmark Co offers custom 
markers for ir>door-ouldoor use

StarKfard plaques
7" X 10" $9000

(ptut t2 25 <or $nipo>ng «nd nandhng)
Ipiui NYS ulea lax wnere aooiicabi*)

• Bronze • raised oval letters with
polished or antiqued finish

• Redwood - with raised 12 K gold
leaf letters and borders on a 
textured background of natural 
or black stain

Or send for FREE BROCHURE

• SPANISH TILE • MISSION TILE
• style A Shingle (Victorian)
• Style C Shingle (Victorian)
• Normandie Style Shingle

AI$o Avallabtef Roof cresting 
andfinials. 4stylesofgatvaniied 
exterior metal siding.

Erie Landmark Company 
PO Box 3024 

Troy, NY 12180-3024
Tel: (518) 271-1096

Discounts for historical societies 
Olher styles and dimensions 

available upon request

SstitiKliO'i guarsniMd Pimm allow 6 lo 6 weeat lor dwiyary

W.F.Norman Corporation
PO. Box 323 • Nevada, Missouri 64772
Toll free (800) 641-4036 • In Missouri call collect (417) 667-5552

Manulacturara of tka calabraied 
Hi-Art* malsl calling!.
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LETTERS

was then wetted down to shrink it, 
and while still wet, more white 
lead and linseed oil was worked 
into it. Once the whole mess dried 
(which could take weeks), paint 
was applied. This would still be 
a suitable method, were it not for 
the now-recognized health hazard 
posed by such large quantities of 
white lead. This was also the 
standard technique for canvassing a 
boat deck, which is probably why 
we now use marine canvas adhe
sive instead. By the late 1940s, the 
specialized adhesive was more 
widely used, judging by books from 
that period on boat building and 
home repair.

There are a lot of canvas- 
covered decks out there in Old- 
House Land. If marine canvas 
adhesive disappears, let’s hope 
someone comes up with a suitable 
alternative.

company in Baltimore, who claims 
to have canvassed many porch 
decks years ago, scoffed at the 
idea of using adhesive. His method 
began with overlapping courses of 
roofing felt laid over the deck 
boards. The canvas was laid over 
the felt, and tacked down at the 
edges and seams with copper 
tacks. The deck was left unpaint
ed for several weeks to tighten up 
the canvas, then was coated with 
ordinary porch and deck enamel.
He claims that roofs done this way 
thirty years ago are still in good 
condition. I’ll have to take his 
word for that, but it seems to me 
that canvas held down only at the 
edges and underlaid with semi- 
resilient felt would be awfully 
easy to damage.

The standard method, of course, 
was to lay the canvas in a thick 
mixture of white lead and linseed 
oil, tacking down seams and edges 
with copper tacks. The canvas

cemented and sealed by the above 
products. Coverage: 400 - 600 
square feet per gallon.

With the exception of the #7030 
adhesive, all of these products are 
still in production. According to 
Mr. Esposito in Petit's laboratory, 
the adhesive was discontinued for 
lack of demand. It was intended 
for use on canvas-covered boat 
decks, but boats are not made that 
way anymore.

Over the past several months, I 
have contacted every marine- 
coatings dealer in the Baltimore- 
Annapolis area, and have gotten 
pretty much the same story from 
each of them: The manufacturers 
are all discontinuing their canvas 
adhesives due to lack of demand. 
Surely, someone out there is still 
making canvas adhesive. If not, 
what do people who restore antique 
boats use?

The very ancient owner of an 
even more ancient canvas-supply

— Francis E. Old III 
Baltimore, Md.
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83 YEARS ALL FORMSSTOP BIRDS 

From
Dehabilitating 

Your Cherished 
Home.

CONCEALED AND INTERLOCKING 
FOR ALL TYPES OF WINDOWS AND DOORS

Eliminate air leakage around doors and windows the permanent, 
professional way: with concealed interlocking metal weatherstrips. 
Accurate Metal Weather Strips have been the choice of architects 

and contractors for over 80 years. Available in stainless steel, 
bronze, and zinc. Stock sizes and custom: large inventory, 

{article in OHJ Dec. 1 986, p. 470, tells advantages of concealed 
interlocking weatherstrips.) Write for free 28-page catalog.

Accurate Metal Weatherstrip Co.
724 South Fulton Avc., Mount Vernon, NY 10550 

914-668-6042

Nixairte stainless steel needle strips 
are an impenetrable barrier to birds, 
and practically invisible too. They 
give you an effective, numane 
way of ending bird nuisances and 
maintenance costs. Send for your 
free information oacket today.

MIXALITEof AMERICA
I lQ25.16thAVE«tJE.PO BOX72?.Dej>T OHJ I £ASTWOUriE.ILLinOISfil244 . PWOME J09.755.B77I SPECIAUSTSIM BIRD CONTROL

Push Button 
Li^lit Switches save hours of tedious 

work scraping old paint.
Your search is over. 
These beautifullv pro 
duced switches look 
exactly like those 
which graced Urre Vic
torian homes as they 
made the change from 
gas to electricity. 
Completely redesign
ed on the inside to 
meet modern wirirrg 
codes, the mother of 
pearl inlay faithfully 
recreates the nostal
gia of a bygone era. 
With our line of dec

orative and plain covers, your Victorian 
home may rtow receive the final touch of 
elegance which makes your restoration 
complete.

Send businesss size self-stamped 
address envelope to:

n
(

NEW super-hard 
carbide blade 
never dulls!

Developed 
for industry

You can save a sore arm AND can speed through your job. 
Lifetime blade replacement guaranteed, if ever dulled on any 
surface. Send $12.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling to

Hamilton Enterprises
2908 Cherry Lane • Northbrook, IL 60062 

or call (312) 272-0411.

Classic Accents, Inc. 
Dept. OH P.O.Box 1181 

Southgate, MI 48195 
1 (313) 282-5525
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ASK OHJ
Style Question

Our house was Ixiilt in 1910 
as the residence for thea

priest of the church one block 
away. It was moved to its present 
location in 1960. The porch was 
altered in the move. It originally 
had four columns with a railing. 
The top of the porch had four 
posts with a railing between, and 
a flat, tin roof. Could you tell me 
what style the house is?

— Dennis M. Slatter
Menomonee Falls, Wise.

A' I That’s an American Four- 
I square, despite its not having 

the hipped roof most commonly 
seen on this style. Foursquares 
did occasionally have cross-gabled 
roofs like yours — see the 
illustrations on page 28.

The American Foursquare is 
identified chiefly by its boxlike 
shape. It often had vaguely clas
sical or colonial-era ornamentation, 
such as the missing balustrades 
you describe.

Like the Bungalow and the 
Homestead House, the Foursquare 
was a tremendously popular house 
type of the first quarter of this 
century. preservationists? We have suffered 

burglaries and some minor van
dalism, but the prospect of further 
problems is frightening, both per
sonally and to the future of this 
unique and lovely home.

a structure is the only way to 
save it.

Masonry structures are much 
more difficult to move than frame 
bouses, which are not as rigid.
Hire someone who has been recom
mended to you by a source you 
respect: otherwise, make your 
selection on the basis of the 
mover’s years of experience, char
acter, fees. etc. Your choice may 
of course be compromised by the 
number of movers available on 
your area — look in the Yellow 
Pages under "House S' Building 
Movers."

The bouse should be disassem
bled only as a last resorf: The 
procedure is time-consuming and 
expensive, and introduces the risk 
of the component parts being 
damaged or improperly re
assembled. But moving an intact 
house over a long distance is total
ly impractical: if the route stretch-

On The Move

How does one go about find
ing a reputable house mover?

I have heard that anything can be 
moved, but some outfits will chop 
the building to pieces. We have put 
heart and soul (not to mention a 
lot of money) into renovating our 
turn-of-the-century home. I have 
been told the style is an "Arts & 
Crafts Bungalow." It features lead
ed glass, stained glass, hardwood 
floors (including some parquet), 
original oak cupboards, lots of oak 
woodwork, and everyone’s dream: 
enormous closets! The drawbacks 
are that our lot is tiny, the taxes 
are high, emd the neighborhood and 
school district are not the best.

Is moving a home from its 
original location frowned upon by

a — Jean E. Green 
Auburn, N.Y.

According to the Secretary of 
the Interior's Standards for 

Rehabilitation, "Renx>ving or 
relocating historic buildings... 
[destroys] the historic relationship 
between buildings, landscape fea
tures. and open space." You 
should consider carefully whether 
you really want to uproot the 
house from its original site. 
Nevertheless, if you are not plan
ning to list your house in the Na
tional Register, you wont have to 
defend your decision. You know 
the circumstances best and must 
judge for yourself. Often, moving

A
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Curtains

new CONCEPT'REVOLOT/QN4RY

The

Huuf^SpMtl¥indow

LOW-E HIGH-PERFORMANCE

FREE
COLOR
CATALOG
Country 
Curtains . . . 
a New England 
tradition . . . 
years of old- 
fashioned quality 
and corrscient ious 
service. Curtains 
in cotton muslin 
or carefree permartenf press, some have 
ruffles, others have fringe or lace trim . . . 
also, tab curtains, lined and insulated 
curtains, charming balloon and lace 
curtains, bed ensembles, wooden rods 
and much more! Ail perfect with 
antiques. Victorian and 20th century 
furniture! Please call 413-243-1300 or 
write us for a free color catalog. 
Satisfaction guaranteed.

tTMiMTH oust CURTAINS.
DIVIDED LITE COLONIAL WOOD WINDOWS 

than Triple Glazing!!!

Low-E Insulating Glass!!!

M4M<VP*SrtT¥

The Yankee Spir/t 
W/ndow with a qual
ity storm window is 
more efficient than 
triple glazing. It Is 
equivalent to the 

insulating value of 
a 10” Brick Wall.

•cI
Visit our retail shops in 

New England.ei£
□ PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG 

NameRVALUE-3.33 
U VALUE-.30 Address

City
For more information on this eiciting new product.

write or call: Wes-Pine Wood Windows.
P.O. Box 11S7, W. Hanover. MA02339.<617)678 2102

Stale Ztp

COUNTRY CURTAINS^
At The Red Lion Inn 

Dept 4297 . Stockbridge, Mass 01262

We Have the Works. AMI Brings You Three 
New Products For 

WOOD RESTORATION
• Ceiling Medallions & Trims
• Furniture Hardware
• Builders’ Hardware
• Plumbing Fixtures
• Bath Acccsvsories

Send $2.00 For Our C^atalog to Dept. J.
PwwtrsOng, km-viscosity 
epoxy sncafisulaies rotted 
and deteriorated wood 

and converts H into solid usable material Amaeal 10 
dry rot because a contains hfftgicide—a unique fe^ 
tore toundin no other similaf product.

fa

Qe^ration Works,Inc

RO.Box48(i.Biiftalo.N.Y 14205(716)8%-H(K)0 I ”
This propnetxy kirmula resin- 
based filler Hexes with the natu
ral movement and expanston of 

wood. FiHs holes and cracks. Excellent for surface re
storations and r^ilacing small missing wood pads. Use 
indoors and outdoors. Easily sanded, shaped, drilled 
and Ihreaded. Lower cost than Amwood.

MIDGET LOUVERS — The Original. . .The Best 
Answers to Ventilation Problems of

AIR• Used in Industries, Laboratories. 
Marine, Electronics and many 
Building applications.

• Available in Aluminum, Chrome. 
Plating and Anodized Aluminum. 
Sizes 1' to 6” in various types.

For larger scale restora- 
Aons. Trowelable. filled 
malenal tor rebuilding 

large broken or missing sections. Working consistancy 
tony confrokable. Can be shaped, carved, drilled, 
thnaded and pamted to match. You cant buy abettor 
prottoettoan Amwood for major wood repair.
KAli on WWTE TODAY KM MORyATIONAL BR0CHUKS4

HEAT
LIGHT

SOUND
MOISTURE

— Write for Descriptive Catalog. —
glBBlMIDGET LOUVER COMPANY A0KMCED4M7EFH4L5, MC.

368$ Ua»iSl.POBi»917,DeepRfm.CT064l7 
_____ imisie-sm • (^xs)sle■5131_______

800 MAIN AVENUE, NORWALK, CT 06851 (203) 866-2342
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ASK OHJ

A' I On larger pieces, ^un bluing 
I works well. But bluing nail 

heads could get tedious. Try this 
method:
I. Put hardware or nails in an old 
pie plate or disposable aluminum 
plate.
2. Heat on a gas stove until they 
turn a straw color. (Before red 
hot.)
3. Dump the hot metal into a cof
fee can of linseed oil. When it 
cools, drain and dry the metal.
By the way. this method also in
hibits rust.

and the stain came back. Is the 
plaster still wet?

es upward of 100 miles, the time 
and labor costs — plus the 
multitude of permits required and 
the increased chance of accident — 
virtually mandate disassembly. In 
fact, even if the house is to be 
moved only a short distance, you 
may still have to disassemble it at 
least partially, just to get it over, 
under, or around various bridges, 
overpasses, power lines, traffic 
signals, lamp posts, trees.... (See 
"Do You Want To Move A 
House?" in the October 1981 OHJ 
for more information.)

— John Simmons 
Seattle, Wash.

A' I The stain is water soluble.
Rather than switch to an al- 

kyd paint for a room that’s al
ready been painted with latex, 
just seal the stain with a coat of 
white pigmented shellac. It dries 
almost instantly. When you recoat 
with latex, the stain wont come 
through anymore.

Aging Metal

How can I give an antique 
finish to ordinary nails and 

other hardware? In projects where 
nail heads show or where I’m us
ing inexpensive hardware, I want 
the metal to blend in with my old 
house.

Help for Plaster Stain Q General intereat Questions will 
be answered in print. The Edi
tors can't promise to respond to 
all questions personally, but we 
try. Send your questions with 
photos or sketches to Questions 
Editor, The Old-House Journal, 
69A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 11217.

We had an unfortunate roof 
leak, which left a very unap

pealing yellow stain on the bedroom 
ceiling. The plaster in that room 
is in good shape; even the stained 
part seems firm. But I’ve tried 
repainting with a $20-a-gallon latex

Q

— Sal Mancini 
Schenectady, N.Y.

m Plaster Washers

Now you can save and restore 
your plaster ceilings and walls 
for just pennies. Por details, 
see the October 1980 edition 
of The Old-House Journal.

'Cl c X»-ic cc,1

u •11^
C 3 c fcc cC.:'3-.

I' 1—*0. i‘V
c c

it. c c Cjc (>harlcH St. Stipfily Co. 
54 <]hurlcs Street 
Koston Mo.02114

y
Brass H and H-L hinges were noi new cothe Victorian period, they were carried over 
from the early 1600’s. Their popularity has never wained, and these are the best 
small hinges your money will buy.
The foilowing special prices for OHJ readers w ill be effective through June 30, 1987

For flush doors, 3", 3 1 /2"and 4" long x 3/8'wide, polished or antique finish, with
$7.00 per pair

For 3/8" offset d«>rs, 3", 3 1/2", and 4' x 1 1 /2'wide, polished or antique finish, 
with screws ................................................................................
Add $4.00 per order for U.P.S. shipping and handling.
Add $3-00 per pair for H-L hinges as right side illustration above.

screws

$8.50 per pair

CALL: (617) 367-9046
Phone orders on VISA and 

MasterCard accepted ($10 min.)

$1.35/doz. (3 doz. min. prepaid) 

$20/lb. (21 doz. prepaid)

TiMit C*p*°^'*'*‘‘*' II 
463 W. Lincoln Hwy. • 

Exton, PA 19341 
(215) 363-7330

A
^ ... for flush

. . . for offset
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^ VICTORIAN
tf AND TURN OF
I THE CENTURY
Chandeliers, Sconces & Fixtures

' ANTIQUE BRASS
SHOWERS & FIXTURES

CLASSIC CUTS
RE8TORB TOUR HOUeB TO ORIOtNAL CONDtTION 
niTK CUSTOM CUT PATTERNeD CEDAR SIIINOLBS 
THAT BXACTLT MATCH TUB ONES TOU HAVE.

DRESS UP TOUR REMODBUNO JOBS Wmi OUR 
CLASSIC CUT BIIINaLES IN DORMERS A GABLES

frS HAVE OLD AUTHENTIC PATTERNS FOR USB 
ON NBN VICTORIAN OR QUEENB ANNB HOMES

Design • Contrtd • Manufacturer • Restoration 
• Replacement PaGs k Glass Shades

•Claw Tubs • Brass k Chrome Showers • 
Shower Rings • Pedestal Sinks • Faucets • Oak 
High Tank Toilets • Cage Showers • Cross 
Handles • Porcelain • Hard-to-Pind Parts • A 
Huge Selection of Accessories • Expert Advice

Plumbing Catalog 
$5.00

THE FINEST LAMP & FIXTURE RESTORATION AVAILABLE

ROY ELECTRIC co„ inc. (718) 434-70025
k SHOWROOM: 1054 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11230

NRITB OR CALL FOR INFORMATION AND PRICES 
WE MILL MAIL OR SEND UPS, TOUR CHOICE

THE MOST COMPLETE 
SOURCE FOR ANTIQUE 
AND REPRODUCTION 

GAS. OIL AND ELECTRIC 
LIGHTING

Lighting Catalog $3.00

SILVER TREE OF THE CEDAR GUILD 
51579 Gates Bridge East 

Gates. OR 97346 
{503) 897-2541

• • •
(PLEASE NOTEt ALL ORDERS ARE CUSTOM CUT 
80 PLEASE ALLOW TIME TO COMPLETE THE 
ORDER. ONLY LIMITED AMOUNTS ARE KEPT 
ON HAND.)

VICTORIAN INGRAIN CARPET
Ftn««l quality all-wool two-ply ravaraibla 
36*-wlda inqrain carpat availabla in two 
iCKD-eantury datipns. Mapla laaf pattam 
$l26/yd.; Gaomatric $97/yd. 22-1/2* In
grain atair & hall carpat Also paraonalizad 
Jacquard covarlata. Wa wova ingrain carpat 
for tha National Park Sarviea rasiorailort of
tha Abraham Lincoln homa (Springftald. IL).
family HEIR-LOOM WEAVERS 

RO 3, Box &9E, R«d Lion, PA 17356 
Brochure $1.G0 (717) 246-2431

m
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GOOD BOOKS

Alaska Pioneer Interiors, An 
Annotated Photographic File, 
by Jane G. Hai^h, Tanana-Yukon 
Historical Society. 280 E. Birch 
Hill Rd.. Fairbanks, Alaska 99712. 
(907)457-7834. $18.45 ppd.

"A close look at these photo
graphs, like peeking through win
dows of an old house, provides a 
fascinating look at home life in 
some of Alaska’s pioneer towns," 
says author Jane Haigh. And that’s 
exactly what looking through this 
book of black and white photo
graphs of Alaskan interiors from 
1903 to 1919 is like.

If you’re expecting igloos and 
rustic log cabins, this book will 
disappoint you. Apart from more 
than the usual bear and wolfskin 
rugs and pillows, these homes can 
compete with the best Victorian and 
post-Victorian houses back East.

What is particularly special about 
the book is the candid glimpse of 
pioneer life seen in these photos —

4

Give your old house the beveled 
glass it deserves at prices you 
can a^ord. Our standard or 

custom designs make ordering 
the right window easier than 

you can imagine.

Cherry Creek Enterprises, Inc. 
937 Santa Fe Dr.
Denver, CO 80204 

(303)892-1819 Catalog $2

Manufacturers of fine beveled 
glass for 13 years

an apartment shared by two men 
(the walls covered with Victorian 
pin-ups), a little girl's sixth birth
day party, a wedding reception, a 
card party. These pictures are a 
terrific source for historians and 
preservationists, but they show 
more than just the wallpaper and 
furnishings of the period, they 
show how these people lived with 
their decor.

New Providence, A Changing 
Cityscape, Conceived by Renata 
von Tscbarner and Ronald Lee 
Fleming, illustrations by Denis 
Orloff. Gulliver Books. To order 
by mail: Townscape Institute. 2 
Hubbard Park. Cambridge. MA 
02138, (617) 491-8952. $13.45 ppd.

This wonderful book is a light
hearted mini-course in the history 
of urban planning and architecture 
in this century. Created by a team 
of historians, architects, and city 
planners. New Providence is a fic
tional city made of bits and pieces 
of real cities all over America.

In beautiful color illustrations, 
filled with countless details to be

pored over time and time again, we 
watch this small city progress 
through the years from 1910 to 
1987. As the world changes, so 
does the city — a Victorian 
bandshell is replaced by a WPA 
billboard during the Depression, 
trolley cars disappear, neon is in
troduced, an air-raid siren replaces 
fancy grill work on the Town Hall 
roof.

Yours for a Year
Make this house and 11 others >x)urs 
for 1988 with our all-new calendar. 
1\veK*e beautiful, intricate rervierings of 
Victorian and other historic buildings are 
>'Ours for only S6.99. A great gift too:
.1 or more calendars, just $6.50 each. 
Notecards 16designs, w/emelopes $8.50 
Poster Dramatic full-color design $9.95 
Christmas Cards 24. uienielopes $12.25 

Send hr our FREE full-line catalog
Send check, money order, or use MSA. HC. or Am.Ex. 
Include all fHimben artd sigrulure. Please add $1.00 
per order postage. Calif, res. add sales tax. MAIL TO;

In all, six different periods are 
covered, each illustrated lavishly 
with a double-page spread, small 
black and white "details," and de
scribed in the short text with 
humor, insight and lots of interest
ing facts.P.O. B<IX Wi2:i-OH. NEWPORT BEACH. CA 926W
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Facelifts. $15.95.
When Painted Ladies was published in 1978, it immediately 

became the landmark book for Victorian homeowners and home- 
Iwers alike. And now their proud progeny are 

here in all their glory— 
DAUGHTERS OF 

. PAINTED LADIES; 
^ America’s
M Resplendent 
In Victorians. Its a 
f / magnificent survey 
/ ' of homes whose 

4 1 new facelifts were 
i j directly inspired by 
• Painted Ladies—and 
/ an endless source of 

inspiration to those 
/ wishing to preserve 

; and beautify our
Victorian heritage.

me ^
$29.95, cloth; $15.95, 

PAINTED LADIES IS 
STILL AVAILABLE IN BOOK

STORES EVERYWHERE

paper
ALSO

ZIPClTV DUTTON
2 Pork Avenue. New 'iWt, N Y 10016

STATE Q please
enclosed

Q payment HAND-TIED 
FISHNET CANOPIES 

BEDSPREADS, COVERLETS 
AND DUST RUFFLES

Fishnet bad canopies. Hand-lied in the 
mountains of North Carolina. Each Is 
custom made of lOOVe cotton, doubled. 
4-ply yarn in either natural or white. 
Delivery in four weeks or less—often the 
same weak of order. We also have 
coverlets, bedspreads and custom-made 
dust ruffles.
Write or call for FREE brochure.

(Barter 0anopies
P. 0. Box 808 Dept. OHJ 

Troutman, NC 28166-0808 
Telephone: 704-528-4071

Custom Manufactured

AUTHENTIC COLONIAL 
WOODEN BLINDS

'drb^9St o|)^esteiiday ^o/i 0“oday
All of our blinds are made expressly 
for Your windows with a choice of 
any paint color or natural wood- 
tone.
We also manufacture Traditional 
and Plantation Shutters.
Call or write for Brochure and price.

DEVENCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Attn: Department OHJ 

Box 700 Decatur, GA 30031 
404 / 378-4597

Exact replicas of the beautiful tin ceilings 
wc all love are now available in high- 
impact polymer styrene. The price, 
weight, ease of installation, and lasting 
durability make our products the obvious 
choice for your ceiling needs.

Please write for our free brochure.

9Tb £)M Company

(214) 665-2221P.O. Box 494 Jefferson, Texas 75657
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RESTORER’S NOTEBOOK
Defeating Dust
One of the problems with living in 
the house you are restoring is the 
dreaded drywall dust that creeps 
everywhere when you sand. My 
brother (who also has an old 
house) suggests ’’sponging” the joint 
compound after it’s dry with a 
large, coarse sponge and lots of 
water. It feathers the walls, 
cleans the corners, and even fills 
in those tiny air-bubble holes. All 
without dust!! Maybe we’ll finally 
build that closet in the bedroom....

— Mary Dahlberg 
Dayton, Ohio

[Absolutely! A sponge or sanding 
sponge, used damp, is the right 
tool for smoothing joint compound. 
You should never have to sand 
dry. — ed.J

Cleaning Louvres
I’ve discovered the perfect tool for 
dusting the louvres of indoor shut
ters. Those foam pads sold as a 
replacement for paintbrushes aren’t 
great for applying paint, but the 
1-inch size pad is great for dusting 
shutters and blinds.

When it gets dusty, just rinse in 
plain water, then dry it by squeez
ing between folded paper towels 
and continue. Keep it separate for 
this use — the dust will make it 
even less effective for painting.

- Sally Hunter 
Alexandria, Vir.

Steamy Stripping
We were very neat, tidy, and tenta
tive when we started our (first) 
restoration three years ago. We've 
learned since that some jobs 
require a down-and-dirty attitude to 
get it done. Take wallpaper strip
ping, for instance.

I remember our early attempts: 
kitchen buckets of hot water, a 
sponge and a putty knife, Playtex 
gloves. Malarkey! It took days in
stead of hours.

Now, when we have multiple 
layers of wallpaper to take off, 
we do i! the wholesale way. First, 
preparation: everything away from 
the walls; switchplates, etc., 
removed: plastic taped to the floor. 
Next: 80-grit sandpaper raked 
across every square inch of paper 
to allow water and steam to pene
trate it. Finally: a rented wall
paper steamer — which you’ll need 
for only half a day if y<xi do all 
your prep beforehand. Stiff putty 
knives of various widths slide 
right under the paper once you’ve 
got it nice and hot and wet.

Be sure to cover your skin, 
wear gloves and goggles when you 
do this job. The steam can give 
you a nasty burn.

Saving Sinks
Your lip in a recent issue about 
cleaning mantels prompts me to 
write about marble sinks. I’ve re
stored several of them.

I paid ten bucks for the first 
one, a stained china bowl set in a 
dirty marble top (counter). 1 found 
it in one of those junkyards where 
there’s a clutter of small objects 
in the shcH) and a graveyard of 
plumbing fixtures sitting out back.

One sink bowl was salvageable; 
for the others, I had to buy a new 
drop-in bowl. It’s quite easy to 
drill the marble top for new 
mounting screws when installing 
the bowl.

My tips are really about restor
ing the marble tc^, however. If 
there’s paint on it, it’s very easy 
to strip (with chemicals, not heat), 
but the marble underneath may be 
badly stained.

Dirt and simple stains can be 
removed with Ajax. Deeper stains 
may need full-strength chlorine 
bleach, or a weak solution of mur
iatic acid — rinsed well with clear 
water to stop the etching action. 
Learn to live with rust stains, or 
try a commercial poultice.

Take out scratches and small 
pits by rubbing with extra-fine, 
wet-dry sandpaper. You can also 
take the marble to a stoneyard to 
have it polished (resurfaced).

— Gary Bronson 
Springfield, Mass.

Stirring Tip
While staining our pine floors a 
few years ago, I found that just 
stirring the stain was tiresome and 
time-consuming. 1 thought of using 
my kitchen wire whisk, and found 
that my mixing time was more than 
cut in half.

We now use wire whisks for all 
staining and painting. I just slip it 
into a plastic bag between uses, 
until the job is done. Whisks can 
be found often at 50^ each, so it’s 
well worth it!

Dan 8i Kathy Roberts 
Los Angeles, Cal.

Removing Lacquer
I’ve noticed that some middle-of- 
the-line brass hardware comes
highly polished, with a half-hearted 
coat of lacquer. The lacquer 
doesn’t really protect the brass 
from tarnishing for long, but it 
does interfere with the metal 
acquiring an even patina. (I prefer 
that "antique look’’ to polishing. 
Life’s too short.)

To remove the factory lacquer 
and let Nature take its course, just 
soak the pieces in Mr. Clean.
Rinse with clear water and dry 
thoroughly. Lacquer thinner works, 
too, of course, but it makes me 
dizzy.

— Christine O’Connor 
Worcester, Mass.

TIPS TO SHARE? Do you have any 
hints or short cuts that might 
help other old-house owners? 
We*Il pay S25 for any how-to 
items used in this "Restorer's 
Notebook" column. Writeto Note
book Editor, The Old-House Jour
nal, 69A Seventh Avenue, Brook
lyn, N.Y. 11217.— Mary Beth McNaughton 

Gary, Ind.
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POSSIBLYTHE BEST BATHROOMS IN AMERICA
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A Classic Bathroom By
BESCO

729 ATU^NTIC AVENUE. BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02MI 617-423-4535

Fittings & Fixtures Also Sold Separately • $7 Catalogs i^ply To Ordeis Over $100

Is Your Historic Landmark
I Unmarked?v'

R^OTH HOUSEjIr Identify and enhance your properly with the 
elegance of solid cast bronze. These 
traditional signs are sand cast and indi
vidually hand chased by La Haye Bronze, 
one of the largest and oldest decorative 
metal foundries in America. Poured with 
purest quality ‘‘Government Bronze" they 
exceed all architectural standards. Only 
La Maye unconditionally guarantees your 
satisfaction of quality. Shown here is a 
sampling of the many designs and sizes 
available. To request our free catalogs call 
this toll free number:

326
BUILT 1866

National Register Property Identification

f■f
I* "

\

454 1 -800-523-9544
In California, phone (714) 734-1371 
or write to the factory at:

LA HAVE BRONZE INC, 
•\\Ajlr) 1346 Railroad Street 

I Corona. CA 91720

I
> V..

Address Numerals Address Sign
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Mountain, overlooking Asheville, North Carolina, it was 
hard to anticipate the extent of even the first part 
of our adventure: just getting the place ready to move 
in. It had been empty for several years, and so a 
"certificate of occupancy" was required before utilities 
could be connected. Local inspectors, used to making 
one or two suggestions, presented us with ten pages 
of required repairs and changes, and then informed 
us that they had already started condemnation proceed
ings — they felt that the house should be "pushed off 
Reed Hill" so some nice condos or apartments could 
be put up there.

We had our own list of Things To Be Done Imme
diately, and so combined their list with ours. We had 
to re-wire if electricity was to be turned on; some

From the first time we saw it, on a dreary December 
day in 1972, we had been thinking and talking about 
Reed House. Perched hauntingly on top of a hill, the 
once-stately Victorian house, built in 1892, was now 
a weathered grey from many paintless years, with 
broken windows, rotting steps, poison ivy and kudzu 
creeping across the porches, and a yard full of junk.

Inside, it had been divided into four apartments, 
each with a broken stove and mold-covered refrigera
tor. Even our enchantment with the ten fireplaces 
turned to chagrin when we realized that there was 
no central heat.

But we bought Reed House in May 1973, and that 
was the beginning of our great adventure.

Sitting in our comfortable ’60s ranch on Sunset
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plumbing had to be working if we were to have any 
water. And I insisted that the broken windows on at 
least the first floor be replaced before we moved in. 
The building inspectors required screens on all the 
windows, and as Reed House has 62 windows and eight 
doors with glass, this was a major undertaking. (It 
was several years before we learned how to replace 
sash cords ourselves — now all our windows open and 
close easily!)

House Guest
After we finished our ’’Immediate” list of jobs, the 
house was ready for us to move in. Our first night, 
no beds had been set up, so we had to sleep on the 
dining room floor (the only clear space big enough 
for two). Dog-tired as we were, we were awakened 
around midnight by the sound of heavy boots on the 
back stairs. Any mother with a teenage daughter 
knows what that means: an unauthorized male visitor. 
About ten minutes later, I crept upstairs, ready for 
a family "council,” and peeked into her room. She

was asleep ... and alone. So were my sons. Everyone 
was asleep.

For several years thereafter, every time someone 
new slept in the house for the first time, we would 
hear those same boots on the back steps, just about 
midnight. Our friendly ghost was checking them out.

Early on, he demonstrated his love for a good game 
of pool. We had converted the original sitting room 
into a pool room, and sometimes at night we’d hear 
the balls rolling and hitting each other. When we first 
heard them, we thought one of the boys had come home 
early — but it always turned out that we were alone 
in the house. And every time we heard the balls, the 
boys would check the pool table the next morning and 
find it to be perfectly level.

Our friendly ghost has made several appearances 
over the years we have been at Reed House. There 
are things which simply can’t be explained by my 
scientifically trained mind (I’m an R.N.): Doors open 
and close, objects fall, things disappear and later reap
pear in the most unlikely places. These occurrences

Our enclianinient with the ten fireplaces turned to chagrin when we realized that there was no central heat.
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ant and unharmed. The boys made 
a clever trapdoor out of floor
boards, disguising the entry, and 
now this marvelous secret pas
sageway is the delight of all our 
visitors, young and old. (I have 
never been down it!)

We soon realized that a new 
roof was more urgently needed 
than we had thought at the time of 
purchase: In the dark attic on a 
sunny day, the roof looked like a 
star-filled sky. We saved all the 
paint cans from our first exterior 
paint job, and positioned each one 
under a leak in the roof. These 
weren’t enough, however, so we 
ordered shingles. When the truck 
unloaded 180 bundles of shingles in 
our driveway, I shuddered and 
turned my back. What had we 
gotten ourselves into?

Most of a spring and summer 
was spent removing many layers of 
rotting shingles and underlayment, 
and attending to the mess made 
from throwing it all in the yard. 
We hope the new roof lasts a long, 
long time.

We considered Reed House to be 
an important example of Queen 
Anne architecture. Samuel H.
Reed, the builder, was the son of 
a local landowner, and a significant 
figure in the history of Asheville. 
So another of our goals was to get 
the house listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places. We 

did more research, filled out forms, submitted pic
tures, and expressed our love for the house to one 
and all. On November 28, 1979, Reed House was listed 
in the National Register.

With a roof over our heads and other primary goals 
accomplished, we went about our normal lives, over
looking the fact that the restoration of our lovely home 
had just begun. We seldom went upstairs unless some
one asked to see it, and we only fixed the things 
that were broken, such as frozen pipes and falling 
plaster. But we became very active in the local Pres
ervation Society, and began to read The Old-House 
Journal. We realized that if anything was ever going 
to get done, we’d have to start now and go at it tooth 
and nail. So we did: I quit my job to devote myself 
full time to Reed House. And then the fun began!

"Each room contains a working fireplace, with a fire laid and extra logs 
on the hearth."

are most likely to haw>en after someone scoffs at 
or disbelieves the ghost stories we tell. But whoever 
or whatever is responsible for these happenings, it’s 
a friendly being, and we have learned to live at peace 
with whoever is sharing our space at Reed House.

Discoveries
Our first few years were busy and full of adventure. 
One early discovery by our teenage sons and friends 
made us the envy of the neighborhood. While installing 
a floor in the tower, they found that someone in the 
past had nailed crosspieces to an upright in a space 
between the walls, forming a crude ladder. The 
youngest (and smallest) was allowed the privilege of 
being the first to descend into the dark unknown, the 
bowels of Reed House. First it led straight down, 
then turned to go under the stairs, and then straight 
down again to exit in the crawlspace under the house. 
Then my youngest child bounded up the stairs, exuber

Birth of a B&B
Now that I was without a job, completing the restora-
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Our ghost loves a good game of pool! (Note the walls being prepared for new wallpaper.)'

tion became an absolute necessity — Reed House was 
going to replace my job as a source of income by 
becoming a Bed & Breakfast. Wallpaper, lace curtains, 
old rugs, restored furniture, rocking chairs, working 
fireplaces, iron beds, new mattresses, and pretty 
sheets and towels were the ingredients that came 
together to start a B&B. We took out the doors 
between rooms, which had been cut in the 1940s to 
make apartments. We added old wardrobes to serve 
as closets. We stripped layers of old wallpaper, but 
somewhere in each room we left an intact area; in 
case someone in the future strips our wallpaper 
(Heaven forbid!), he or she will find a remnant of 
each layer from the past. We also wrote notes and 
dates for future owners, in pencil, on the walls under 
the wallpaper.

We put a new bathroom in the laundry room for 
ourselves; our three guest rooms share the original 
two baths. We carpeted the stairs, and no longer hear 
ghostly footsteps at midnight — but if a guest dis
misses our ghost stories, we can expect an 
rence" to make us believe.

Guests are never satisfied to be comfortable. Al
though our unfinished rooms are kept locked, guests 
always ask to see them. And many just cannot leave

occur- *'My son Mike Turcot is the one with the beard. (He 
is presently very clean-shaven, short-haired, and in his 
last year of law school at the University of Texas in 
Austin.) With Mike are ‘helpful friends.' We take all 
(he help we can get, then and now!"
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until they pick their way through the attic to see the 
view from the tower, and peer down into the darkness 
of the secret passageway. So far, only one guest has 
succeeded in getting permission to descend the ladder: 
a very persuasive young man whose name happened to 
be Reed.

To Be Continued....
There is more work still to be done at Reed House. 
We’re looking for old pictures so we can have an 
authentic porch railing made. There will be two more 
guest rooms, one with a private bath in an alcove that 
used to be an apartment kitchen. We’re in the process 
of stripping paint from the front hall moulding and 
wainscotting. Some of the doors and mantels are half- 
stripped. The original parlor, which is graced with 
a pocket door, parlor grand piano, and rose-colored

cherubs in the tile around the fire
place, has had nothing done yet — 
but we did put up lace curtains!
We have to work as time and 
guests permit. And of course, our 
bedroom is on the very bottom of 
the list.

In 1973, when we first moved 
in, I had visions of myself sitting 
on the totally reconstructed porch 
in front of the completely restored 
house, swinging lazily in the eve
ning breeze.... Now I realize that 
such a scene will never happen; 
there will always be something that 
has to be done — no, a list of 
things that will have to be done!
But we have learned to live with 
the constant change, the constant 
improvement, and the constant chal
lenge which mark the agony and 
the ecstasy of restoring an old 
house. And after devoting fourteen 
years to it, there’s no other way 
to live.

"Me ill Victorian dress, on the porch of another won
derful old house in Asheville."

Wed like to extend to every old- 
house crazie a sincere invitation to 
come and have tea with us on the 
porch during a balmy summer eve
ning here in the mountains. But be 
prepared to pitch in if there's an 
emergency with plumbing, wall
paper hanging, painting, and the 
great labor of love which we are 
so lucky to have chosen. Just con
tact us at Reed House. 119 Dodge 
Street. Asheville. North Carolina 
28803. (704) 274-1604.1 had visions of myself swinging lazily in the evening breeze....
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The PROPWASH II system is a fun, 
fast, and effective way to clean ALL of the 
windows of your home. Second story and 
other hard to reach windows are no longer a 
problem to maintain.

PRO-WASH II includes;
• 12' Telescopic Extension Pole
• Angle Adaptor
• Fast-Lock Squeegee
• Strip Washer
• 24 Window Cleaning Pills
• Storage Pouch

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
$89.95 ppd.

Send Check or Money Order to:
CIG Corp., 2247 East M-78 

E. Lansing. Ml 48823.

V'

I^1

TIN CEILINGSo 21 patterns 
O 10 cornice moulding 

styles
O Fast and easy 

instaUalion 
O Shipped anywhere 
O Brochure available. 

Send $1 for postage 
and handling.

AA ABBINGDON 
AFFILIATES, INC.

Dept. OHJ 
2149 Utica Avenue 

Brooklyn, NY 11234 
(718) 258-8333

^ttik
Today’s IVii^ Making Tomoirow*s ^

2140 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley, CA 94702. <415) 540-8193 ^

The Ray Area’s largest selrrtion of 
vanity basitis and |iedrstal lavatorirs.

Bathroom acressories. 
Faucru by Oiicago.

Floral appliqurs. 
Handpainling to match your 

fabrics and wallcoverings.

CXi

CHICAGO OLD TELEPHONE CO. i
Specializing in

RESTORED OLD TELEPHONES
Write today for free color cataloo 

Complete Restoration Service 
Replacement parts for most Telephones

^ I

P. O. Box 189 - Dept. OHJ 
Lemon Springs, N. C. 28355 yI

1e«e
.Customar ServiceCatalog Sales

(9191 774 66251.800-843-1320

m WOTRADIATOR 
s^£^<^ENCLOSURES

IALL
/i

FOR HOMES. OFFICES. CHURCHES. INSTITUTIONS 
I IILdtllMIII

[llllllllTOTHIS^

BUY FACTORY DIRECT & SAVE • EASY TO ASSEMBLE 
MANY STYLES & COLORS • BAKED ENAMEL FINISH 
Send't 00 tor Brochures. RetondaP/e with Order.

AfOMAffC/#Dept. OHJ 

2744 ARKANSAS DRIVE. BROOKLYN. N Y. 11234
(201)796-4117

□ W4LLC0VE«IN«3 f, 
6 FAiAtCS }'
SINCE IBM

kOu
1tFL(> .fprTt

AVAILABLE THROUGH INTERIOR DESIGNERS A FINE SHOPS 
SEND Sl.OO FOR FULL COLOR BROCHURE 

RICHARD E.THIBAUT. 706 S.21 ST. IRVINGTON. N.J. 07111 (201)399-7868
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Armor Plus 8001
The lasting difference in Architectural Restoration

Armor Plus 8001 coatings offers permanent polymeric encasement for 
unsurpassed durability. Armor Plus has no equal as a protecting finishing 
system following the use of caustic alkali or mechanical stripping in the 
restoration of wood structures. Unexcelled for Churches, Municipalities, and 
historical landmarks or anywhere constant maintenance is impractical and 
further deterioration would be irreversible. Warranties up to 10 years.
• Extremely high ultra-violet and 

mildew resistance. • 100% mem
ory on up to 418% elongation.
• Prevents bleed through from 

cedar and redwood tannic acid 

stains. • Permanently fiils cracks.
• Eliminates need for special ^
primers and filiers. 1

National Distributor
Armor Plus Coatings, Inc.
501 6th Street Racine. Wl 53403 
(414)632-3370
Wisconsin Only 1-800-236-4643

Manufacturer
Armer Products Inc.
820 Pearl St. Racine, Wl 53403

Outside Wl 1-800-654-4203

OUR FINISH IS THE BEGINNING OF YOUR
NEW BATHROOM Past Patterns

r Historic 
Patterns 

icorth your 
lime and 
talent.

Pattern
Catalog

S5.0O

»8atTitub. smk and tile resorfacing tn any color.
• fully guaranteed PORCELAINCOTE* fmen b apphed m ya '' home 

For a free estimate contact

at
800-645-5039 for Free Brochure 

in New York, call 516-724-1205

Nationwide Service
Wrtir »r calf 

<•!*> a4s»ia€ ’ f»r

rmetIKFOmMATlOK
Franchises Available 

65 Smithtown Blvd., Smithtown, NY 11 787

P.O. Box 7587, Grand Rapids, Ml 49510

MbflXlflTCeilOl
TOSinracifsiEPO5GREAT FOR THE COUNTRY LOOK

Handcrafted Victorian Gingerbread ■ WlorMn
On>gn

* MoMar Cmi Iron
CUSTOM LENGTH SPANDRELS & SHELVES • FANS 
PORCH POSTS • BALUSTERS • BRACKETS • SIGNS 

CORBELS • HEADERS • GAZEBO • & Muth More! 
Auihenuc Solid Wood Reprodudicim lor Inrenur & Exterior 

Buy Direa & Save
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Bringing Back Yesterday In Quality & Service

< oifiponrnu 
• Boil Tofflhi

AMOmWy
* S' Oiomner 
- Oohonol Brova

Prompt Shipment
S«mI >2 do fe« complfie 
rmovotton rMoJog

SOpg. ll.I.rSTK.VTFI) « 
.M A I L - r> K I) i: K By Return 

Mail
2. oSTEPTOE &WIFE

CATALOG MTimisui'
}22 Gotiy Xvtnuo 

Toronto CinMa UtH 2CT 
|4ll|U(M200513 S. AOAMS, DEPT 827, FREDERICKSBURG, TX 78624 512/997-9513
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It’s Bert’s 
business 
to know...PLASTER 

‘ Cornice
* Ceilings
• Medallions
COMPOSITION

ORNAMENTS
(13,000)

"How can I repair a 
basebaJI'Sized hole?"

Spackle'' Lite*can erase the error.
It covers all the bases: Fills the hole 
smoothly, won't sag. and its unique 
non-shrink lormula sticks tight, knifes 
right, and won’t crack
"Bert, help! What surlacing 
compound fills nail holes 
and small cracks?"

You need the advantage ol 
New improved Spackle* It does the 
trick every time, Why, New Improved 
Spackle features superb knifing, less 
shrinkage, and excellent sandability. If 
makes invisible repairs fast and easy

A

CAPITALS &
BRACKETS

TRADITIONAL ^0^ 
FIREPLACE MANTELS

CUSTOM REPRODUCTION & 
WOOD COLUMNS QUOTED

CORRTHE

3610-12 South Morgan 
Chicago 60609 

Est.1892

"Is Spackle' tough 
enough to go outdoors?"

Exterior Spackle* is It s the one to 
call on when you need added power 
for those tough outdoor patching 
jobs. Because it has outstanding Itexi- 
bility and adhesion, it's ideal for ugly 
jobs like resurfacing, caulking, or 
smoothing wood siding, shakes, 
and shingles
"Isn't all Spackle * really 
the same?"

Nope' Spackle* brand ol surfacing 
compound is the original, the only 
one that can carry the name Spackle*. 
From original po^r to New Improved 
Spackle:*' it's the best

CHAIR CANE - REED - RUSH - SPLINT 
PREWOVEN WEBBING 

TAPE FOR SHAKER CHAIRS

tXmtOJt SHUTTERS
Shipped Anywhere

MOVEABLE LOUVERS
Unfinished, or primed and painted 
in the coloi ol you choice 

AM sizes (inciuding door panels)

Raised Panel and Fixed Louver 
shutters also available

Chair Seating & Wicker Repair Supplies

Very large Selection/Prompt Delivery

eBrochure/Price List $1.00 

We Stock Books to Help
AffordaUe prices

Add beauty and character to your home 
with authentic restoration shutters.

Connccficut Cane A Reed Ca The Muralo Co.. Inc.. Bayonne. NJ 07002 
Los Angeles • Chicago • Atlanta

Spackiu" IS a reoislered trddeiriarK ol Ihe 
MuraloCo lr>c Spacn e I ite’is Tanulac- 
lufed SCOrCHLilt * Glass Boobies

Call or write:P.O.Box 762U
Manchester, CT 06040, (203) 646-6586 SHUTTERCRAFr. 282 Stepstone Hill Rd. 

Guilford, CT06437 (203) 453-1973
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Above: From the copy in
AlacitUti's 1920 inail onieT-
houses catdog: "The
Rochester ... is truly A»n-
erican - simple, strong &
substantial. (ItJ has the
aiided advantage of being
square in shape, which al

ways expresses massfi'eness
and strength. The scrolled
rafter ends ... add an artis
tic touch ..." Grouped
windows and plain balus
trade. too, show the mod-

Craftsman/Prairieem
School influence.
Right; A builder’s Four
square, this one is vaguely
Prairie Style, with its tint
ed stucco, doubled win
dows, and tiled roof.
Opp<>site: Regardless of
exterior finish, the style is
defined by its cube shape.
square in elevation & plan.
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The American Foursquare
by Patricia Poore

Balusters (spindles) are often plain square sticks; slat 
railings and a low wall in place of the balustrade 
are also common.

It is still an ideal family home, comfortable even 
by modern standards. After all, Foursquares came 
equipped with large windows, indoor plumbing, closets, 
a kitchen with built-in features, and central heating.

Foursquare variants appeared in virtually every pat- 
ternbook between 1900 and 1925, which explains the 
presence of this style in every town with pre-1930 
houses. (It was also a popular farmhouse form.)
Some early examples are transitional, clearly spanning 
eras: The box is broken by a corner turret or a Vic
torian bay. The box was broken, too, in larger, expen
sive models, where wings intersected.

Foursquares were built in different models by 
builders offering options in window styles, porch 
parts, siding, and interior elements. Radford’s designs, 
for example, often had a truncated pyramidal roof. 
Sears sold a lot of Foursquares of concrete block. 
Much of the ornamentation is classically inspired, or 
reflects the reigning colonial revival. Palladian-type 
windows. Federal entranceways, and classical cornices

That a tremendous change we’ve seen in the 
\ Y / status of the American Foursquare over the 
\/W past five years! Before OHJ first distingui- 

▼ ▼ shed it in our study of post-Victorian house 
types, it had no name and an uncertain lineage. (See 
OHJ. Jamary 1982.) Today, it’s one of the most 
recognized house styles. The Foursquare is the 
preeminent post-Victorian type. And it is the epitome 

of the turn-of-the-century’s "comfortable house" ideal.
The standard Foursquare, built over a full base

ment, has two full storeys and a large attic. (The 
attic is often livable, owing to the large dormers that 
commonly break out of the hipped roof.) In direct con
trast to the Bungalow, another popular style of the 
period, there is no interpenetration of outdoor and 
indoor spaces. This house is more about dignified 
self-containment. Where the Bungalow is rambling and 
informal, the Foursquare is balanced and symmetrical.

The porch is an important hallmark of the style. 
Typically spanning the front, it is not a Victorian 
verandah; almost never will you find turned posts and 
gingerbread. Instead, posts are boxed-in and panelled. 
Or columns are Tuscan, the unfluted version of Doric.
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Right: "AftiJsive" was cm adjective often
used to describe Foursquares - aptly
in the case of this gussied-up version, a
kind of Fast-Coast Mission style. The
essentia? square is broken by bays in
front and an extended porch.
Below: This is the classic suburban four
square, unomamimted except for the
colonial a//HSions of the porch columns
and 6/1 windou’s. Dormers on t/tree sic/es

akc the attic quite usable.ni

are therefore common. But you 11 also come across
Prairie-style Foursquares, recognizable by their banded
windows and stretched-out eaves and tan stucco walls.
A Foursquare built with such Craftsman elements as
a fieldstone foundation and exposed rafter ends looks
a little like a Bungalow-in-a-box.

The interior plan of the American Foursquare var
ied somewhat depending on the patternbook or builder,
but rooms are essentially square. Typically, each floor
has a stair hall and four rooms. The stair may be
located at the center or side.

The Colonial Revival strongly influenced Foursquare
interiors, as it did most interiors of the period. This
can be seen in the styling of house parts such as
newels and mantels, and also in furnishings. But the
Craftsman/Mission/Prairie influence was felt, too,
especially in Foursquares built in the Midwest and in
those with clearly "modern” design elements. Panelled

the t
Georgian Manor House Italianaie V:

C.1760 c.l^
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Left: Donners amt bays break up the
volume of this higher-styietl example.
Below; The basic Tourstjuare was its econ
omical as it was comfortable: a riiuiioiioH
oflami. foundation, and roof yielded the
greatest interior volume. Most examples
were 30 x 30 or 36 x 36, allowing large
rooms downstairs and four or five bed
rooms. In denser areas, the si^ttare shape
was elongated to, say, 30 x 36, to better
fit on narrow lots with less frontage.

wainscot in the dining room, massive oak mantels, and
plain Craftsman staircases are not uncommon. Floors
are most often of strip oak, and sturdy brown leather
furniture was favored.

Where did it come from? The style seemed to
spring up, apparently without precedent, almost over
night. There were none in 1890. By 1910, thousands
of Foursquares had been built.

No question about it, it was a new style, suited
to smaller lots, prefabricated parts, and the middle-
class housing boom. But as an architectural form, it
does have precedent in the Georgian manor house. The
comeback of the square shape can be seen partly as
a matter of economy (the cube yields the most interior
space for the money spent on foundation, framing, and
roof). It also marks a return to the symmetry and
simplicity of houses that predated the Victorian era.iiiS

the
American Fbursc|uare

C.19I0L-mi »_____Vrai
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Metal ceilings have been around since the 1860s. At 
the peak of their popularity (1895-1915), hundreds of 
patterns were available from each of the many com
panies manufacturing them. The reasons for their 
popularity are still valid today. A tin ceiling is a rela
tively inexpensive way to add some character to a 
room. And once it’s up, it needs very little mainte
nance. It’s also easier to install a tin ceiling than 
it is to patch failing plaster or install and finish
Sheetrock.

If you’re thinking about buying a metal ceiling, you 
can reduce the cost significantly by installing it your
self. The techniques are simple. If you plan ahead 
and work patiently, you’re sure to have excellent
results.

Furring the ceiling
Most of the work involved in installing a tin ceiling 
is in furring down from the plaster — actually nailing 
up the metal is fast and fun by comparison. Three- 
inch furring is better, but 1x2 furring is adequate.

Top: This illustration shows the importance of posi
tioning the first furring strip the distance from the 
wall that the cornice will project. When you come 
back to install the cornice, plan your joints so that 
they will overlap at a wall stud. That way. you'll 
be assured solid nailing.

Left: A room where the owner opted for a tin ceiling 
rather than expensive plaster repair! The jns^a//er 
snaps a chalkline at the center of the ceiling, perpen
dicular to joists. Use this first line as a reference 
point from which to measure for subsequent strips.

D
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Use 3" nails to fasten the furring around the perimeter 
of the room. Nail the strips as far from the wall 
as the cornice will project. It may be necessary to 
add a few nailers between the joists along the walls 
that run parallel with the joists to enable nailing the 
strips at the correct position.

As you attach the furring strips, don’t drive the 
nails home. Instead, drive them in about halfway to 
allow for later shimming and levelling.

Next, find the center of the ceiling and snap a 
chalkline at a right angle to the joists. Now snap addi
tional chalklines every 12” on center, parallel to the 
first line. The chalklines mark the centers of the 
furring strips. Nail up the middle strip (again, drive 
the nails in only halfway). Now, nail up additional 
strips on every t>tber chalkline; that is, every 24 
center. Before going back to nail up the intermediate 
strips, determine where the 8-foot long metal sheets 
will terminate: Nail furring strips perpendicular to the 
strips already up at these points. (These strips are 
the nailers to secure the edges of sheets where they

on

Top: Nailing up furring strips prior to installing the 
metal.

Middle: After the strips are all na/7ed to the ceiling, 
they must be leveled to ensure a flat ceiling. Here, 
an installer for A.A. Abbingdon Affiliates uses a 
straightedge to check that all the strips are in line. 
Those that are high are pulled down with the claw 
of a hammer, and shims are installed behind the fur
ring before the nails are driven in.

Right: Installing the metal sheets (note shims).
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overlap.) If you’re using 2” furring, these strips will 
be 22" long. Finally, nail furring strips on the inter
mediate chalklines.

Before you drive the nails all the way in, be sure 
all the furring strips are in the same plane to ensure 
a flat ceiling. As plaster ceilings are rarely smooth 
and level, some shimming will be required. It’s not 
as critical that the ceiling be perfectly level as that 
it be flat. Therefore, you needn’t use a carpenter’s 
level to align the strips. Unless you’re a real stickler 
for detail, a good straightedge will do. Move around 
the room holding the straightedge against the strips. 
Use the claw of your hammer to pull high strips down 
into the same plane as the lower strips. Install shims 
between the furring and the ceiling as required. When 
all the strips are in line, drive all nails home.

Installing^ the metal
The tin sheets are 2 feet wide by 8 feet long. Handle 
the sheets carefully! Their edges are razor-sharp and 
can inflict serious injury. Wear heavy gloves to carry 
and install the metal. Even with gloves, grip the edges 
of the sheets between your fingers and thumb — do 
not let them slide across your palm.

If the ceiling is going into a kitchen, bath, or other 
high-humidity room, it’s a good idea to back-prime the 
sheets before installation. In any case, consider prim
ing the face of the tin before installation. It’s easier 
work than painting overhead once the metal is 
installed.

Begin installing the sheets at the furthest corner 
from the entrance to the room; that way the first 
sheets you install (which will be straightest) will be 
in the most obvious part of the ceiling. Have a helper 
hold the sheet flat to the ceiling with a piece of fur
ring. Use one-inch, flat-head nails to secure the sheet 
to the ceiling. Nail through the decorative buttons 
(beads) in the center of the sheet first. Aloi^ the 
edges, drive the nails to one side of the bead. To 
line up the next sheet, overlap the beads with the pre-

Top: The ends of the metal sheets are nailed into 
short furring strips which were installed perpen
dicular to the longways furring. Note that the nail 
is being driven to one side of the decorative bead. 
A nail will be (/riven through the bead on the next 
(overlapping) piece installed.

Middle: A short piece of wood furring helps hold 
the metal flat while it's being nailed.

Left: The metal cove moulding (cornice) is installed 
so that its bottom (wall) edge is straight.
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vious sheet (the way a ball and socket fit). Nail di
rectly through the beads on the overlapping sheet. Any 
sheets that need cutting must have the cut edge to the 
wall, so it will be concealed by the cove moulding.

Installing the cove (cornice)
Cornices come in many sizes and styles. The size 
is indicated by depth and projection. Measure the depth 
of the cornice (down from the new ceiling) at several 
points on the wall, and snap a chalkline along these 
marks as a guide. Deviations at the wall edge of the 
cornice will be more noticeable than at the ceiling, 
so make sure the cornice runs straight along the wall.

Locate and mark all of the studs in the wall before 
installing the cornice. Unless the cornice is small 
enough to nail right through the wall into the t(^ plate, 
nails will have to be driven at the studs. Plan installa
tion so that joints between pieces occur at the studs. 
Begin installation at an inside (coped) comer and work 
to the outside (mitered) corners. Drive nails through 
the cornice’s decorative buttons or bumps wherever 
possible. This is easy at the ceiling, because you’re 
nailing into continuous furring. On the wall, it's not 
always possible. Don’t set any nails until the entire 
cornice is up. If you can easily remove the nails, 
you can make minor adjustments without damaging the 
cornice.

The most difficult part of installing a metal cor
nice is fitting the inside and outside corners. Inside 
corners are coped (as with wood trim) and outside 
corners are mitered. Some manufacturers offer pre
fabricated pieces for both inside and outside corners. 
Check with your dealer.

With tinsnips, make a template by freehand cutting 
and fitting scrap pieces of cornice by trial and error. 
Once you’ve successfully made your first mitered and 
coped joints on templates, you can make subsequent 
ones simply by using the template as a guide. Make 
sure the templates are positioned on the chalkline dur
ing trial fitting and cutting to ensure an accurate joint.

MiteR-
t

\
z

pieceleft

nece
mtR, joiKjT

Top: After the miter joint has been cut freehand — 
usin^ a template as a guide — a series of fringe 
cuts is made along the edge. After the piece is instal
led. these cuts (approximately W' deep every W) 
make it easier to hammer the edges in or out to 
achieve a tight joint.

Middle: For a neat job, outside joints in the cornice 
moulding are mitered.

Right: Inside joints, however, are coped, as with 
wood trim.
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Before fitting the comer pieces, make a series of
cuts close together on the edge. This makes the 

piece easier to bend when you tap the joint closed.

Caulk, prime, paint
Invariably, some open joints will remain in the ceiling. 
Most can be tapped together by holding the head of 
a 3-inch nail against the joint and striking the point 
gently with a hammer. You can then use glazing com
pound or latex caulk to fill any joints that didn't close 
completely.

Occasionally, the metal will have an oily substance 
on the surface when it comes from the factory. If 
there’s any trace of this residue, clean the sheets 
thoroughly with denatured alcohol or mineral spirits 
and allow to dry. Prime the metal with a high-quality 
oil/alkyd primer formulated for metals, and top-coat 
with two coats of oil-based paint from the same 
manufacturer.

The following companies supply tin ceilings nationally 
through mail order:

A.A. Abbingdon Affiliates, Inc. 
2149 Utica Avenue Dept. OHJ 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234 
(718) 258-8333
Chelsea Decorative Metal Co. 
6115 Cheena Dept. OHJ 
Houston, Texas 77096 
(713) 721-9200
Old Jefferson Tile Co.
P.O. Box 494 Dept OHJ, 
Jefferson, Texas 75657 
(214) 665-2221
W.F. Norman Corp.
P.O. Box 323 Dept. OHJ 
Nevada, Mo. 64772 
(800) 641-4038

Top: Fitting the corners of the cornice moulding 
requires some trial-and-error. The process is much 
easier if you take the time to make two templates 
first: one each of a coped and mitered joint.

Left: After all the metal is up. sli^htly-open joints 
can be sealed by striking the head of a three-inch 
nail against mating surfaces. Small voids that remain 
can be filled with caulk or glazing compound — the 
latter the choice of many installers. (Incidentally, the 
gentleman on the cover of this issue is tapping joints 
closed.)

Special thanks to A.A. Abbingdon Affiliates, Inc. 
and to C.A. Ohman & Co. for their assistance 
with this article.
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KNOBS &
Randall Cotton

O liest versions, the latch-bar could be raised on the 
opposite side of the door by pulling a latch-string that 
was threaded through a hole in the door and tied to 
the bar.

Wrought-iron latches were known in Europe and 
China as early as the 13th century. By the early 1700s, 
iron latches were common in America; many were 
imported, primarily from England, but local black
smiths soon produced well-made examples. These 
hand-wrought iron latches are known as "Suffolk" 
latches (now a generic term, but initially it identified 

^tches from the Suffolk region in England).
♦-------------------- ------------- '/St—4

ur ancestors invested a striking level of 
quality in the workmanship, design, and ma
terials for such seemingly mundane objects as 

doorknobs and latches. From the graceful simplicity 
of an early, hand-wrought latch to the intricate, 
machine-made designs embossed in a Victorian door
knob, these oft-overlooked details prove, once again, 
that old houses provide their owners with numerous 
"bonuses" not available from today’s homes. Opening 
and closing doors is something we do several times 
every day, and there’s some small pleasure derived 
from feeling the hefty grasp of a solid-brass knob, 
and from hearing the satisfying "clunk" of a latch-bar 
dropping into its place.

The design of knobs and latches reflected the ar
chitectural tastes of their time; their materials and 
fabrication reflected America’s evolving building tech
nologies, And because certain types were popular dur
ing certain eras, the original doorknobs and latches 
of an old house can offer important clues for deter
mining its age.

Early Door Latches
Latches were popular up to this century, because 
factory-made versions were less expensive and easier 
to install than doorknobs. But only houses built before 
1840 are likely to have door latches, rather than 
knobs, throughout. Doorknobs eventually became the 
norm, although latches were still used in less conspicu
ous places: attic, basement, closets, and screen doors, 
as well as barns, garages, and other outbuildings.

The first door latches used in this c<Hintry were 
probably rudimentary, hand-crafted devices made of 
wood — the kind that can still be found in many old 
barns and "hundreds of cabins in the Tennessee moun
tains," as one writer put it. These, and all subsequent 
latches, worked on the same simple principle: A latch- 
bar is attached at its hinged end to the door, and its 
other end, extending beyond the face of the door, rests 
in a notched "keeper" (a.k.a. "catch" or "strike"), 
which attaches to the face of the door jamb. To open 
the door, you simply raise the latch-bar. In the ear

SUFFOLK

^ Each part of a Suffolk latch was handcrafted, just 
like every other element of an 18th-century house. 
Because they were hand-wrought, Suffolk latches have 
their inevitable quirks and imperfections. But that's 
precisely why they’re so valued today: They’re relics 
from an age of individual craftsmanship.

The five pieces of a typical Suffolk latch were 
hammered out by blacksmiths: the curved grasp, the 
thumb latch (which has a thumb press at one end and 
protrudes through the door at the other), the latch bar, 
the keeper, and a staple (or "retainer") which holds 
the latch bar against the door. The flattened-out ends 
(called "cusps") of the grasp were often hammered 
into attractive shapes. By far the most prevalent shape 
was the "bean," but heart-, spade-, and diamond-shaped 
cusps were not uncommon.

Fancier latch designs, such as the tulip or pine 
tree, were rare. The most elaborately designed Suf
folk latches seem to have come from Massachusetts, 
the Connecticut Valley, and southeastern Pennsylvania.
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COMMON LATCH TYPES IN AMERICA
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German-immigrant blacksmiths, carrying on a tradition 
of their homelands, were particularly adept at produc
ing attractive latches. Their prime examples should be 
considered part of the best folk-art traditions. Out- 
of-the-way doors, such as on attics, were less likely 
to have been replaced, and are the most likely places 
to find surviving Suffolk latches. If you do have any 
in your old house, treasure them zealously!

In the earliest, 18th-century versions, the thumb 
latch penetrates through the middle of the upper cusp 
and has a straight end protruding from the backside 
of the door. In later examples (after 18(X)), the thumb 
latch penetrates the shank of the grasp below the cusp, 
and the opposite end is often curved down to facilitate 
lifting the bar. The use of Suffolk latches died out 
in the early-19th century, but they enjoyed a revival 
during the Arts & Crafts era of the late-19th and 
early-20th centuries. Arts & Crafts architects appre
ciated the latches’ handcrafted quality and their late- 
medieval associations. Fine, hand-wrought Revival 
examples in iron and copper can be found in turn-of- 
the-century homes in the Tudor, Norman, and Crafts
man styles. Never ones to let an OK>ortunity go by, 
early-20th-century hardware maunfacturers such as 
Stanley, Yale, and Sargent picked up on the fad and 
mass-produced machine-made "Suffolk" latches. These 
versions can be found on countless 1920s and ’30s 
homes, and were advertised as being equally appro
priate for English, Colonial, or Spanish Revival houses.

Spring Latches
Spring latches, although not nearly as common as Suf
folk latches, were also popular in 18th- and early- 
19th-century homes. They're also called plate latches, 
because the lifting mechanism is fixed to a plate of 
iron, which in turn is attached to the door face. Two 
shapes are common for these plates: square and 
keyhole. Most spring latches have a small brass knob 
attached to a cam which, when turned, lifts the latch 
bar. A hefty spring normally holds the latch down 
unless the knob is turned. Apparently, most spring 
latches were imported from England,

During the 1830s and '40s, a similar type of latch 
was popular: the Carpenter lock (a name derived from 
the lock’s inventor). Like earlier spring latches. Car
penter locks had small brass knobs that raised a latch 
bar. However, many of the parts in a Carpenter lock 
were machine-made and often enclosed in an iron case,
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like a rim (or box) lock.
Another similar latching device, popular during the 

1750-to-1850 period, was the "Dutch Elbow" lock. 
Again, the mechanism is encased in a surface-mounted 
iron box, but instead of a brass knob or thumb latch, 
a leverlike handle with a graceful elbow bend was

because their era of popularity, although relatively 
short (circa 1800-1840), coincided with a period of 
great population growth and house building. Norfolk 
latches of fairly standardized designs can be found in 
old houses from the East Coast to the Midwest and 
deep South.

Blake*’ & Victorian Latches
Latches made entirely of cast iron appeared in the 
1840s and remained popular into this century. Thomas 
Blake took some of the earliest patents for these de
vices, so they’ve come to be known as Blake latches, 
although other manufacturers also made them.

Victorian-era latches, because they were cast, often 
had low-relief ornament over every available surface. 
The outline shapes of the backplates, grasps, etc., 
took on lively curvilinear forms. Earlier latches would 
have up to seven separate pieces to be assembled and 
attached; "Blake" latches came pre-assembled in three 
pieces: the grasp/thumb piece, the lift/backplate as
sembly, and the keeper.

44

used to raise the latch bar. Dutch Elbow^latches 
most prevalent in German-settled areas. ("Dutch" is 
a mispronunciation of "Deutsch," meaning German.)

Dutch Elbow, Carpenter, and spring latches were 
often signed or stamped with the name of their mak
ers, Like well-designed Suffolk latches, all these 
early devices are highly prized by collectors, and they 
are a definite plus to any old house where they have 
survived.

were

Norfolk Latches
Norfolk latches mark a transition from handcrafted 
hardware to machine-made hardware. These latches 
were nearly identical in their operation to Suffolk 
latches, but the major parts were no longer hand- 
wrought. The grasp of a Norfolk latch often was of 
cast iron, and attached to a backplate made of 
machine-rolled sheet iron.

Although they lacked the individual craftsmanship 
and artistic designs of the earlier "latches, Norfolk 
latches were cheaper to make and more readily avail
able to the average 
homeowner. They also 
had several minor design 
improvements over ear
lier types: The keeper 
was often mortised into 
the side of the door 
jamb instead of surface- 
mounted on its face; the 
lift bar commonly had a 
small knob which made 
it easier to lift; and an 
integral locking lever 
was sometimes added to 
affix the lift bar for se
curity. (Earlier latches 
used wedges or pins to 
immobilize the bar for 
locking purposes.)

Norfolk latches still 
survive in great numbers

Victorian latches were mass-produced by the tens 
of thousands and sold through catalogs and hardware 
dealers. They superseded the Suffolk and Norfolk 
latches, and even maintained a market for use on out- 
of-the-way doors, long after doorknobs and mortise 
locks became the norm.

Doorknobs
Doorknobs were used in some colonial houses through
out the 1700s, usually in conjunction with rim locks 
or spring latches; doorknobs used with mortise locks 
were occasionally found in the best Georgian houses. 
(Some early Moravian-settlement dwellings had unusual 
knobs shaped like a clenched fist.) But until the early 
1800s, latches were the norm for most doors in the 
average house. Two developments changed this: the 
ability to mass-produce cast-iron mortise locks, and 
the widespread use of factory-made panelled doors 
thick enough to accommodate mortise locks. (See the 
June *86 & December ’86 OHJ for more about the 
evolution of locks.) The Greek Revival houses of the 
1840s and '50s were the first to incorporate the wide
spread use of doorknobs.

Doorknobs were made from many materials, expen
sive (silver, ivory, marble) and inexpensive (wood, 
glass, ceramic, cast iron). The typical house might
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have higher-quality knobs in important spaces, such as 
the first-floor parlors or entries; elsewhere, knobs 
would be from the middle-of-the-line stock of hard
ware companies.

The following were the most common kinds of 
knobs, listed more or less in chronological order:

ufacture. If you have crazed porcelain knobs, don’t 
worry about them — they’re structurally sound, and the 
crazing adds an attractive patina. White porcelain 
knobs were often paired with black rim locks, a clas
sic and pleasing combination which was popular into 
this century throughout the country.
Black Knobs — These are sort of a black ’’ebony" 
counterpart to white porcelain knobs, made from red 
pottery clay with a baked-on black glaze, called "jet." 
They were popular from around 1860 to the 1930s, 
and were used in all styles of houses, primarily as 
a middle-of-the-line product.
Brown Mineral — These multi-toned, brown pottery 
knobs were commonly known as "mineral" knobs. Pot
teries in Bennington, Vermont, were early but short
lived makers of these kiK)bs, so they’re usually refer
red to as "Bennington" knobs, although most of them 
were made by other hardware companies.

Many brown-mineral knobs have a distinctive two- 
toned finish that imitates marble. This effect was 
achieved by swirling together two colors of clay, or 
by sponging, spattering, or dipping on a second slip 
color which gave them attractive highlights.

Brass — Seen from the 1700s on, brass knobs have 
always been a "benchmark" of quality. Early examples 
were relatively small in size, and round or oval in

shape. The best were 
solid cast. True brass is 
an alloy of copper and 
zinc, and has a yellowish 
or golden tone. So-called 
"India" brass (which has 
a lower proportion of 
copper) is whiter. Pre- 
Victorian examples were 
plain and unadorned.

Brass knobs have 
never completely fallen 
from favor, although at 
times they were less 
common due to their rela
tive expense. During the 
early-20th century, brass 
knobs with simple molded 
or beaded rims became 
very popular again. 

Porcelain — Plain or decorated, fine white china 
knobs were popular in France and England, and were 
imported to this country in limited numbers in the 
1700s. The popularity of the sturdy, all-American ver
sion began around 1840, when American pottery com
panies started mass-producing them. These white por
celain knobs remained in demand into this century, and 
were used in every style of house, but they are per
haps most associated with Greek Revival, Italianate, 
and other early Victorian styles.

Porcelain is a fine, white, hard earthenware with 
a transparent glaze. Like other types of earthenware 
knobs, porcelain knobs were first molded, kiln-fired, 
glazed, then re-fired. The completed body was then 
affixed to a cast-iron or brass shank.

Many old porcelain knobs have a network of hair
line cracks, called "crazing," which was acquired 
either intentionally or unintentionally during their man

Not surprisingly, brown-mineral knobs became 
popular in the Greek Revival era, when many of the 
decorative-arts practices for homes were inexpensive, 
yet attractive, attempts at falsifying more expensive 
materials (such as false wood-grained paint finishes, 
wall stencilling, veneers, and marbleizing).
Glass — Early cut-glass and crystal knobs can be 
found in some very high-styled 18th-century houses. By 
1834, Boston newspapers were advertising glass knobs 
of many kinds, but most glass knobs date from the 
1850s and on. Most were pressed or molded, evolving 
from the "Sandwich glass" tradition. The majority of 
glass knobs were made at the Pierpont Glass Com
pany, but were mounted and sold through the many es-
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tablished hardware companies. Besides the round and 
oval shapes of the 1800s, octagon and other faceted 

shapes became p<^ular in the early«20th century. 
Overlays of color, such 
as ruby or blue, were 
sometimes applied to so- 
called "art-glass" knobs, 
which were particular
ly popular down South.

Glass knobs are as
sociated with early- 
Victorian Italianate 
houses. They were still 
used during later Victo
rian times, but were 
less popular than other 
kinds of knobs. During 
the first half of this 
century, they enjoyed a 
revival, and could be 
found in virtually any 
kind of post-Victorian 
house, particularly Colo- ^ 
nial Revivals and such utilitarian types as Foursquares.

A fairly uncommon variation of the glass knob is 
a "silvered" or mirrored knob, which was produced 
by coating the blown inside cavity with a silvery sub
stance. These were mostly reserved for high-styled 
homes of the mid- to late-19th century.
Wooden Knobs — Their heyday was the mid-1800s. 
Most were made in New England mills; rosewood, 
ironwood, and other exotic species were used. Wooden 
knobs were usually plain but sometimes had incised 
lines or a beaded edge around the rim; occasionally, 
designs were pressed or stamped in. Because they 
were less durable and often replaced, old wooden 
knobs are rare today.

house could have wrought or cast ornamental knobs 
in a few selected patterns, from such mail-order 
h(Hises as Wards or Sears.

Early ornamental metal knobs (circa 1860-70) were 
embellished with the naturalistic forms favored by the 
then-pc^lar Rococo Revival decorative style. Not only 
the face of the knob, but also the accompanying back- 
plates (common by this time) were covered with de
signs in ivy, intertwining vines, fleurs-de-lis, and even 
dog, lion, and human 
forms. Many of the 
shapes and motifs were 
the same as those on the 
furniture and ornamental 
plasterwork of the day.

The best hardware 
manufacturers had their 
own artists who created 
designs inspired by a 
host of Greek, Gothic,
French, Renaissance, and 
other exotic sources, all 
contributing to the typical 
Victorian hodgepodge.
During the late 1880s and 
into the *90s, the East- 
lake influence — angular 
geometric forms, 
stylized sunflower and 
tulip shapes, zigzag and incised lines — was heavily 
felt, not only on knobs but also on backplates, hinges, 
strikes, mail-slots, and other door hardware.

Turn-of-the-century Nouveau doorknob designs, 
popular in Europe, found only occasional use in Amer
ica. Instead, we gradually returned to the less-fussy 
motifs of the Colonial Revival. During the teens, ’20s, 
and ’!K)s, "in-style" doorknob ornament was pretty 
much limited to rim 
beading or edge-mould
ings of rope, egg-and- 
dart, or fluted designs.
Backplates were often 
simple oval shapes.
Plated Knobs — Many 
Victorian and post- 
Victorian knobs were 
plated. Nickel-plate was 
most common, although it 
didn’t hold up all that 
well. The base metal 
could be cast-iron, zinc, 
brass, or bronze. Plating 
over cast iron helped to 
stop rusting problems; 
nickel plating eliminated 
the need for the frequent 
polishing required by 
brass or bronze knobs.

Ornamental Victorian Knobs- Highly ornate 
designs executed in bronze or brass were the epitome 
of the High-Victorian doorknob. Manufacture of these 
knobs was pioneered in the 1870s by the Russell & 
Erwin Company in Connecticut; by the early 1880s, 
many hardware manufacturers were producing them.

Most better-than-average Victorian houses had some 
ornamental bronze knobs. (Bronze is an alloy of 
copper, tin, and zinc, which is more reddish in color 
than brass.) Even the common or "spec-built" Victorian
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Many Victorian-era ornamental knobs had a two- 
toned effect. For example, the backgroimd of the cast- 
iron base metal could be japanned black, and the raised 
highlights electroplated with a polished bronze. This 
common effect was sometimes called "Geneva 
Bronzed." Knobs were also plated with anodized cc^- 
per, which was available in a bright, dark, or 
tique" finish. Chrome-plate appeared in the 1930s, and 
was popular for bathroom and kitchen doors.
Plastic” Knobs — Man-made "plastic" knobs have 

been around since the early 1800s — a composition- 
wood material was used for Victorian knobs and could 
be cast with ornamental designs. The early 1900s 
brought Bakelite, Celluloid, and Lucite knobs, all part 
of the streamlined "modern" movement. Houses of the 
1930s-l950s era often had Deco-inspired knobs, par
ticularly for kitchen or bathroom doors. Although the 
knobs themselves were generally plain, the correspond

ing metal backplates had stylized zigzags, stepped or 
chevron designs, or low-relief fluting.

Replacing Latches 6t Knobs
Fortunately, many old houses retain much of their 
original door hardware — it was well made and 
worked well. But occasionally there will be missing 
knobs. More often, original hardware will have been 
replaced by "modern" knobs. In either case, you might 
want to install appropriate antique or reproduction 
knobs or latches.

This article gives you direction regarding the appro
priate hardware for the period and style of your 
house. But consider too the quality level of the house’s 
details: only high-styled, expensive homes would have 
top-of-the-line doorknobs. The majority of homes 
utilized the commonly available, moderately priced 
knobs and latches of the day. This range includes sim-

an-

4 4
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pie Suffolk latches, Norfolk latches, Blake latches, 
porcelain, "mineral,** pressed-glass, nickel-plated, cast- 
iron, and relatively simple ornamental brass knobs. 
Secondary doors (on upper floors, closets, etc.) had 
even simpler hardware.

Resist the urge to **early up** when replacing door 
hardware. Handmade Suffolk latches have a great 
aesthetic and romantic appeal for many people, but they 
would be inappropriate in a Victorian house. Also, 
don’t fret if all the knobs or latches in a house don’t 
match; most old houses had a mix of them.

Old doors can provide clues to what missing latches 
or knobs were like. Check for "shadow" or paint 
lines that indicate the outlines of removed pieces. Old 
screw holes, mortises, and spindle boles will at least 
reveal the relative size and location of the original 
hardware. One of the best ways to determine the na
ture of missing pieces is to study surviving original 
hinges, strike plates, backplates, and escutcheons. 
Wrought-iron strap hinges on a door probably indicate 
that there were originally Suffolk latches too. Early 
cast-iron butt hinges went with Norfolk latches, cer
amic kncA>s, etc. Ornamental bronze knobs were often 
accompanied by decorative bronze hinges and strike 
plates.

sions of old latches and knobs. Almost all the common 
types and materials are available. We’ve listed some 
of these sources, but there are many more. Reproduc
tions can run the gamut from cheap imitations to very 
expensive custom-made hardware. Re-creations of ac
tual designs, using traditional materials and methods, 
are best.

Rehabilitating Knobs & Latches
Not so much can go wrong with old knobs and latches. 
The most common problem is loose doorknobs. This 
is usually fixed by loosening the set screw at the base 
of the knob, pushing the knob snug (not too tight!) 
against the rosette, and retightening the screw. Most 
old spindles had several screw holes or machine- 
threaded sides; the set screw should be tightened into 
these, not the flat side of the spindle.

Broken wrought-iron pieces can be repaired by 
local blacksmiths. (They’re still around in most 
areas.) Cast iron is much more problematic; it is brit
tle and very hard to repair. If a cast-iron piece is 
unusable, a replacement is probably the easiest solu
tion. Foundries that do custom work can recast pieces 
using an original "twin" piece as a model.

You can strip paint from knobs and latches with 
conventional chemical strippers. (Of course, it’s 
easier if the hardware is removed first.) Try a test 
patch and see if there’s an adverse effect on the 
underlying material. Over the years, OHJ readers 
have successfully removed paint from metal knobs 
with numerous homemade concoctions, including solu
tions of baking soda, ash, and vinegar and salt. A 
toothbrush is good for removing loosened paint from 
ornamental knobs.

Be careful when cleaning plated knobs. (Use a 
magnet to determine if iron or steel is beneath what 
you suspect is a plated knob.) Harsh abrasives, clean
ers, or strippers may erode the plating. Replating can 
normally be done only by professionals — check under 
"Plating" or "Metal Finishers" in the Yellow Pages. 
Their prices may vary greatly, so shop arcmnd.

Glass, porcelain, mineral, nickel-plated, or chrome- 
plated knobs normally don’t need anything more than 
an occasional simple cleaning with mild soap and water 
to keep them looking good. Wrought and cast iron can 
be painted with black enamel or stove black, if need
ed, to reduce rusting.

Brass, bronze, and copper are problems, however. 
These metals will inevitably oxidize to a darkened 
patina. Many people can live with this ''antique" look, 
but if you’re committed to a bright finish, all iHJt the 
most stubborn tarnish can be removed with the numer
ous commercial cleaners made for these metals. Keep
ing them polished is mostly a matter of regular, fre
quent cleaning. A protective lacquer coat can retard 
tarnishing, but won’t cure it. (See "Keeping Brass 
Beautiful," April 1984 OHJ.)

Before buying replacement parts, check the door’s 
thickness, rail size, and swing (some hardware is 
specific to inward-, outward-, left-, or right-swinging 
doors). Traditionally, both knobs and latches were 
located on the horizontal center line of the door’s cen
ter rail — be sure there’s enough space at this location 
to accommodate the replacement hardware.

Salvage & Reproductions
One easy solution to missing hardware is to "salvage" 
or relocate knobs and latches from elsewhere in the 
house. Prime candidates for this are the little-seen 
knobs from the backsides of closet, attic, or cellar 
doors. Antique knobs and latches can also be obtained 
from building-salvage dealers. Most will have door 
hardware, but getting exactly what you want may be 
a hit-or-miss proposition. Some antique shops and 
mail-order specialty outfits also sell old hardware 
(see list of sources, p. 44).

If you’re paying a premium for authentic "antique" 
hardware, beware of fakes. A dealer’s reputation is 
always your best assurance. Uneven wear, patina, 
worn edges, and "play" in the mechanisms are signs 
of age. Evenly-spaced hammer marks on "wrought" 
iron should raise suspicions!

Try to buy old latches that have all their pieces: 
thumb latch, lift bar, keeper, retainer, etc. The var
ious pieces of doorknob sets are less critical; spindle 
sizes were standardized and will fit a variety of 
knobs. However, obtaining the matching strike plates, 
rosettes, or backplates is always a plus.

Many companies are now reproducing accurate ver
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Kayne & Son Custom-Forged Hardware 
76 Daniel Rdge Road, Dept. OHJ 
Candler, NC 28715 
(704) 667-8868
Numerous Suffolk and Norfolk thumblatcb designs, all 
handcrafted: also will do custom work to your speci
fication in wrought iron/steel or cast brass/bronze.
Lee Valley Tools, Ltd.
2680 Queensview Drive, Dept. OHJ 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K2B 8H6 
(613) 5%-0350
Salvaged and rehabilitated doorknob sets, mostly 
early-20th century, including Deco.
Brian Leo
7520 Stevens Avenue South, Dept. OHJ 
Richfield. MN 55423 
(612) 861-1473
Knobs, roses, backplates. etc., cast in various metals. 
Lots of Victorian designs, including Eastlake. Nouveau, 
rococo. Greek.
H. Pfansteil Hardware Company
Route 52, Dept. OHJ 
Jeffersonville, NY 12748 
(914) 482-4445
Many ornamental brass knobs, also European-style 
louvers.
The Renovator^s Supply
Renovators Old Mill 6119, Dept. OHJ 
Millers Falls, MA 01349 
(413) 659-2211
Glass, ceramic knobs: many ornamental brass knobs 
and backplates: classic black rimlock with white 
porcelain knob set.
Restoration Works, Inc.
PO Box 486, 810 Main St., Dept. OHJ 
Buffalo, NY 14205 
(716) 856-8000
Brass, chrome, porcelain, jet. "Bennington, 
tal knobs.
Williamsburg Blacksmiths, Inc.
1 Buttonshop Road, Dept. OHJ 
Williamsburg, MA 010%
(413) 268-7341 
Hand-wrought and authentic Suffolk and Norfolk 
latches, numerous designs.

Thanks to W. Whitman Ball and Maudie 
5 Eastwood for contributing information to this 
0 article.
0 For those interested in further information.
0 check out The Antique Doorknob S' Antique 
0 Builder's Hardware, available from Maudie 
0 Eastwood. 3900 Latimer Road, Tillamook.
0 OR 97141. Or contact the Antique Doorknob 
0 Collectors of America. Box 126. Eola. IL 60519.

SOURCES
Acorn Manufacturing Company 
457 SchooTSt., PO Box 31, Dept. OJC 
Mansfield, MA 02048 
(617) 339-4500
Many thumb-latch designs, mostly in early-20th- 
century "revival" tradition.
Anglo-American Brass Company
PO Box 9487, Dept. OHJ 
San Jose, CA 95157 
(408) 246-0203
Very ornate brass doorknob sets, including 
Nouveau, and classical.
Baldwin Hardware Manufacturing Corporation 
841 Wyomissing Blvd., Box 82, Dept. OHJ 
Reading, PA 19603 
(215) 777-7811
Many ornamental doorknob sets in brass and bronze: 
glass and porcelain knobs: brass thumb latches and 
rim locks.
Ball & Ball
463 W. Lincoln Hwy., Dept. OHJ 
Exton, PA 19341 
(215) 363-7330
Large selection, including Suffolk, Blake, and spring 
latches: nim locks: ceramic, brass, and ornamental 
knobs.
Cirecast, Inc.
380 7th Street, Dept. OHJ 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 863-8319
Top-of-the-line, authentic. Victorian-era doorknob sets 
in non-ferrous, lost-wax castings: includes interesting 
Eastlake designs.
Crawford’s Old House Store 
301 McCall St.. Room 86 
Waukesha, W1 53186 
(414) 542-0685
Numerous high-style ornamental Victorian brass door
knob sets, copied from authentic prototypes. 
Gainsborough Hardware Industry 
PO Box 569, Dept. OHJ 
Chesterfield, MO 63017 
(314) 532-8466
Numerous knobs, including hard-to-find wooden, brown 
mineral, bone, and crystal.
Horton Brasses
PO Box 120, Nooks Hill Road, Dept. OJ 
Cromwell, CT 06416 
(203) 635-4400
Mostly furniture hardware, feut includes some hand- 
forced Suffolk latches.

rococo.

ornamen-
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22 TIPS TO A BETTER corresponding light switch into 
the off position.
TIP *3 — Sandwich Bags

When removing a piece of 
hardware, place it individually 
(along with its screws) in a bag
gie, label it, and tie it up with 
a twist tie. Whenever you take 
something apart, draw on your 
labels how it goes back together. 
TIP *4 — Organize Screws 

When removing switch plates 
and outlet covers, keep the 
screws in their original holes. 
Like nothing else, these screws 
seem to disappear.
TIP *5 — Protect Switches 

Place a thumbnail-sized piece 
of tape on every light switch. 
Nothing looks worse than a light 
switch splattered with paint.

PAINT JOB
By James L. Jansen

Just as hands won’t work well 
under messy conditions, neither 
will you. The work area should 
be tidied up at the end of each 
work day.

Disassembly

Remove as much from the room 
as physically possible. This 
means everything: all furniture, 
decoration, drapes, rugs, curtain 
rods, window and door hardware. 
Roll piano and couch to the cen
ter of the room and cover them 
with disposable plastic drc^- 
cloths. The floor should be 
covered with real canvas drop- 
cloths — plastic is slippery and 
won’t absorb drips.

V

CLJ)-l=EiT

chieving a superior interior 
paint job isn’t difficult.
We all know what it 

takes: time and patience. But 
how many of us have spent hours 
roaming the aisles of our local 
hardware store searching for 
that modern miracle that will let 
us paint an entire living room in 
one afternoon while wearing a 
dinner jacket?

Painting does not have to be 
messy. The miracle solution to 
most painting woes is:
TIP *1 - Keep It Neat

Keep the work area neat. Keep 
your tools neat. Keep yourself 
neat. It sounds rather simple, but 
I can’t stress it enough.

The most valuable tools you 
have are your hands. Keep them 
clean. When using latex, wash 
your hands in soap and water 
frequently as you go along.
Carry not one but two rags on 
your belt. When using ’’oil- 
based" (alkyd) paints, clean your 
hands frequently in DL Hand 
Cleaner (or a similar product); 
then use soap and water.

|0;

U?RK-ARtA
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Preparation

TIP *6 - Wind Tunnel 
The more sanding you do, the 

smoother a surface you’ll end up 
with — and the more sanding dust 
you'll create. Close all doors. 
Behind every door and open 
doorway, take an old bedsheel or 
spare dropcloth and tack one end 
of it to the door casing with 
push pins; use books to weigh it 
to the floor. Place an exhaust 
fan in one window and open 
another.
TIP *7 - Caulk Neatly 

When using acrylic latex caulk, 
have a small pail of soapy water 
and a small cloth handy. Keep 
your fingers clean; don’t let 
caulk build up. As you work the 
caulk and before it sets up, wipe 
it smooth with the wet cloth.

TIP ^ — Bag Your Fixtures 
With a ceiling fixture, unscrew 

the cover plate, slip the screws 
back into their holes, and enclose 
the entire piece in a plastic laun
dry garment bag. (Look in your 
closet — you'll find dozens.) 
Secure with tape. Tape the
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prised at the rejuvenated room — 
and your rejuvenated self.
TIP ***18 — Check Your Work 

Step back frequently and in
spect your work. Move from 
side to side to see it in different 
lights. You need to catch sags 
and runs soon after they occur. 
TIP ^19 — Check Your Shoes 

Before leaving the work area, 
check the soles of your shoes. 
You never know what you’re 
about to track through the house.

TIP *8 — Read Directions 
There is a wealth of informa

tion on every container's label, 
so always read it thoroughly.
And don’t just read the direc
tions; follow them.

tection, slip it inside a large 
food storage bag and tie shut.
TIP *12 — Brushes In Baggies 

When temporarily through with 
your oil brush, slip it into a 
sandwich-sized baggie and close 
around the handle. Latex brushes 
should be cleaned thor<x/ghIy with 
soap and water at the end of 
each work session.

Clean Up

After all the sanding and other 
prep work is completed, clean 
the room. Sweep and then vacu
um. Gather up all dropcioths, go 
outside, and shake them out into 
a trashcan. Reinstall the clean 
drt^cloths and wash down the en
tire room. Remember, interior- 
paint failure is all too often the 
result of applying paint to a dirty 
surface.

Reassembly

Putting the room back together 
should be easy, because you’ve 
labeled everything. Rely on your 
directions, not your memory.
TIP *20 — Recycle Thinner 

The paint in "dirty” thinner 
will settle out. Use two jugs, 
one dirty, one clean. After clean
ing a brush, pour dirty thinner 
into the designated jug. When 
that one is full, let it sit for 
a day or two. Then switch cans 
and begin filling the empty jug 
with used thinner. You can go 
back and forth for a long time 
before you’ll need more thinner. 
TIP *21 — Save The Covers 

Every good brush comes in a 
protective cover on which the 
cleaning instructions are written. 
First wipe out excess paint. Oil 
brushes will need several rinses 
in thinner. Shake out vigorously 
between each rinse. A final 
wash in soap and cool water will 
keep bristles soft and pliable. 
Replace the brush in its cover to 
retain its shape, and hang it in 
a safe place.
TIP *22 - Save Rollers

Cleaning out rollers is rarely 
worth the effort. But don’t 
throw them out. Place them in 
a large baggie, and grip and pull 
off the roller handle. Tie shut 
and store in refrigerator or 
freezer. Now, if the wall should 
get scraped when you move the 
furniture, there's a roller loaded 
with paint ready for touch-ups. 
You will amaze your family 
members with your foresight. 
Keep rollers until all work is 
done. Then throw them, neatly 
sequestered in their bag, out.

Prime

With the proper primer, touch up 
places in need of primer (bare 
wood, spackling, plaster, etc.). 
It’s always safest to paint like 
over like: latex over latex, oil 
over oil. If there’s a strong 
desire to change bases, it is 
advisable to prime completely.

TIP *’13 — Store Brushes 
After your tools are enclosed 

in baggies, store oil brushes and 
rollers in the freezer and latex 
rollers in the refrigerator. This 
applies whether you’re stopping 
work for two hours or two 
days. Oil brushes should be com
pletely cleaned weekly.
TIP *14 - Get Up Early 

Natural daylight is the best 
light to paint by — you can see 
much better. Working at night 
usually leads to missed spots.
TIP *15 — Save Paint Cans 

More often than not, you will 
first use a gallon of latex paint 
for the ceiling. Save the empty 
can and fill it with water. To 
prevent a fire hazard, dispose of 
your oily rags by submerging 
them in the can.
TIP *16 - The One-Coat Myth 

If you read paint instructions 
carefully, you will find that the 
only single coat that covers is 
the second coat. Always plan on 
two top coats.
TIP *17 — Painting Is Peaceful 

You can actually enjoy painting 
if you don’t think of it as work. 
Think of it as rest and relaxa
tion, peace and quiet. Don’t an
swer the phone. No visitors, no 
TV, no radio; just the blissful 
hum of the window fan.... Take 
your time, and you’ll be sur-

Painting

TIP *9 - Top To Bottom 
Paint has an uncanny knack 

for obeying gravity, so don't 
paint above any finished surface. 
TIP *10 — Invest In Tools 

You can usually identify them 
by their higher prices. Use China 
bristles for alkyd, nylon for 
latex. In either case, look for a 
thick, resilient brush, with bris
tles that have split ends ("flag
ged" bristles). With roller 
covers, again go the high-quality, 
"professional" route — there’s 
nothing so aggravating as a nap 
that sheds. Use a roller handle 
that looks substantia], rolls easi
ly, and has a smooth, contoured 
grip. Spending an extra 30 bucks 
for excellent tools will save you 
untold hours of work.
TIP *11 — Use Plastic Cylinder 

When temporarily through with 
a roller, open its plastic cover 
and carefully slip it (while still 
on the handle) back inside. Close 
with a twist tie. For double pro-
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L
oose or bowed plaster that has lost its key 
with the lath but is still in place can be 
re-attached, making the plaster sound again.

"Injected adhesive bonding," a method to 
re-attach loose plaster, was developed by 

Morgan Phillips and Andrew Ladygo for SPNEA. They 
inject specially mixed acrylic adhesives into the space 
between lath and plaster through holes drilled in the 
face of the plaster (or through the lath from behind, 
when accessible). The plaster is then pressed back 
into place, usually with a sheet of plywood, until the 
adhesive sets. After the plywood is removed, injection 
holes are filled.

When executed properly, this method allows a con
tinuous bond between lath and plaster. Such a bond 
limits the stress on any given area of the plaster, 
and is stronger than the bond with the original mechan
ical keys. It’s an especially valuable method with 
heavy ceiling plaster. Because the stress is spread 
over the maximum surface area, the relative flexibility 
of the adhesives isn’t a problem; in fact, it may be 
a benefit, as it allows for the differential expansion 
and contraction of the substrate, plaster, and adhesive.

The special adhesives used by SPNEA solve many 
of the difficult problems for this unique application. 
The adhesives themselves are expensive, and they must 
be mixed with fillers and modifiers such as fluid 
coke, lime, Microballoons™ (tiny, hollow glass 
spheres), and other thickeners.

It is difficult and expensive to get started with this 
method because distribution of the adhesive materials 
is limited by their maker. I have scaled down the 
SPNEA method for more common work by using readi
ly available adhesives. ("See "Materials" box.)

Procedures
The first order of business is to find the areas of 
loose plaster and mark them out with chalk. Press 
the surface gently with the palm of your hand or with 
a T-brace made from 2x4s. If the plaster seems to 
move in relation to the studs and lath beneath, then 
the keys are broken. Be careful not to punch a hole 
in the loose plaster. With greater pressure you may 
find a similar movement, indicating that the plaster 
is well keyed to the lath, but the lath is loose from 
the studs. (This condition requires further investiga
tion for decay and structural damage.) Thumping with 
your finger makes a solid, snappy sound on good plas
ter; a hollow and dull sound on loose plaster.

Treat a whole loose area all at once, so the stress 
on the plaster is minimized when it is pressed back 
into place. On ceilings with access from above, begin 
by vacuuming up debris. Leave loose and broken keys 
in place to channel the adhesive later. Then drill 
injection holes through the lath. Use a drill step on 
your bit to keep from drilling into the plaster. If 
there is no access to the back (as on most walls), 
you must drill directly through the face of the plaster,

Use a drill stop on your hit to keep from 
drilling through the face of the plaster,

and fill the holes after the plywood is removed. Of 
course, walls don’t need as many holes as do ceilings. 
Position the holes three to six inches apart and at 
the center of the lath.

Cleaning, Consolidating & Priming
Cleaning the space between the lath and plaster is the 
key to success with this technique. I use a bent wire 
tool and a vacuum to loosen and suck dust out through 
the injection holes. On walls there may be chunks 
of broken keys at the bottom of the loose area. These 
will prevent the loose plaster from moving back into 
place. Break the plaster open at these areas to clean 
out the debris.

To prepare for gluing the plaster back in place,
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Alternative Adhesives
I agree with Mr. Leeke that the formulations 
we describe may not be easily accessible to the 
average consumer. While our formulations are 
designed for optimum performance, there is 
much room for compromise within this system. 
However, understanding the principles is a 
necessary prerequisite to attempts to formulate 
adhesives by using more readily-available ma
terials^. Although such home-made formula
tions will sacrifice performance, with reasona- 

care, an acceptable product can be 
formulated.

The Rhoplex^" emulsions we use cannot be 
purchased outright by consumers. But they are 
the basis for both masonry bonding agents and 
adhesive caulks. Acryl-60 by Thoroseal^is one 
product that is an acceptable substitute, and it’s 
available at most masonry supply houses. As 
for adjusting viscosity, remember that it is bet
ter to fill a thin material than to dilute a thick 
one. By reducing filler, the product becomes 
more expensive (more adhesive), and less apt 
to fill voids. Using an unfilled version of the 
adhesive with Cab-O-Sil^ to adjust viscosity 
would often provide adequate adhesion. If the 
plaster can be pushed up to mate with the lath, 
the filler becomes less critical to the adhesive's 
function.

In adapting our procedures, success would 
be more likely with an aqueous-emulsion adhe
sive than with a solvent-based system. I’m cer
tain that many other proprietary acrylic or PVA 
products used in a similar fashion, with a varie
ty of bulking agents, could perform under most 
circumstances. But I cannot recommend any one 
product which, by itself, meets all of the neces
sary criteria.

ble

Injecting the construction adhesive 
through the face of the plaster.

have W* plywood as big as the patch area and enough 
1x2 wood braces on hand.

Next, prepare the adhesive. The adhesives I use 
most come in standard caulking-gun cartridges. Trim 
the tip so it just fits in the wood-lath holes. When 
injecting through plaster, trim the tip just slightly 
larger to make a tighter seal with the plaster.

Some adhesives have a liquid primer that can be 
squirted into the holes with an oven baster. This pre
wets the dry lath and porous plaster, and results in 
a better bond. If the adhesive is water-based and has 
no primer, it’s a good idea to pre-wet both the plaster 
surface and the substrate with adhesive thinned way 
down with water and a little denatured alcohol added 
as a wetting agent.

Adhesives won’t stick to crumbly, water-damaged 
plaster. In most cases, the best solution is to remove 
the water-damaged areas, and patch with new plaster. 
But if the plaster has an irreplaceable finish that must 
be saved, there is a preliminary step you can take 
before injecting adhesives. I’ve had success stabilizing 
crumbly plaster with a product called Acryloyd B-67™, 
manufactured by Rohm & Haas. It’s an acrylic resin 
that comes in dry beads. Dissolve the beads in mineral 
spirits to a 20% solution and brush or spray it onto 
the water-damaged areas. As the solvent evaporates, 
the resin hardens, consolidating the plaster.

Andrew Ladygo 
Architectural Conservator 

Society for the Preservation 
of fiew England Antiquities

1. For a full technical discussion of the principles, 
see The Bulletin of the Association for 
Preservation Technology, Vol. XII, No. 2. A photo
stat of the article will be provided by SPNEA to 
those interested. Write to Society for the Pres
ervation of New England Antiquities, 141 Cam
bridge Street, Dept OHJ, Boston, Mass. 02114.
2. Thoro System Products, 7800 N.W. 38th Street, 
Dept OHJ, Miami, Fla 33166.
3. Cabot Stains, 1 Union Street, Dept OHJ, Boston, 
Mass. 02108.
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Injecting Adhesives
Because you'll be gunning the adhe- 

blind" into each hole, it’s dif-

/

r. ,»■
II r/sive

ficult to gauge the the flow of adhe
sive when injecting. Judge the 
amount that comes out with each

J-
i' 1. If >

rK ALV

squeeze of the handle by testing be
forehand. While injecting, give the 
adhesive enough time to flow into 
the space between plaster and lath, 
but move quickly between holes.
Stc^ applying adhesive if you feel 
back pressure on the trigger of the 
caulking gun — excessive adhesive 
will make it difficult to press the 
plaster back into place, and may 
over-stress the plaster.

Next, set the plywood in place.
Thick plaster that will not move 
back into place completely will need 
to have the force of the ply spread 
out with a layer of W* foam carpet 
pad between the ply and the plaster.
Protect the ply or pad with wax paper 
in place against the patch area initially with a 
T-brace. Spring additional braces into place to press 
the plaster back against the lath. If braces are im
practical, draw the plaster against the lath with 
screws driven through washers and wood shingles.

As the plaster is pressed back into place, excess 
adhesive will squeeze out through the injection holes 
and between the laths, thereby binding to an even grea
ter surface area. When the adhesive has set, remove 
the ply. If the ply is stuck to the plaster, (wist it 
sideways (in the same plane as the plaster surface) 
to break the bond

%

i h

i. * > .

14,

i>J,; s -

LT-braces are wedged against the plaster to press it into 
place. Note the excess adhesive squeezing out.

and hold it

4^

Additional braces are required to apply 
pressure to a large area of loose plaster.
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But to order these products 
from Conservation Materials, 
you must first be a member of:
American Institute for 

Conservation
3545 Williamsburg Lane, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 2(KX)8 
(202) 364-1036
There is a $55 membership fee.

For More Information
Morgan W. Phillips 
SPNEA
141 Cambridge Street 
Boston, Mass. 02114
The following societies sponsor 
plaster workshops:

The Preservation Institute for 
the Building Crafts 

Main Street P.O. Box 1777 
Windsor, Vermont 05089 
(802) 674-6752

Greater Portland Landmarks 
165 State Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
(207) 774-5561

Campbell Center for Historic 
Preservation Studies 

P.O. Box 66
Mount Carroll, Illinois 61053 
(815) 244-1173
Eastfield Village 
Box 145 R.D.
East Nassau, N.Y. 12062 
(518) 766-2422
Association for Preservation
Technology
Box 2487, Stn. D
Ottawa, Ont., Canada K1P5W6
(613) 238-1972

A.P.T. offers training 
courses at their annual meeting, 
and by region throughout the 
year; call for current schedule.

Although John Leeke's methods 
were adapted from those used 
by SPNEA. his choice of mate
rials is not necessarily en
dorsed by them. Thanks to 
Andrew Ladygo of SPNEA for 
his help.

Construction Adhesives;
Water-based Solvent-based

I have tried several of these 
readily-available, solvent-based 
adhesives for re-attaching loose 
or bowed plaster. They may not 
work well with porous plaster 
when the space between lath and 
plaster is extremely dirty (exper
iment to see if they will work 
in your situation). Pre-wetting 
the surfaces would help, but com
patible solvents are too hazard
ous. They do work with clean, 
hard plasters that can be moved 
back into place against the lath. 
The best types for this use have 
a thin consistency and long "skin- 
over" or open time and are "gap 
filling."

You can tell if the adhesive is 
water-based because the label 
will almost always mention water 
cleanup. The label will also tell 
you they are made of "acrylic," 
"latex," or "polymer emulsion."

I use a water-based adhesive 
'Big Stick" Construction

or

like
Adhesive (by DAP) because it can 
be thinned down to make a primer 
for itself that is sure to be com
patible. The primer formula I 
use is as follows:
Four parts (by volume) tap water 
Two parts denatured ethyl alcohol 
One part water-based adhesive

Mix the adhesive with one of 
the four parts of water first, 
then mix in the rest. The alcohol 
acts as a wetting agent, making 
the primer spread out and soak 
into the dry, dusty wood lath and 
plaster surfaces better than wa
ter alone.

1 squirt primer into the injec
tion holes and let it soak in and 
begin to set for about an hour or 
until it starts to get tacky. This 
consolidates and seals the dry, 
dusty surfaces, so the adhesive 
will stick better.

Supplier of adhesives used by 
SPNEA:

Conservation Materials, Ltd. 
att: Doug Adams 
P.O. Box 2884 
Sparks, Nevada 89432 
(702) 331-0582

Acryloyd B-67™ and Rhoplex 
resins are special SPNEA adhe
sives supplied by Rohm & Haas.

TM
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Baflirooinsi
concern with germs and their 
whereabouts. This is truly an 
American room, without ties to a 
feudal past. Unprecedented conve
niences were being designed, in
stalled in new houses, and lived 
with for the first time.

Bedrooms and the ends of 
hallways were converted to bath
rooms as soon as the fixtures 
became available. So don’t feel bad 
about bringing to your 1843 Gothic

vation, for nowadays the bathroom 
can really be said to be ubiqui
tous.” Such was Darcy Braddell’s 
decree in the 1939 Book of the 
Modern House, and we must be 
not much nearer salvation, as the 
modern American bathroom hasn’t 
changed much since then.

The modern bathroom was 
invented in this post-Victorian era. 
In its time, it was the focal point 
and manifestation of the emerging

ince we are told that 
cleanliness comes next to godliness 
... Evidently we are nearer to sal-
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Revival the bathroom it would have
sported in 1923. No sensible person
would wish a Victorian bathroom
on a friend.

The 1930 jurors of an awards
competition for better bathroom de
sign advised, "it is not extravagant
or wasteful, it is in fact an econ
omic essential to provide every
home with such sanitation conven
iences and luxuries as circum
stances will justify. Sanitation
provision in the home constitutes a
constant, direct, daily guidance to
ward the preservation of health and
happiness — than which there are
no greater needs or blessings.
Indeed.

terials newly used in this room:
cast iron, marble, and ceramic tile.

With the range of materials thus
narrowed and the basic forms of
the three essential fixtures yet to
explore, fixtures in the first quar
ter of this century remained utili
tarian in design.

he illustration at left
shows the transition from
the excessive ornamentation
popular in the Victorian

era to the simpler, more utilitarian
style of the post-Victorian bath.
Note the separately housed water
closet; the porcelain-enamelled iron
tub on legs; the simple baluster-
type sink legs; the tiled floor and
walls. The stained-glass window
is a Victorian decorative holdover,
but one that fits in with the post-
Victorian utilitarian ideal — it

«UMLEH
combines good lighting with
privacy.

By 1900, one-piece basins in 
whiteware or glazed fireclay were 
being produced. Complete with flat 
tops and recesses for soap, these 
units were left exposed for easier 
cleaning. "The pedestal washbasin, 
already available in cast iron 
(‘nicely bronzed or japanned') came 
out in fireclay: neat in appearance 
and easy to clean, though the latter 
advantage was often lost by over 
ornamentation," writes bathroom

combination.
Even though, by the turn of the 

century, the washstand and tub 
were in a fixed position (because 
they were plumbed), they were 
still treated as furniture, and sub
ject to similar ornamentation. In 
the physical transition and social 
adjustment to indoor plumbing, the 
fixtures got more "built in" and 
compact. What really changed the 
look of the bathroom were the ma-

FIXTURE HISTORY
The advancement from water clos
ets and washbasins to flush toilets 
and bathroom sinks tells of the ev
olution of the bathroom to its 
unique status as industrial art. The 
history of plumbing manufacture is 
apparent in the changes in the three 
major fixtures: water closet or 
toilet, lavatory or basin or sink, 
and the bathtub or tub/shower
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1historian Lawrence Wright.
A variety of basins became

available, distinguished by their de
tails. A knob in the basin slab,
used to operate the waste drain,

preferred over the plug-on-was
a-chain method. Attention was paid
to taps and faucets: from some
1927 ad copy: "Washing under two
faucets is hardly modern.

Planned in tandem with the lava
tory was the medicine cabinet, and
a sometimes impressive array of
accessories: glass shelves, towel
rails, toothbrush and mug holders,
sponge and soap bowls.

One improvement, which proved
to be much quieter than the over
head tank, was the syphon jet clos
et. It was during this period that
water closets were first incorpor
ated into the washroom. In the Vic
torian era, a water closet was

just that — it was in a separate
chamber away from the washroom.
The illustration on page 57 shows
the introduction of the toilet to the
modern bathroom. It still stands
alone in a closet, but the closet is
located in the washroom.

The first hot running water ran
into a simple tub made of sheet
metal. In 1855, the bathroom was
simple and functional, not a place
fit for ornamental display ... the
plumbing was too frankly dis
played! By 1880 there was some in
terest in bathroom decoration, and
by then, new houses, especially in
cities, were being designed with
bathrooms. These '80s washrooms
contained the elaborate woodwork
of the period, and equally ornate
plumbing fittings.

Eventually, however, the claw-
and-ball-foot tub gave way to the
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built-in bath because the latter was
easier to keep clean. Soon the tub
was devoid of superfluous detail
ing, and more streamlined. By
1910, the cast-iron single-shell
bath, enameled on the inside only,
and either painted outside or cased
in, was in quantity production at a
price the middle class could
afford.

The problem of perfecting the
finish was solved with porcelain
enamels. These are neither por
celain nor enamel, but a mixture of
sand, lime, and sodium carbonate.
Advertising copy of the period

(The washbasin
in this illustra
tion is supported
by tubular legs
with polished
nickel plating.
Next to it is a

> large heated
towel rack.)

The 1927 ad copy from the Speak-
man Showers and Fixtures Com
pany reads, "With the shower you
use the water only once. While
cleansing each pore, the fresh,
sparkling sprays are also massag
ing muscles, quieting jaded nerves
and relieving fatigue.

ARCHITECTURE OF
THE ROOMproclaimed that, "Porcelain en

ameled sanitary ware possesses 
qualifications which makes it the 
logical ware to install not only 
from a sanitary standpoint, but 
from an economical one as well, 
as it is made in a variety of pat
terns, styles, sizes, etc., to suit 
any and all requirements."(1913) 

The only serious competitor of 
the cast-iron tub was the fireclay 
bath, which was first built on a 
mould by hand. After 1906, some 
casting advancements made it possi
ble to produce mass quantities of 
fireclay baths. But by 1916, the 
double-shell, cast-iron bath.

porcelain-enamelled inside and out, 
was by far the more popular 
model. After the First World War, 
"enamelled sanitary fixtures," 
mainly baths and washbasins, were 
in 4,800,000 homes.

The showerbath has been around 
since before the turn of the cen
tury. The combination bath and 
shower was proposed to be an en
tirely new departure in the develop
ment of modern sanitary comfort. 
Bathtubs could be outfitted with a 
ring carrying a waterproof curtain, 
fixed over a bath. In the illustra
tion on page 56, the shower has its 
own shallow trough and waste.

The bathroom is architectural in 
character — fixtures are an 
integral part of the room, rather 
than stand-alone furnishings. The 
bathtub, lavatory, and water closet 
had to be connected to water supply 
and drain pipes. More attention 
was paid to the planning of bath
rooms, as any defect in the plan 
would be costly to correct. Of 
course, the post-Victorian fondness 
for built-ins can also be found in 
space-saving linen closets, medicine 
cabinets, and so on.

The post-Victorian bathroom is a 
practical room, with an architectur-
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expensive white hexes were more 
often used because of their econ
omy. Linoleum saw some use as 
a bathroom floor in the 'thirties — 
but it never really competed with 
ceramic tile.

Extensive fields of wallpaper, as 
in the 1910 illustration on page 57 
fell out of favor with the populari
ty of the tile bathroom. The more 
tile the better: on floors, and on

investment value of a tiled bath: "It 
was far easier to dispose of a 
house even in the middle of a 
block if it had a tiled bath, than 
to sell the corner house with ordin
ary painted bathrooms."

al nod to dur
ability, cleanli
ness, and func
tional beauty. 
Woodwork and 
curtains disap
peared in favor 

f of white enamel, 
grouted tiles, 
and marble tops. 

More attention was given to heat
ing: A far cry from the freezing 
outhouse or the tin tub before a 
fire, it was suggested that the 
bathroom be kept five degrees 
warmer than the rest of the house 
to protect the enjoyment of the 
morning plunge.

Tile proved to be not only a good 
solution to the sanitary concerns of 
the day, but also a valuable "home 
improvement." In Hints on Bath 
and Kitchens, from 1927, a 
successful builder explained the

Floors & Walls
Wood floors were common in early 
bathrooms. It was suggested that 
such a floor be heavily varnished 
and that one or more small scat- 
terugs be used as bathmats. By the 
'teens, tiled floors were the most 
common, with white hexes most 
popular. Fancier homes would have 
unglazed tile in the center of the 
floor, with a glazed border of con
trasting color. In the 'twenties, 
bathroom tile got more colorful, 
with two or more different colored 
field tiles and elaborate, contrast
ing borders. This whimsey was 
short-lived, however, as the less-
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the walls up
to the suggest
ed height of
4V4 feet
According to
the 1923 edi
tion of The
Home, the
ideal bathroom
is "one entire

ly devoid of cracks or crevices in
which dirt can lodge." The bath
room pictured on the lower half of
p. 58 is just such an example.
Floor, curved bases, and dado are
slightly rounded, and the grout
joints are kept narrow.

Light & Color
Although the sanitary bathroom re
placed heavy ornamentation with
simple, functional design, there

1919was still room for individuality.
Color and lighting became decora
tive elements. Colored globes

If sidf light) ute p^ir pr^lcr-
l^r^e jrea diMuscrs

1919

softened the stark black and white the sink; if two lights were used
tiles that were most common. Pas- by the mirror, then one on each
tels were most popular — blues and side; if one, it should go directly
greens especially, reminders of over the mirror.
water. Untiled walls were usually 
painted with soft pastels as well, 
with an occasional flash of red or

1. For more information, get hold of 
a copy of Clean & Decent; The Fas
cinating History of the Bathroom 
and The Wafer Closet and of Sundry 
Habits, Fashions, and Accessories 
of the Toilet Principally in Great 
Britain, France and America, by 
Lawrence Wright, M.A., B. Arch., 
A.R.I.B.A.

other primary color on trim to 
catch your attention. Lighting was 
designed to serve a purpose, of 
course. Balanced light around the 
sink and medicine cabinet was of 
great concern. It was suggested 
that a window be to one side of — Bekka Lindstrom
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ORNAMENTAL PLASTER supafkj
The Ultimate Flue Liner 
For Masorury Chimneys
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Supailu Pump

Cast'In'Place Lining
• Seals
• Cures Condensation
• Insulates
• Improves Combustion 

Efficiency
• Lines & Makes Chimneys Safe
• Impervious to Corrosion
• All in One Process

A,

FABRICATORS OF FINE PERIOD & CUSTOM ORNAMENT
Cornice • Medallions • Sculpture • Niches • Capitals • Brackets • Domes

&
©

Tested and Listed by an ASTM and 
ACIL approved laboratory to UL 103- 
2,100 F., anadian ULOS629-M-1981 
and UL Requirements for Non-Metallic 
Chimney Lining System - 1985.

Supaflu is recognized by the Inter
nationa) Conference of Building Officials 
— Report No. 3937.

■'J
110 Ardmore Avenue. Box S51A 
Ardmore, PA 19003 *(215)642-4710

Call or write for our illustrated catalog - S2.00

National Supaflu Systems
Chknnay Lining and Relining

P.O. Box 89 Walton, NY 13856ALUMINUM PRODUCTS 
Custom Fabriciition 
CORNICES 
LOUVERS 
CUPOLAS 
COLUMNS 
BALUSTRADES 
SHUTTERS 
URNS& BALLS

AMAZON
(607) 865-7636VINEGAR 4 PICKLING WORKS

DRYGOODS
PUflVEVOfl OF ITCMS FOR tHE 

r9ir> CFNTURV lUPfteSSiON

i rue Victorian living 
guiiicv to rc'creaiing the hivionc 
houve inierior Bookv of Victo- 
ridit gardens ssith landscape 
plans and plant lists Color 
schemes tor exterior decoration. 

Books on architecture, resto
ration. needlework. musK and 
lashion Period clothing, reads- 
madr. or patterns and fabrics.

Victorian greeting cards for 
all holidays and hirlhdass Toss 
and decorations for a Victorian 
Christmas

HY-C ALUMINUM 
CHIMNEY COVERS

Keep Rain Out - Keep Birds Outy
Baked on finishes available 

call or write

AMPBELLSVILLE 
NDUSTRIES, INC.

P.O. Box 278, Dept, OHJ 
Citmpbellsville, KY 42718 

502-465-8135

<f
BAND AROUND BRICK 

Custom made to your order. 
Send chimney size and tile 
height for price.

Hy-C Co. Inc. 2107 N. I4th • Si. Louis, MO 63106

Send $2 00 for 40 page catalog

Dept OC Amazon Drygoods 
22IBEasi ttiisSl 
Davenpoit Iowa 52803 
319-322-6800

to

309-768-3504
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RESTORATION PRODUCTS
Hand Tools
John Stortz & Son, Inc. is a 
family owned and operated hand 
tool manufacturer specializing in 
the production of tools for 
use in masonry, roofing,

according to use. Check your local 
tool house for specific tools, or 
for information on distributors call 
(215 ) 627-3855. For a catalog send 
$2 to John Stortz & Son, Inc., 210 
Vine St., Philadelphia, PA 19106.

asparagus knife and a ham hook, 
paint scrapers of many shapes and 
sizes and a large selection of roof
ing tools, including slater’s tools. 
They also carry ship-building tools, 
a gaff hook, and two kinds of oys
ter knives.

Availability of tools varies

shipbuilding and cooperage.
It’s a pleasure reading 

through this catalog full of 
old style tools for hand use. There 
are steel slickers and sledrunners, 
star drills and highway edgers, an

REST O RATION P R O D U C T S

For the Birds
Yes, you can actually have a small- 
scale replica of your house, or the 
house of your dreams, re-created 
as a bird cage. Hamilton Studios 
makes these aviary delights by 
hand from hardwoods and wire.

six weeks for delivery. Gift cer
tificates are available. Judy Eisen- 
berg, Feet of Clay Pottery, Dept. 
OHJ, 46 White Place, Brookline, 
MA 02146. Or call (617 ) 731-3262.Home Portraits

Potter Judy Eisenberg offers a 
unique service. Working from col
or photographs, she will paint a 
portrait of your home onto six- or 
eight-inch ceramic tiles. Use the 
tile in a backsplash, in a counter, 
add it to the tilework around your 
fireplace, or order it with a wood
en frame. Judy will add homey 
touches too — like the cat sitting 
in the window of the house pictur
ed at right,

A standard six-inch tile portrait 
costs $125. Eight-inch tiles cost 
$150. Two-tile portraits are double 
the price ($250 and $300). Wooden 
frames are c^tional. Allow four to

Designer Craig Yerkes will do 
custom work or you can choose 
from stock products sold through 
stores or direct from the studio. 
Pictured is the Eastlake Villa, 
painted white and available in two 
sizes: 23"W x 1T‘D x 28”H for 
$470, or 30W" x 17"D x 37"H for 
$990.

For information about distribu
tors, call (413) 732-9818. Or send 
$1 for a brochure to Hamilton Stu
dios, Dept. OHJ, 27 Lyman St., 
Springfield, MA 01103.

Stationery Homes
What could be more per
sonal than a drawing of 
your own home gracing the 
front of this year’s greet
ing cards and party 
invitations?

Artist Vincent Lisi of 
Brownstone Graphics will 
capture your home in a 
carefully rendered pen 
and ink drawing and 
print it on fine-quality

paper to create the station
ery of your choice. You 
can even get a custom- 
made calendar or poster 
featuring your house.

Prices begin at $120. 
Delivery generally takes 
about four weeks. Write 
to Brownstone Graphics,
34 Midwood Street, Dept. 

OHJ. Brooklyn. NY 
11225. Or call (718) 
856-%97.
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eight-fool trestle table. All pieces 
are available assembled at a con
siderably higher price. Accessories 
include a beautiful wall clock, 
$112.50 for the kit, various basket 
kits, $12 and up, and a kit for a

Shaker Kits
Have you ever con
sidered making your 
own Shaker furniture 
and accessories? Sha

ker Workshops 
offers a 
great selec
tion of fur
niture and 
accessory 
kits — all 
reproductions 
of Shaker 
pieces from 
museums or 
private 
collections. 

The kits 
contain all necessary mate
rials and are assembled us

i

ing ordinary hand tools. You can 
choose from a variety of finishes 
for wood. For woven seats and 
chair-backs, fabric strips come in 
a wide range of subtle colors. The 
chair kits come with the backs 
preassembled and squared up to as
sure a sturdy finished product. A 
variety of chairs, tables, stools, 
and even a bed are available.

Prices for kits range from 
$33.75 for a small footstool with 
woven seat to $77.50 for a slat- 
back straight chair and $485 for an

small hanging cupboard, $60. The 
catalog also includes books, lan
terns and sconces, miniatures, toys, 
sampler kits and more. Send $1 
for a catalc^ to Shaker Work
shops, Dept. OHJ, P.O. Box 1028, 
Concord, MA 01742.

PRO DUCTSRES t O R A T I O N
.!

Tin. Brilliants ^Feather Trees
Antique feather trees are expensive 
collector’s items, and often not in 
very good condition, but Crispin 
Treadway Floral Products makes 
new feather trees. Two of their 
designs are original, and two are 
reproductions. The feathers are 
dyed green and treated to be fire 
retardant. The tree bases are tur
ned wooden pots, urns, or cylinders 
finished in red or white. ^ 
Trees are available in a E 
number of sizes. The 
shortest tree (18 
inches) costs $37.50.
The tallest tree (48 
inches tall) costs 
$225. Trees can 
be ordered with 
antique decora
tions at an 
additional cost.
Crispin
Treadway car- j 
ries many other q 
old-fashioned 
ornaments and decorations. For a 
catalog, send $2 to Crispin 
Treadway Floral Products, Dept. 
OHJ, Bogtown Rd., North Salem, 
NY 10560.

f.t

f .

Using original 110-year-old moulds, 
Janet and Bill Rigby are creating 
beautiful tin brilliant ornaments. 
These shimmering, sparkling jew
els for your Christmas tree are 
made of pure tin and are hand- 
tinted. The ornaments are sold in 
the following sets: Animal Set, $31 
— one each of reindeer, swan, 
giraffe, horse, fish, and dog; Win
ter Set, $36 — icicle, 3 different 
snowflakes; Celestial Set, $29 — 
large and small stars, moon, and 
sun. The tree-top star is sold 
separately, $31. A small parrot or
nament is available as a sample 
for $5. For a brochure ($1), write 
to W.J. Rigby, Dept. OHJ, 3672 
Richmond Rd., Staten Island, NY 
10306. Or call (718) 979-7377.

Christmas Crafts
Gerlachs of Lecha 
offers a mind- 
boggling assort
ment of decora
tive items for the 
holidays. They carry 
hundreds of ornaments, 
decorative tins, feather trees, fan
cy light covers, tinsel, candles, 
cards and more.

They also carry a large selection 
of craft kits and supplies, many of 
which are hard or impossible to 

, find elsewhere, and offer work- 
^ shops in Victorian crafts, in

cluding one in making and 
1^ decorating feather trees.

For information, call (215) 
Hyi %5-9181. For a catalog, send 

$2 for each catalog ordered to 
Gerlachs of Lecha, Dept. OHJ, 
P.O. Box 213, Emmaus, PA 18049. 
Specify which catalog you want: 
Christmas 1987 or Nostalgic 
Crafts.

T r

mV.
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For the Library
Ah. the library: Whether a cor

ner in the parlor, or a dark cozy 
room devoted to musty books and 
pipe smoke, it's one reward of 
owning a Victorian bouse.

Rolling Ladder
Since 1905, the Putnam 
Rolling Ladder Company 
has been in business.
Made to order, ladders 
are available in a varie
ty of woods and finish
es, with steel, brass, 
or chrome hardware.

A standard set-up in
cluding an 8’11" oak 
ladder, brass hardware, 
and 10 feet of track 
costs about $400.
Prices increase for 
higher ladders, more 
track, different woods 
and hardware. For a 
brochure, send $1 to 
The Putnam Rolling 
Ladder Co., Dept. OHJ, j ^ 
32 Howard St., New 
York. NY 10013.

s-

A Cozy Chair,.. tiques. Each piece is carefully cho
sen by owners Daniel and Lisa 
Satak-Cooper. Many pieces still 
have original finishes and uphol
stery. Those that have been refur
bished must pass rigorous stan
dards of authenticity. If you’re in
terested in a piece of furniture, be 
prepared for friendly and helpful

or a Rococo Revival fainting sofa 
is a necessary accoutrement for 
lounging while you read.

Antiquaria is a small
company that special-

\izes in Victorian an-

service.
For a catalog, send $3 

to Antiquaria, 
Dept. OHJ. 60 
Dartmouth St., 
Springfield, MA 
01109.

Good Lights Books Old and Rare
Stock your shelves 
with old books...
Bo S' Company 
offers books from 
1837 to 1901 on a 
wide variety of 
subjects including 
masonry, sewage 
systems, and phren
ology. Write to Bo 
& Co., Dept. OHJ. P.O. Box 162. 
Pomfret, CT 06258.

Charles B. Wood Ill's most 
recent catalog, ^61, contains "rare 
and uncommon books of the 18th 
and 19th centuries, in a variety of

fields in the arts, crafts & 
trades." Call (617 ) 247-7844. Or 
send $5 for a catalog to Charles 
B. Wood III, Dept. OHJ, 116 Com
monwealth Ave,, P.O. Box 310, 
Boston, MA 02117.

Daniel Hirscb specializes in an
tique books in the fairy-tale genre. 
Write to Daniel Hirsch, Dept,
OHJ. P.O. Box 315, Hopewell 
Junction , NY 12533,

Jeremy Norman S' Company 
specializes in medicine and science. 
Call (415) 781-6402. Or write 
Jeremy Norman & Co., Dept. OHJ, 
442 Post St., San Francisco, CA 
94102.

Tracy Holcomb 
of Shades of the 

Past makes 
exquisite lamp
shades that will 
fill your rooms 
with warm 
golden light on 

- \ the dreariest
winter nights. 

Her original Victorian 
designs combine luxur- 

■ ious materials: Chinese 
M silks, French cut vel- 

vets, Italian hand- 
strung beads, and 

rich Austrian trims. Each shade is 
custom designed and hand sewn. A 
variety of brass reproduction bases 
are available for both floor and ta
ble lamps.

Prices range from $70 for a 
small table lamp with a simple em
broidered, fringed shade, to $499 
for a floor lamp with an elaborate
ly pleated silk shade enhanced by 
antique metallic trim, embroidery, 
and silky fringe. For a catalog, 
send $3 to Shades of the Past,
Dept. OHJ, Box 502, Corte 
Madera, CA 94925.

*

i \■K

I
I ^

Bookends
Gargoyles Studios makes a variety 
of substantial bookends that make 
the perfect complement to antique 
books. The Satyr pictured is a re
production of a 19th century carved 
wooden figure. The bookends are 
sold in sets (for around $45) or 
separately.

For information about distribu
tors in your area, write to Gar
goyles Studios, Dept. OHJ, 221 
21st St., Brooklyn, NY 11232.

IT
I.
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Fixtures and More
A-Ball Plumbing Supply has every
thing you need to outfit, revamp, or 
revitalize your bathroom. There

ill For a free catalog write to 
A-Ball Plumbing Supply, Dept. 
OHJ., 1703 West Burnside St., 
Portland, OR 97209.Post-Victorian Bathrooms

7

are white porcelain toilet bolts, 
copper tubs, laughing rubber ducks, 
and brass shower-curtain rings.

Consider the classic style sink 
pictured ($399.95) in fine white 
vitreous china. The traditional 
widespread faucet, made in France, 
is available in brass for $240 or 
chrome for $262. Also pictured, 
the wall hung china toilet, with 
polished brass or chrome, $295.

If you need replacement parts 
for an old toilet, sink, or tub 
check A-BalPs line of hardware.

repaired. The color of the refin
ishing can be mixed to your 
specifications, even to match what 
you’ve already got. And there’s no 
need to rip up floors, or pull down 
tile. The process takes three to 
six hours.

To refinish a basic tub costs 
about $225; a sink costs about $75; 
wall tile costs around $4 per 
square foot. Add an extra $25 for 
custom color. For more informa
tion and a list of dealers in your 
area, write to Perma-GIaze, Inc., 
Dept. OHJ, Box 18377, Tucson, AZ 
85731. Or call (602 ) 885-7397.

tile can be refinished using this 
method. And small areas can beReplace or Reglaze?

If you’re about to have your old 
bathroom fixtures ripped out — 
wait! Perma-GIaze can help. Re
glazing is quicker and a lot cheap
er than replacing fixtures.

Perma-GIaze, Inc., is a na
tionwide franchise that restores 
and refinishes old bathroom and 
kitchen fixtures. The process 
involves removing the old glazing 
and then putting on a new glaze of 
synthetic porcelain containing glass. 
Steel, cast iron, enamel, porcelain, 
acrylic, or ceramic fixtures and

Oops!Calendars for ’88
Soon 1987 will be just a memory 
and it will be time to hang a new 
calendar on the wall. Zephyr Press 
has a wonderful bunch of calendars

for lovers of old things. You can 
choose from American Viciorians; 
Jukebox; Antique Toys; The Carou
sel Animal; Old Locomotives; or 
Radios.

Each calendar is beautifully illus
trated with color photographs (ex
cept for American Victorians, 
which is illustrated with colored 
drawii^s), and includes fascinating 
facts about the pictures each month 
and at the end of the calendar. 
Calendars are $8.95 each plus $2 
shipping. To order or get more 
information, write to Zephyr 
Press, Dept. OHJ, P.O. Box 3066, 
Berkeley, CA 94703. Or call (415) 
763-3627.

In the September/October issue the 
prices given for Paintabilily Sten
cils were wholesale prices. Retail 
prices for the stencil kits range 
from $40 to $72. (
Sorry! For more ^ 

information write 
to Arabella Trading 
Company,
Dept. OHJ,
517 East 
Paces 
Ferry 
Rd., NE,

M
n.
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Soapstone Sinks

Authentic soapstone sinks ... 
for kitchen, bath, or 

greenhouse.
Made in the traditional man
ner by an old and reputable 

Vermont firm. 
Custom-made to your print 
or drawing: Sink only; sink 
& backsplash; sink & drain- 

board; or sink, backsplash, & 
drainboard.

A Touch of Yesterday
Fine Bath and 

Kitchen Fixtures 
Quality Reproductions
^ Pull Chain Toilet 

Low Tank Toilet 
Pedestal Sink 

Copper Kitchen Sink 
Marble Vanity 
Drinking Fountain ^
Faucets ^

^ Accessories & Parts
Send $1.00 for brochure

Also: Custom cutting of fire
places, countertops. & table- 

tops. Other soapstone items — 
bedwarmers, griddles, boot 

driers, bun warmers.
Call or write for a quotation. 
Brochure & price list: 50«t
VERMONT SOAPSTONE 

COMPANY 
RR 1, Box 514 

Perkinsviile, VT 05 151 
(802) 263-5404

I

2220 CARLTON WAY 
SANTA BARBARA. CA 93109 
SOS 962 8S98

MAC THE AimOUE 
PLUI(EBER, INC. THE BRASSLIGHT COLLECTIONJi4st off the Press/

‘5?’ Our new 1987 
j 24'page color
B catalogue from the
f most complete 
antique plumbing 
shop In the world

MAC The Antique Plumber
Dept. OH I

Sacramento. C'A 95819 
<9I6) 454-4507

Polished and lacquered solid brass: Desk lamps, Ceiling fixtures, and Sconces.

Write or call for our $3.00 catalog today, you'll be glad you did. Dealer irtgulries Invited.

BRASSLIGHTJNC. P.O. Box 69S, Nyack, N.Y. 10960 • (914)353 0567
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SOUD OAK COMMODE SEATS THE EMPORIUM
FOR SALERESTORATION SERVICES

VICTORIAN CONSERVATORY or solarium to 
add onto the side of a Victorian house. 
Varnished-pine frame with leaded.pale- 
green glass panels in upper half. 13' W 
X 9' L. Could be made longer. Has gable 
roof w/ gable skylight also w/ leaded

ranels. All in very good condition. 
3.000. Alan Ciendenen. 1714) 776-3542.

GAS COOKSTOVE. 1920s. "Detroit." Perfect 
for old-house kitchen. Tan graniteware, 
like new. Oven, broiler, plus 2 storage 
drawers. 41’ L x 37" H. S450. Sue 
Schubert. No. 1 Lindenshade Lane. Wall
ingford. PA 19086 (7milesSE of Philadel
phia). (215) 565-7672.
INTERIOR DOORS — best offers to good 
home. 2-panel flatback; 28 x 79, 30x 78. 
2-panel double-sided: 33 x 77-1/2. 
6-panel; 31.5 x 77. No shipping or boxing. 
Harvey. Cranbury. NJ. (609) 655-1642 
evenings.
POCKET DOORS, to swap or sell; I pair. 

Ine-veneered; each door 3’8" x 9'. with 
horizontal panels. Seeking 1 pair of 

pocket doors 3’ x 9’: prefer vertical pan
els. Fink. 118 Madison. Lynchburg. VA 
24504. (B04) 528-8872.
CAST-IRON FIREBOARD. antique, with gas
burning logs. $75. Palmyra. NJ. (609) 
829-5619.
CAS STOVE. "Prosperity" 
ufacturer unknown. W 
burners w/ cover, oven. Make an offer — 
it’s too nice to throw out but I can’t keep 
it. Jim. NYC area. (914) 429-8380.
POCKET DOORS — 1 pair. 8’ X 2’6" each, 
solid cherry, varnished. 5-panel pattern, 
hardware intact. (718) 788* 1899.

HELP WITH YOUR OLD HOUSE; Our profes
sional services can help you understand, 
restore, and enjoy it; architectural ser
vices for restoration and remodelling, 
consulting help with architectural and 
technical problems, historical research.

Allen Charles Hill, AIA. Historic& more.
Preservation & Architecture. 25 Engle
wood Rd., Winchester, MA 01890. (617) 
729-0748.
BRASS 8i COPPER polished h lacquered: 
Complete buffing service for brass beds, 
door & window hardware. Specializing in 
the Inside and out restoration of oil. gas, 
and electric lamps & fixtures. Plating & 
replacement parts availablo. Michael Or
chard Studio. 1338 10th Avenue South. 
Fargo. ND 58103. (701) 235-4719.

Old-fashioned quality — made in the 
U.S.A. — by the original maker of 
wood commode seats. Finely craft- 
ted from furniture-grade solid oak. 
Beautifully hand-finished with mois
ture-resistant lacquer. Dark or gold
en oak — finished or unfinished — 
or choice of colors. Lacquered brass 
or chrome-plated hinges. Standard 
style; S47.50 ppd. Elongated style: 
$51 ppd. Send check, MC or VISA 
No. and expiration date to:

Classified ads in The Emporium are 
FREE to current subscribers for one- 
of-a-kind or non-commercial items, 
including swaps, things wanted or 
for sale, and personal house orprop- 
erty sales. Free ads are limited to 
a maximum of 50 words. BfltW photo 
or drawing also printed free when 
space permits.

For commercial ads. rates are $70 
for the first 40 words. $1.15 for each 
additional word. Photographs will 
be printed for an additional $40. Ads 
are reserved for preservation- 
related items: restoration products 
and services, real estate, inns and 
B&Bs. books and publications, etc.

Deadline is the 5th of the month, 
two months prior to publication. For 
example. January 5th for the 
March/April Issue. Sorry, we cannot 
accept ads over the phone. All sub
missions must be in writing and 
accompanied by a current mailing 
label (for free ads) or a check (for 
commercial ads).

DeWeese Woodworiiing Company

brand, age Aman- 
hite porcelain, 4P.O. Box 576

Philadelphia, Mississippi 39350 
(601)656-4951

Brochure of compiele line of fine 
oak balhroom wressories ovoiJoble.

PEDESAL SINK — as seen in April '87 OHJ, 
p. 6. Good condition but tap 
original. $ 100. negotiable. H;
Call Larry: (215) 789

andies not 
avertown. PA.

Charmaater®
America’s Finest
Wood Furnace

-6834.
ORIGINAL RARE RECIPES from America’s by
gone railroad dining cars. Remember 
those delicious, freshly prepared meals 
you had on the trainsyears ago?Nowyou 
can sample these tasty recipes at home. 
Set of 10. $5 Send large SASE to John 

Thompson St .. New

ft(<

RESTORE your missing or damaged cast- 
iron newel posts, balusters, & banisters, 
w/ exact reproductions made in fiber-

flass resin. These reproductions are 
oth strong and durable, at a fraction of 
the cost Of cast iron. For free estimate, 

call Dorrlen Restoration. 155 Garfield PL. 
Brooklyn. NY 1 1217. (718) 965-0847.

Chappell. Dept. OHJ. 131 
York. NY 10012.SAVE

MONEY!
HEAT
WITH

WOOD!

OLD. HAND-HEWN LOG CABIN, will deliver. 
$5,500. Also old log barn. $7,500. J. Don 
Rogers. 3301 Hwy 101 N. Woodruff. SC 
29388. (803) 877-0538.
POCKET DOORS, grain-painted. 32 x83.all 
hardware & pulleys included: best offer. 
Pair of French doors. 48 x 78: $150 or 
offer. Victorian foyer mirror, 4'2"Wx8’6" 
tall, lots of detail, reeded.spoon-carved golden oak w/ old dark varnish; $1500 
or reasonable offer. Streator. IL. Call 
(815) 672-6495 after 5 PM.

YOUR HOME, before and after TLC, whim
sically depicted in colorful fabrics, 
trims, handstitching. machine applique. 
Pillow or wallhanging. Unique conversa
tion piece, great gift for old-house res
torers. Send clear photo or sketch with 
SASE for review and exclusively yours 
detailed information to Ardyce Kinsley. 
5719 Cannon Lane. Alexandria. VA 22303.
CARPENTRY/CABINETMAKING SKILLS in ex
change for living quarters. California. Bay 
Area. College instructor relocating. Over 
6 years rehab/restoration experience: al
so have built numerous cabinets, built- 
ins, etc. Responsible, quiet, best refer
ences. Doug Temkin. 2740 Marshall Way, 
Sacramento, CA 95818. (408) 476-6291.

• Add-On Units
• Wood/Oil
• Wood/Gaa
• Furnace/Fire 

Place Models
« Since 1965

C

• Twelve to Eighteen Hour Burn Time
• Charmaster air light burning principle 

uses half the wood of other brands
• HEATS YOUR ENTIRE HOME
• Extremely Efficient - Wood • Oil • Gas
• Shipped completely assembled
• NO WOODSPLITTING REQUIRED!
• FREE domestic hot water heating coils
• E.T.L.M. Laboratory Accepted 
■ Easy do-it-yourself Installation

Write For Brochures/Factory Prices

BOOKS h PUBLICATIONS

ers of a 
Text.

SAUTTER HOUSE FIVE: Wa 
German-American 
coIor/B&W photos of wall coverings, 
I860s~l9l6. Nebraska’s pioneer period. 
Historically documented. '983, i3 pp„ 
pbk.. B-l/2x 1 l.$8.50plus$1.50shipping. 
Bulk rate available. Douglas County His
torical Society, PO Box 11398. Omaha, NE 
6811 1. (402) 455-9990.

Mpap 
Farmstead.

GIVE ROMANCEI Victorian picnique bas-

3uets replete with antique fitments: 
hina, silver, linen or lace tablecloth & 
napkins, and crystal goblets. For two, 

four, or even onel We also do romantic 
Bed Trays. Yes. we have Deco basquets 
& Trays too. Basquetrie. A Present with 
a Past. (800) 34A-PAST.

FREE 16-PAGE BOOKLET “Hooster Land
marks." lists all of fndiana's historical 
and architectural landmarks that are cur
rently in the National Register. For a 
copy, write Historic Landmarks Founda
tion of Indiana, 3402 Boulevard Place. 
Indianapolis. IN 46208.

Charmaster ProductSf Inc.
2307 OHJ Highway 2 West 

Grand Rapids, Minnesota 55744 
218/326-6786
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THOSE CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
YOUR GRANDFATHER KNEW Solid Brass & Cast Iror)

15 Light Set-Genuine 
Glass Figure Bulbs Reggio

RegistersJ Fuse Plug 
^ UL Listed 

120v Low Watt 
C 7-1/2 Bulbs 

SASE for Details 
BRADFORD CONSULTANTS 
PO Box 4020, Alameda 

CA 94501 (415) 523-1968
fj.-'.... - -

^ i

A One'piece mouldings 
and ceiling medallions.

A lightweight, yet strong 
wood or plaster.

A Easy to install.
A Authentic classic designs.
A Ideal for new construction 

or renovation.

USA. made 
REGGIO 

_ . REGISTERS’” 
^ and GRILLES

• .y. ■ y. ■ y.. y . v.. y. y... y.. i

'‘VaiMnanLHk'cCuriimts comtxne maximum 
heating efficiency 
with the beauty of

/iB;;
::: Romantic Imon a Lace Curtains. 

Runners a Accent Pillows

In^orVeO tiom Ceiman,
CreciwleO Celia,* |*nown| t3 Valance 110 ,0 COMPLETE CATALOG S3

finely cast metals
Our registers help fully utilize the heal 
produced by wood and coal stoves, forced 
hot air systems and passive solar systems. 
Add the eleganceofsolidbrassorlhelurK- 

tional beauty of cast iron to your home 
heating system. Our complete line of solid 
brass and cast iron registers and grilles is 
shown in our detailed color catalog, avail

able for $1 00

ii
I'd?

Zu’mvrJ/HAv
$4 Latev^Tfv ,0#pi OHIC? WDsheogtOA Mi HKt Sa•5 m 1
■J* 'V Send $1. for brochure 

Or tee the Focal l\>int collection at: 
MRA.79 Bridge St., Bklyn.. N.Y. 11201 
(718) 643'L>990 Atk fur Givg Hudt>man

The Reggio Register Co., Oept. 0711 
Box 511, Ayer, MA 01432 (617)772-3493

.•i[•I

8SAVEK

!?V» .••o'

WIDE PINE FLOORING
& PANELING (12' TO 22" WIDE)

Ship'lapped Pine

TOOL»
SUPPLY

Wide Oak Boards
M20-2
AMi K - S158

(Cnrlielc JtU'stnratinn ^itmbrr
Route 123, Stoddard, N. H. 03464 

603-446-3937

-iv-;M7SOW *.1
■' ■; FW

__CitL O*WRITCeo4$to
_• w

FOfl
CATALOG'

S43 FREeDeUVBPY! $se7?: TOOL A 
SUPPLY^BEAVER

iS»»UWVERSirVAVE PO BOX8047 GREENSAV W54306 CALL FREE t-a00-M3-3ar7 
WWSCOWSail 4U.43t.t303 E3H

Catalogue $2.50!

PLAQUES IiREPLACEMENT SASH
Any size, or layout: circle, oval, 
gothic, or cottage. Sash or com
plete window unit. Custom 
mouldings, doors. Raised panel 
shutters, millwork to detail. Send 
sketch, specifications for price.

DRUMS SASH & DOOR CO. 
PO Box 207 

Drums, PA 18222 
(717) 788-1145

BronzeForever < Cast Bronze 
Aluminum Forever - • Cast Aluminum 

GraphicsPlus * Interpretive Marker Plus Rroto 
OtdSlandara * National Register and HABS

Rpcreate the elegance with Victorian era 
[ Gingerbread & Millwork

SPECIALIZING IN 
HISTORIC MARKERS

Write or Call for Free Catalog 
SMITH CORNELL. Inc. 

DEPT. OHJC
ALBURN, INDIANA 46706-0686

800-3250248
in IN 219-925-1172

VV'
" Building * Restoring • Remodeling 

• Custom work available j
P.O.Box 163, Areata. Ca. 95521 i

(707) 826-0629 JJl

r— —----------------------------ICnmfkiTe out prices ff quaint to our competitors' O 
J------- ----------------------------------------------------------------L^.

Depi. H
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THE EMPORIUM
RADIATORS, ornate & glided, from 18 95 Vic* 
torirn home. Excellent condition and rea* 
sonably priced. Contact South Bend Merit* 
age Foundation. South Bend. IN. (219) 
289* 1066.
WOOD/COAL CAST* IRON COOKSTOVE w/ 
nickel'plate trim, water reservoir, oven, 
& warming shelves. Syphon* Summit ’A." 
made In Geneva. NY. Excellent condition. 
S750. Essex. NY 12936. (518) 9 63*4412.
VINTAGE PLUMBING FIXTURES, tubs, sinks, 
sltz baths, faucets, parts for same. 
Moulding & corner blocks made in hun* 
dreds of old patterns. Catalog of actual

Eattems, S3. Heart pine & cyp 
earns, boards. & flooring. K&K Sales.

LA 70538. (318)

OSCH ROUTER Bl
REUD BLADES 6 BIT

ress in
POWER TOOLS AT WHOLESALE PRICES! 
Tools delivered free in continental US. 
Most orders shipped in 24 hours. Free 
68-page catalog. Call free (600) 992* 
2877: fn Wl, (4lO 436*6303. Beaver Tool 
& Supply. 1599 University Ave.. PO Box 
8047. Green Bay. Wl 54308. PHOTO
GAS STOVE, 1920$. green & cream enamel. 
4 burners w/hinged cover, oven & storage, 
classic long legs. S400 or best offer. 
Lloyd Adams. 8 34 Pacific Avenue. New Or* 
leans. LA 701 14. (504) 568-8404 office 
or 361*3857 home.
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER, turn of the cen
tury. nickel-plated brass w/10-drawer, 
curved- foot oak cabinet. Excellent work
ing condition w/ all 
wood refinishing nee 
restored business. Asking S2000. W.E. 
Kiesling. 17 Peachtree Street. Batesburg. 
SC 29006.

S.R.B.. Box 397. Franklin.
667*4405.
ANTIQUE LIGHTING 
Brass chandeliers, wall lamps, table 
lamps. Gas. oil. electric, ^combinations. 
Large selection gas 8l electric shades. 
Polishing & restoration services availa
ble in our complete lamp shop. Parham 

SIS Main Street, Bas* 
12) 321-9291

WIDE PINE FLOORING;old shutters&doors; 
large fireplace mantels, fluted- Dave 
Huber. 141 E. Fulton St.. Lancaster. PA 
17602.

No reproductions.

Antique Lighting, 
trop, TX 78602. (5

parts. Only basic 
ded. Perfect for a

COMBINATION GE/Hotpoint electric cooker 
and Glenwood ofi/coal kitchen heater 
Features include eye* level oven, warm
ing tray, oven timer, light socket, egg poa
cher. and built-in crock pot. Coo<rcondi- 
tion & working order. $1000 or best offer. 
Call Ruth. (413) 665*4188.

Presenting
Classic Architecture

Protect Wall Comers 
The Great Old-fashioned Way
Our unAnifhfd Coracr6««<l« coniplimcnl 
any period or <lrror. Th^'r* kmong hundr«ts 
o( h«d-to-6nd. *old ifyie* dems we have to 
enhance your old hotne or capture a bH of (he 

' past in your newer hocrte F.ac h comerbead i« 
47Vi ' * I'4' dfa . with 90® notch. 
Bacckwood. Ra S9 7S: 6or more S8.7S 
Oak. F.achll3 50;6oTmoreSI2 00 Add 
/rrigiti. 12.SO (l-Sl; t6 5016 or morel 
Wl resadmt>«dd 5% tax VISA MC.or 
AMEX accepted.

Columns and Capitals manul^tured to the 
designs of 16lh cenluiy PERSONALIZED STATIONERY; Your home Il

lustrated on fine-quality stationery for 
letterheads, note cards, holiday cards, 
invitations, announcements, etc. Original 
artwork available for framing. Makes a 
thoughtful

architect. Giacomo Vignola.
Chadswflfth Columns and
Capitals are available in Vincent UsT‘^Wo\^stoifi»
redwood, pine and other
materials on request.

To Oedar CaH TOLL-FREE
1-800-556-7878

InWis 414 542-06S5 
Or, send for more Information

1930S PORCELAIN DOUBLE SINK, free
standing, on 4 p 
details. Free. (71

orcelain legs. Art Deco 
8) 436-3721.

I CEILING LIGHT FIXTURES: 3* arm kerosene, 
dated & marked, no glass. S200: 4*arm 
gaslight w/ etched shades. S3S0; 1-arm 
gaslight w/ etched shade. $90. All are 
re-wired, polished. & tacquerd. You pay 
ostage. Greg Thiele. 102 W. Seiberling, 
lue Mound. IL 

evenings.

Crawford's 
Old ^oi^e ^tor&

Kn McCal • km 815 • TWukcth*. Wi $3186 
Dealer Imiiiirin Invited

62513. (217) 692-213

REAL ESTATE
Ui unprecedented advance in 
wotdrepair theliquidW'ood 
and WomlEpox Wood 
Restoration S>'steHi can

this rotted, fesenerateroued dan^jed.
, ,, ewn missing word Available 

CminOlinC mlutlomiCanbeusedior 
lirtuaily any ^icalion. !:«nd 
(or tree 4-page bruchure and 
full details.

ATLANTA. GA — Very ambitious project; 
Extensive reconstruction/restoration of 
a 2-storey 'Eastiake'w/attic & basement. 
Several rental units possible in strong 
rental area. Many premium architectural 
antiques to complete house, much re
milled heart pine, granite, marble, trim, 
etc. $150,000 OBO. Not possible to list 
features, so call Bill (912) 994-9225.
STATEN ISLAND. NY 
masterpieces; one w/ skyline view; one 
w/ huge property; one unremuddled colo
nial farmhouse. All fabulous details lov
ingly restored. 1/2 hour to NYC. Linda. 
(7181 448-3468. Real Estate.
SOUTH BEND. IN — Gorgeous Victorian home 
built in 1600s. Over 3000 sqft. with two 
staircases, FP. stained-glass windows, 
hardwood floors, pocket doors, security 
system, on over 4 acres. (219) 233-4663.

Restore
even

wood. 3 Victorian

Caulog SI.OO
ABATRON. INC.

33 Center Or., Dept OH 
Gilb^^U. IL 60136

800-445-1754 
IL: 312-426-2200 .

CHADSWORTH
P.O. Box 5.3268 • Atlanta, CA 3(055 

404-876-5410
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IN PORTLAND, MAINE HAVE A CEILING 
YOU CAN 

LOOK UP TO
18 PATTERNS AVAILABLE

OLD-STYLE
I''>xlures & Accessories 

Claw hoot Tubs • Over-lhe-Tub Showws • 
Pedestal Sinks • Pofcelain Brass-Chrome 
Faucets. Fixtures & Parts • Hi-Boy Toilets 

Odk Accessories. Tank.s.& Seats • Waste & 
Overflow Supplies • Plus Antique 

Lighting & Cabinel/Door Hardware 
Architectural Salvage

ilAKDWAAE SPEClALIItS 
Cor l/iuon ti Cunmcrtitl Su . Pwlltnd. Mt MIOI 

(207) 77>SM

RADIATOR COVERS GIVE YOUR HOME 
THE RIGHT LOOK WITH

TIN CEILINGS
VICTORIAN TO ART DECO

SEND $1. FOR CATALOG TO: 
CHELSEA DECORATIVE METAL CO.
6115 CHEENA DR.. DEPT. OHJ 
HOUSTON. TEXAS 77096 
713-721-9200

REPLACE 
ROTTED SASH
Any style, any size.
Wood storms and 
screens, too. Costs less 
than ysu think. F^t 
turn-around Insulated glass available. 
Send SI for literature

• Crafted to order
• Quality hardwoods
• 50 years experience

Midwest^__ 
WoodProducts

1051 South RoUf Street, Davenpon, Iowa 52802 
(319) 323-4757

1037 N. Noyes, St. Joseph, MO 64*506 
SI6233-4244

£diiiiiiiiiiiiih3
Corbels • bragrets^

i
FIN IALS • SCROLLS • H E ADERS 

RVNNINC 
TRIM

SAWN
BALUSTERSWE

plusSPECIALIZE riiRNti)
BALUSTERSIN

§ (] Old ATiMlon 

Patterns
***T^ta^c____
^ ileritage WoodcrafrByN 
3 1230 Oakland ^re51 
liendersonvilie.NC 28739

DOORS
IN VIRTUALLY 

ANY SIZE, 
SHAPE AND 
SPECIES OF 

WOOD,

»a.oo sr

0One of I he (Soulh's

most complete lines of 
Vid orian Cinaerbread — 
Traditionally nandcra fled 
in our o'X'n shop.

1

l?ottinQhQm 
Locc

Simply send us a sketch 
foraifuDUoTcallusto 

discuss your needs.
Wsvea oo Ute 

\9^ ctwtuFy mifhmrfjr m 
Sradjad. tooom^ 5% 
po^ynttr bleod Rod pocket 
it top, iciilapcil niet «ail 
hoaom 
eoM I

Pride of tradilion 
Pride of craHsman^ihip 

Pride of quality 
Our name is on our product

1

ha«i*K
whm cT
60" w«lc.TheDoormen Ta 6fl"« 72“

60"i M"
60"i 90"
60"tia2" »46» 
60"»1(I8" »«.S0 
60"x 144" 160.S0 

NEW CATALOG 12.00

135.00 
»38 50
142.00♦1-800-445-1703

Anthony(516)352-4546

75 Meacham Avenue 
Elmont, N.Y. 11003 W' O O D P P c') [') U C' T 6h ricoe (odndc t1 pci

(ot tadI \ 0 I' I t , <rf»5MA nu4tDti Sm 54 
ulcs Ojt Vat lod Mam- 
c*nd icc«Bted for pbooc 
onten. Aifow 4-6 
\iTcks delivery.

Optioruil Iruioilonon 
Services AxeulabU in 

Metro Nett York Area.
b^'>.x 108! T Mill,4-oro T.\

817/5S2-7225
I J.R. BUHWTWS Sc Cl3 t

BHV4T3tn\
MAoJIia a|7 45l
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THEO

•lufacturer &• Importer of fine I 
dware. plumbing, and lighting. I 
catalog, send $3.00 to: I

HE Ttl?NOy4TOTl^ I
4669 Renovator's Old Mill I 

Millers Falls, MA 01349 I

BLUEFIELD, WV — Majestic 1910 homo. A11 
original. Storm windows. Fully furnished- 
ideal retirement or sununer home in"Na* 
ture's Air-Conditioned City." Continue 
rentin10 upstairs bedrooms, apartments, 

»1.0d0/mo.; potential additional 
income from unrented third-floor apt. Al
so great B&B possibilities. Owners mov- 

Sa0,000. Howell. Box 
DC 20009. (202)

for

Northwest.
Wahington,

mg P 
21129 
332-2267.
AUGUSTA. NY — Gracious I 2-room Federal. 
L -ilt 1615. on picturesque rural acre re
tains important interior/exterior fea
tures: winding stair, shutters, pilasters. 
New mechanicals. Needs work. $87,000. 
Burkey. 3 Ninth Avenue. New York. NY 
10014. (212) 989-7663.

bui

shipbuilder's home. 1855. with views of 
Northport harbor and park. Walk to vil
lage dock, shops.& tree-lined park. Com
plete. restored with new 200-amp elec
tric & gas furnace. LR. DR. large kitchen. 
3 bedrooms. 1-1/2 baths, den & family 
rooms; granny S339.000. (516)

Vick^riai i Cl lippei iclcile 
Storm-Scieen 
Doors.

STANSTEAD, QUEBEC — On Vermont border 
1866 house, unaltered &sound. Owned by 
descendants of builder. Granite founda
tions. S bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, 6 Italian- 
marble fireplaces, feather-4-comb grain
ing. handsome front staircase, new kit
chen. original flower garden. 2 acres of 
land. Lacks insulation & full heating. For 
information: (619) 842-4480.

attic. Mint condition. 
757-9077.

DOWN EAST. ME — 1840s Creek Revival. 
National Reg., birthplace of Insulin dis
coverer. 2000 sq.ft.. 9 rooms. 2200-sq.ft. 
bam & carriage house, on unspoiled Cobs- 
cook Bay. Major renovation, new roof, 
plumbing, wiring, heating, well. etc. 
$72,000. Information packet. Barnett. Box 
58. Pembroke. ME 04666. (207)726-5151.
BLUEFIELD. WV — majestic 1910 home. All 
Original. New storm windows. Fullyfumi- 
shed. Great B4B possibilities. Ideal re
tirement or summer home in "Nature'sAir- 
Conditioned City." Continue renting out 
upstairs bedrooms & 3 self-continaed 
apts forSlOOO/mo.:potential add’l income 
from unrented third-floor apt. Owners 
moving to Pacific Northwest. Howell, 
21129. Washington. DC 20009. (202)
332-2267.
VINELAND. NJ 
Office, built 1858. illustrious history. 
2700-sqft-. 2“ storey frame; 9 rooms (4 BR), 
2 bath: 2-bedroom attic; basement; gar
age. tool shed on .7 acre. 2 FP, 2 stair
cases. random-width pine flooring (new
ly finished). New plumbing & kitchen ap*

tlisnces. 40 miles southoTPhiladelphia. 
95.000. (609) 696-0484.

JONESBORO. TN — A fine restored home 
featuring log (1790s) 8i frame (1840s & 
19S0s) construction. 2700 sqft. of quali
ty materials and craftsmanship provide 
beauty and comfort as wel 1 as Tow main
tenance. Greenhouse, passive solar sun- 
rooms. stained glass, hardwood floors, 
wallpaper. & much more. $59,000. Colin 
P. Robertson. Rt. 6, Jonesboro. TN 37659. 
(615) 753-5473

Beautifully 
hand-crafted of 
Douglas fir in 
several styles 
and all sizes.

WOODBRIDGE, NJ — Middlesex County. 20 
miles/40 min. NYC, walk to train/bus. C. 
1870 country Victorian, 4 BR. inlaid oak 
floors In LRIiDR.marblemaQtels.original 
bay window shutters h brass doorknobs, 
plaster ceiling medallions, woodbuming 
stove, custom oak kitchen cabinets, 
screened side porch, organic vegetable 
garden. $225,000. Call weekdays, busi
ness hours. (212) 279- 5068; ask for Joe.
GALVESTON. TX — 1886 J.L. Darragh House, 
major historic landmark in the East End 
Historic District, for sale by Galveston 
Historical Foundation. 6-ft. cast-iron 
fence. Totally restored roof w/ 3 towers, 
cupola, widow’s walk. Needs extensive 
renovations. (409) 765-7834.

1

For your copy of 
our 16 page catalog 

ser'd $2.00 to

P O Box 1427. Depi. OJN7 
Clarksville. Va 23927 

i804! 374 6787
Box

Vineland's first Post

Custom CoWnota B MHIworks 
27SO N na Rf2 

SI JUiro. MKl«9«r< taStS 
PmnttSin SS3-»44

7
•iy;

We Take Pride in Our 
Quality Workmanship 
As A FamSy Buainesi 

For The Last 30 Yean. 
Speciflh'aej In aO mdlwork ef 

i'Ictorian age, or for your eusiom 
moulding, SmJl or Large ordert. 

ArtfuHy AepreOucod 
■v Our

BfcWad Craftsman

IN POWDER FORM ADD WATER AND MIX
TliE REAL ITtlNGI NothinK eren comet cloiel

BaraRcA Paapkia. Mmard. B>rbcn7 Greca. 
LodafteaGrtea. SeldkiBhie. OytKrWUa. PhckBlack

Trial IHnt t6 plus St-SO shipping.

?hi Old hskio&id Milk hit\
Box 222-J, OiDton. Maasachuielcs 014S0 

^ Charles R. Thibeau, Proprietor

fDaalar Inawliiat tnrilad Catalog $2 00 (rafwndabre on order)

PHOENIX HISTORIC 
LIGHTHULBS &
iPPOLO”CftldcB LkmpCord

©O © ® 23 CZ)

n.nn 8$r•a Sz
s Xn X n 0na zTHE AUTHENTIC TWISTED CORD 

for T«bU, Floor, snd Desk 
Lawps

Xanr HZ rX
>o X

1
JNek ColdtH Silk Coverin,

Wddera lipli Crude 
tnaulatiom

Oid-Fathioned Cut Nails. The Tremunt NailCn. makes 
20 varieties of cut nails using the old patterns. irKluding 
rosehead, oval bung, and v>rou^i-head. Sample kit 
coniairting orse of each of the 20 patterns, a history 
of nails in America, artd a price list is $3.75 ppd.

Tremoni Naif Co.. Dept OHIHZ 8 £lm Street. So« 111. 
HOreham. MA 02S7I

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. HARRISON. NY — 
Circa- 1757 farmhouse near historical 
battle of White Plains site. Many original 
beams & wide-plank flooring, brand-new 
kitchen & bath, outbuilding, studio, root 
cellar, approx, one acre. 6 rooms. 2 baths. 
2-car garage. $360,000. Nelson-Vrooman 
Assoc.. (914) 682-9494.PHOTO

SeB
BRADFORD CONSULTANTS
P.O. Box 4020 
Alameda, CA 94501 
(415) 523-1968
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Sonoma
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~OHJ'S NEW“
PRODUCTS NETWORK

THE EMPORIUM
ANTIQUE EXHIBIT & SALE to showcase 
whaling mansion in New Bedford: 16 
rooms filled w/ fine antiques. Persian 
rugs, floral arrangements. Friday. Dec. 4, 
champagne preview, 6*8 PM. Sis admis
sion. Dec. 5*11. 11 AM to 5 PM. S4 admis
sion. Free parking available. TheRotch- 
J^ones'Duff House & Garden Museum. 396 
County Street. New Bedford. MA 02740. 
(617) 997- 1401.
XMAS CANDLELIGHT TOURS. December 12- 
20, each evening from 6-9 PM; 1-9, Sun
days. Belle Grove Plantation, located 
1*1/2 miles south of Middletown. Virgin
ia. on US tl I. Adults. S3: children 6- 16, 
SI.50. For further information, cait (703) 
869-2028.
SEMINAR, renovation/restoration of build
ings. Nov. 15-18 at Colonial Williams
burg. VA. Fee. $475. Call (800)262-6243, 
ask for Engineering InformatloD; in Wi. call (800) 362-624f

BUCKSPORT. ME — Licensed, operatir 
and restaurant on Penobscot River.
1797, colonial-style, 6000-sq.ft. home, 
wedding-ring arches, oter architectural 
features. Excellent location 45 min. from 
Bar Harbor. Belfast. & Ellsworth. 7 BR. 3 
BA, 4-zone baseboard. Hot-water, oil. h 
wood heat, insulated. Walk to schools, 
shopping. Turnkey operation. Room for 
expansion, plans approved. $160,000. 
Send SASE for details to A. Stone, Box 
1657, Bucksport. ME 04416.
WOODSTOWN, NJ —Nestled In the beautiful 
farmland of Salem County, this historic 
home known as "Morgan's Folly" was built 
in 1804. Restored, spacious, 5 bedrooms, 
brick. 1-1/2 acres, 4 fireplaces, excellent 
... all describe this lovely, large Georgian 
colonial home. Fox & Lazo. Inc. Trudi 
Hathaway. (609) 769- 1241.

MEETINGS fc EVENTS

JACKSONVILLE XMAS AfTTIQUES SHOW.Civic 
Center. Jacksonville. FL. December 4-6. 
For further information, contact Robert W. 
Armacost. 1706 Park Avenue. Baltimore. 
MD 21217. (301) 383-9380.

B&B
ircaOHJ has always been the leader 

in bringing you where-to-buy 
information. Now, our new 
Products Network feature 
(page 76) takes it a step 
further.

You know how time- 
consuming and inconvenient it 
is to contact dozens of sup
pliers to collect theirliterature. 
You either run up a big phone 
bill or waste time filling out 
separate checks, addressing 
separate envelopes, and hunt
ing for stamps.

OHJ’s Products Network 
makes the job simple. There 
are over 100 brochures & cat
alogs described. Simply fill out 
one coupon, write one check, 
and we'll do the rest!
USE THE PRODUCTS NETWORK 

COUPON ON PAGE 78.

9TH ANNUAL HOMES TOUR. "Xmas in Locke- 
land Springs." a walking tourof Nashvil
le's late-Victorian cottage residences, 
seasonally decorated. Sunday.December 
12 til 5 PM. Tickets S4. Contact Locke- 
land Springs Neighborhood Assn.. PO Box 
60734. Nashvilfe. TN 37206. (615)
226-0219.
2IST ANNUAL MILL HILL XMASHOUSETOUR 
in historic Trenton, NJ. December S. A sam
pling of 25 homes and historic buildings, 
dating from mid- to late-19th century, in 
varying stages of restoration, will be 
open from noon to 5 PM. Tickets $5. Con
tact Old Mill Hill Society. 241 Mercer 
Street. Trenton. NJ 08611. (609)392-2642.

H I S T O R I C 

A LB A N Y 
FOUNDATION

ce<riAt i»i . Aisw Ht mo> • >i«

REHAB PAIR NORTHEAST. November 7 & 8. 
in Albany,NY. Majorexhibition for quality 
products St services for rehabilitation 
and maintenance of older buildings. Lec
tures, workshops, films. For exhibitor fii 
visitor information, contact Rehab Fair 
Coordinator. Historic Albany Foundation. 
44 Central Avenue, Albany. NY 12206. 
(516) 463-062.

LThe Old-House Journal J

How To Save Your OHJs

3RD ANNUAL VICTORIAN HOME TOUR&holi- 
day boutique. Recapture the magi 
1889 Xmas at Heritage Park BedatBreak- 
fast Inn. Tours by Victorian costumed 
chambermaid: unusual 
tiques & collectibles.
23. by reservation. $10 per person. Con
tact B&B at 2470 Heritage Park Row. San 
Diego. CA 92110. (619) f9S-7088.

WANTED

COLLECTOR Interested Id jsurchasing 
niture mfg. by Hermann Miller Co., espe
cially pieces by Charles Eames. George 
Nelson. Isamu Noguchi. Also glassware, 
china, wire wall sculptures, furniture ca
talogs. and design magazines from 1945- 
59. (301) 699-9448 Or(202) 
ter 6 PM.
PLEASE HELP ME FIND my "Halloween 
House." I want a large, dark, eerie, run
down Victorian (like "The Munsters") — 
perfect if near cemetery. Original fea
tures Intact if possible. One or more 
acres. NY area preferred. Low tomoderate

Brice range. Marie Mansi, 11 Robinwood 
rive. Mastic Beach. NY 11951.

VINTAGE CLOTHING. SHOES.HATS fromearly 
IBOOs to 1920s. Please send p 
scrlption, & price to Elizabeth 
601 4th Avenue SW. Puyallup. WA 98371.

ic of an
1

Jesse Jones 
St Erie Ave.,

luft ideas: an- 
ecember 1 thru

Q Send BindersI me
(l-$9.95;3-S27.95)Save your copies the same way the 

OHJ staff does. Use a file case 
;8-5/8” X 11-1/2") or a binder 
[9-1/4” X 12-3/4"). Binders have a 
wire for each issue, so you can open 
issues flat without removing them. 
Each binder or file case holds a year’s 
worth of issues; both are library 
quality — handsome deep maroon 
leatherette with the OHj logo embos
sed in gold.
NOTE; For fasten service, call toll-free 
1-800-972-58S8 and charge to VISA or 
Mastercard ($15 minimum).

I fur-

I D Send File Casesme
I (1-17.95: 3-121.95)

I . Add SI. postage 
and handling per case/binder. Outside USA 

I add S2.50 per case/binder (U.S, funds only). 
I PA residents add 6% sales

Enclosed is $ 667-0246 af-I

tax.
I

NAMEI
I ADDRESS 

CITY_

I STATE

I <NOr.O BOIUI

I hoto, de- 
En arson.

ZIP -J
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OHJ’s OWN B&B BOOK!

Available January 15

BRAND-NEW!

The Old-House Lover’s 
Guide to Historic Inns 

Tells You More About the 
Building Than About Breakfast

F rom The Old-House 
Journal, now there’s an 
Inns Guide that connects 
you with a network of 

true old-house people. All of 
the listees in our book are sub
scribers to OHJ — and have a 
special interest in restoration.

Readers often tell us that they 
stay at restored inns to get 
ideas for their own houses, to 
see good period interiors — and 
to take a morale-boosting break 
from their messy, half-finished 
projects! Most of the writeups 
are illustrated, and every entry 
has the date of construction and

style of the building. So you 
can choose your architecture as 
well as your breakfast!

Most guidebooks are like 
yellow-pages listings: practical, 
but kind of dry reading. Not 
The Old-House Lover’s Guide 
to Inns! You’ll read about histo
rical characters, old-house mis
haps, restoration war stories, 
and an occasional ghost or two.

Our Guide tells you all the 
practical stuff as well: the 
number of rooms and baths; 
rates and restrictions; extras 
like babysitting; and, yes, what 
kind of muffins are served.

■ 456 pages, softcover
■ 80% of entries illustrated

■ $14.95 postpaid

■ coast-to-coast listings

■ compiled by the OHJ editors
To order, use the bound-in en
velope order form in this issue.

□
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PRODUCTS NETWORK
in any size and shape: Divided lite, round 
top. curved, double-hung, fixed, case
ment. or storm sash, insulated glass can 
be supplied. Also: shutters, screen doors, 
and trim. Ilustrated brochure. Midwest 
Wood Products. $1.

Here are company catalogs and brochures worth writing for. 
And with the Request Form, you have a handy way to get 
as many catalogs as you need — just by filling out one form.

BUILDING COMPONENTS brass and cast iron registers beautifully 
made from 19th and early 20th century 
originals. Send for detailed catalog. Reg
gio Register. $1.
27. Victorian Roomset Wallpapers — A 
complete collection of Victorian wallpapers 
that you can combine ininfinite variations. 
Color catalog shows 7 roomsels including: 
Neo-Grec; Anglo-Japanese; Morris; 
Aesthetic Movement. Bradbury a Brad
bury. $a.

40. Docunwntary 
new collection or fabrics and wallpapers, 
based on originals found in America's great 
historic houses. Available through Interior 
designers and fine shops. Color brochure. 
Richard E. Thibaut. $1.
47. Tin CeiHngs — 18 patterns of tin ceilings 
ideal for Victorian homes and commercial 
interiors. Patterns from Victorian to Art 
Deco. Comes in2-ft. x8-ft. sheets; cor
nices in 4-ft. lengths. Ilustrated bro
chure. Chelsea Decorative Metal. $1.

93. Beveled Glass — Large manufacturer 
of machine-bevelled glass, as well as fine 
quality hand-bevelled pieces and wheel 
engraving. Also: standard bevelled & lead
ed windows and door panels; custom 
work. Large catalog. Cherry Creek Enter
prises. $2.
111. MedaKons & Mouldings — Lightweight 
polymer medallions and cornice mouldings 
are based on authentic designs —but are 
lighter and easier to install than the plaster 
originals. Send for brochure. MRA As
sociates. $1.

128. Tin Ceiings — Using original dies, this 
company produces richly ornamented met
al ceilings in turn-of-the-century pat
terns. Includes center plates, borders, 
corner plates, cornice and filler plates. 72- 
pp. catalog. W. F. Norman. $3.
176. Architectural Gift Items — Historic 
architecture on quality products: station
ery, note cards, calendars, rubber 
stamps, posters, casual apparel, and 
more. Free Catalog. Architectural 
Originals.
223. Tin CeiMng RepBcas *- Exact replicas 
of tin ceilings available in polymer styrene. 
Price, weight, ease of installation, and dur
ability maxe these products suitable for 
traditional homes. Free brochure. Old Jef
ferson Tde Co.
245. Plaster Ornament — Hundreds of 
plaster ornaments from late 19lh- and 
early-20th-century period — made using 
original moulds. Ceiling medallions, brack
ets, grilles, cornices, etc. Hus. catalog. 
Decorator’s Supply. $3.

249. Ornamental Plaster — Fabricators of 
fine period & custom ornament: cornices, 
medallions, sculpture, niches, capitals, 
brackets, domes. 2,300 antique moulds 
available. Catalog. Felber Studios. $2.

32. Wooden Screen & Storm Doors — 
Wooden combination screen and storm 
doors have period look and are more ther
mally efficient than aluminum doors. 
Several styles (including Victorian and 
Chippendale) and all sizes. Catalog. Old 
Wagon Factory. $2.

1. Traditional Wood Columns 
columns from 4* to 50" dia. up to 40 ft. 
long. Matching pilasters and 6 styles of 
capitals. Ventilated aluminum plinth and 
column bases; load-bearing capacity of 
22,000 lb. Custom work done. Free cat
alog. Schwerd’s.
14. Cast-Iron Straight Staircase — The 
Kensington revives the Victorian tradition 
of using cast iron for porch steps and rear 
exits. Modular components; bolt-together 
assembly. Optional brass handrail. Com
plete catalog. Steptoe & Wife. $3.
23. Chimney Flue Liner — Poured-in-place, 
two-liner system; no-mess one-day 
process. First liner strengthens and insu
lates; second liner seals & protects. UL 
listed. Nationwide dealer network; free 
brochure. Ahren’s Chimney Technique.
104. Rumford Fireplaces — All-masonry 
classic Rumford fireplace is shallow to re
flect more heat into room; throat is stream
lined for heat efficiency. Can be used to 
upgrade old fireplaces, or for new con
struction. Free brochure. Flue Works.
113. Chimney Liner — System seals, 
reiines, and rebuilds chimneys from inside 
out with poured refractory materials. 
Especially effective for chimneys with 
bends and offsets. Free brochure. Na
tional Supaflu Systems.
215. Moisture Vents — Small, screened 
metal louvers, 1" to 6* dia., release mois
ture trapped in walls, cornices, soffits, 
etc. Just drill holes and press in place. 
Free literature. Midget Louver.
228. Marble Mantels 
marble mantels from all periods. Made from 
pulverized quarried marble, cast from 
moulds made directly from antique origin
als. Complete catalog. Heritage Mantels.

Wood

41. Colonlai Wood Windows — 
Replacement wood windows featuring low- 
E glass and true colonial-style divided 
lites. Custom and stock sizes. Self
storing storm windows of Ponderosapine. 
Free brochure. Wes-Pine.

Papers A Fabrics — A

149. Metal Weatherstrips — Interlocking 
metal weatherstripping (the permanent, 
professional weather seal for doors and 
windows) is available in stainless steel, 
bronze, and zinc. Also automatic door bot
toms. Standard or custom sizes. Freeca- 
talog. Accurate Metal Weather Strip Co.
166. Custom Doors—Company specializes 
in doors of virtually any size, shape, and 
species of wood, to discuss yourneeds, 
simply call (516) 352-4546. TheDoormen.
247. Replacement Sash — Any size or 
layout: circle, oval, round-top, g 
Sash or .complete window unit. Ci 
mouldings, doors, raised-panel shutters, 
millwork to specs. Complete catalog. 
Drum’s Sash ft Door. $2.

lothic.
ustom

FINISHES & TOOLS
31. Rotted Wood Restoration —Two-part 
epoxy system restores rotted wood, so 
you can save historically significant and 
hard-to-duplicate pieces. Repairs can be 
sawn, drilled, sanded, and painted. Free 
4-p. brochure. Abatron.
35. Piaster Washers — inexpensive 
plaster washers can re-secure loose pias
ter ceilings and walls. Save enormous 
plastering bills. See OHJOct. 1980forap- 
plication details. Starter packet of 3 doz. 
washers. Charles Street Supply. $4.05,
112. Paint Preparation — 
preparation is 75s of any paint job. New 
brochure tells about the 3 types of Spackle 
and shows proper application for each. 
Free. Murak) Co.
154. Wood Restoration — Three new 
epoxies restore rotted or damaged wood: 
low-viscosity penetrant encapsulates rot
ted fibers: resin filler flexes like natural 
wood; trowelable mix fills large areas. Free 
brochure. Advanced Materials.

Reproduction

$3.

233. Chimney Covers — Keep rain and birds 
out of your chimney with a clamp-on 
aluminum chimney cover that's custom- 
made to your dimensions. Free flyer. Hy-C 
CofT^any.
236.
practical; Cast-bronze eagle snow guards 
prevent avalanches of snow and ice from 
sliding off slate roofs. Solid copper straps. 
Free brochure. MuKane Co.
242. Classic Columns — For porches and 
pure decoration: Doric, Ionic, and Corinth
ian columns sculpted from Ponderosapine 
with exquisite craftsmanship. Many sizes 
and shapes; custom work available. Com
plete catalog. Chadsworth, Inc. $1.
243. Wood-Burning Furnace — Central 
heating plant can burn wood, oil, or gas. 
Uses half the wood of other brands; 12- 
to18-hr.
required. Save: buy factory 
brochure. Charmaster Prodi

Proper

Snow Guards Beautiful and

155. Power Tods ~ Professional-quality 
power woodworking toots at hard-to-beat 
prices: 3/8" heavy-duty drill $66; heavy- 
duty light-weight nnishing Sander $43; belt 
Sander $126. Free catalog. Beaver Tool 
ft Supply.
178. Epoxy Wood Repair — Versatile two- 
part epoxy bonds and coats wood. Ideal 
for rot repair where moisture resistance 
and strength are priorities, 
catalog. Gougeon Brothers.
179. Carbide Paint Scrapers —Save hours 
of tedious scraping by using the best tool: 
Super-hard carbide blade scraper. Life
time blade replacement guarantee. Ship
ped ppd. Hamilton Enterprises. $16.45,

Exterior Restoration Coatings — 
Premium-quality elastomeric coatings are 
designed for restoration and new con
struction. Ideal for use aiierexterior strip-

burn time; no woodsplitting 
-direct. Free

ucts. Write for free

DOORS & WINDOWS
DEI reTIg 9. Replacement Wood Windows — 16-p. 

booklet tells what to look forln a replace
ment window, and how to instaU it. Get 
a thermally efficient, genuine wood window 
in almost any size and historic shape. Free 
booklet aids window selection. Marvin 
Windows.
16. Replacement Wood Sash —Wood sash

20. Tin CeSngs — 21 Patterns of stamped 
metal ceiling produced from original dies. 
10 styles of cornice mouldings also avail
able. Installation can be do-it-yourself. 
Shipped anywhere. Brochure. AAAbbing- 
don. $1.
24. Floor Registers— Complete line of solid

206.
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More durable than regular paint.plog.
Free brochure. Armor Plus Coatings.

202. Lace & Linen Curtains -* Bavarian 
Cottage curtains feature charm of the old 
world and the easy-care of the new. 
Machine-washable, ready-to-hang. Run
ners, table cloths, bed linens, and more. 
Catalog $2 (refundable). LinenALace. $2.

221. Restored Antique Fans — Restores 
and sells antique fan^ and parts. Large 
changing inventory, 
wrote a book on tnc 
brochure. The Fan Man.
235.
Wutiitzer...one more time! Classic look of 
the old with stereo state-of-the-art 
sound from reproduction of Wurtitzer’s fa
mous 1946 model 1015. Plays 45 rpm. 
records. Free color brochure. Mondial 
International.
241. Victorian Drygoods — Purveyor of 
items for 19th century look: Books,land
scape plans, plant lists, color schemes, 
period clothing A patterns, high-button 
shoes, greeting cards, etc. Ilus. catalog. 
Amazon Drygoods. $2.
2S0. Player Pianos, Carousels — 
Marvelous Americana: historical books, 
audio recordings, repair manuals, and 
more on player pianos, carousels, music 
boxes, reed Apipe organs, antique radios, 
phonographs. Catalog. Vestal Press. $2.

American Buildings Survey, and custom 
work. Free catalog. Smith-Cornel.
65. Historic Markers — Custom-made 
plaques for indoor or outdoor use. Stan
dard solid-bronze cast plaques, 7 in. x 
10 in., are $90 plus shipping. Other dimen
sions and styles available. Free brochure. 
Erie Landmark.

69. Cupolas A Weathervanes — Aluminum 
cupolas, domes, weathervanes, cornices, 
ornamental load-bearing columns, and 
balustrades in exact detail for historic 
buildings. Rotproof. Baked-on finishes 
available. Free flyer. Campbelsvile 
Industries.
1B1. htstoricai Markers — Unconditional 
guarantee on bronze historical markers 
and plaques. Six styles of National Reg 
ter plaques. Also custom casting. Fi 
brochure. La Haye Bronze.

226. Remove Old Mortar — Power chisel 
cleans mortar joints for repointing, opens 
plaster cracks for patching, and cuts 
grooves in plasterfor electrical wiring. Use 
with your electric drill. $18.75 postpaid, 
^anga Bolt A Supply. $18.75.
237. Milk Paint — Genuine milk paint, 
homemade in the traditional way, gives an 
authentic look to furniture, walls, and 
woodwork. Comes in powder form in 8 col
ors. BrochureAcolorcard. Old-Fashioned 
Milk Paint Co. $1.
244. Window Washer — Telescopic pole 
extends 12 ft., to wash 2nd floor windows 
and other hard-to-reach spots. $89.95 
package contains pole and all attach
ments. Free flyer. CIG Corp.

The proprietor also 
e history of fans. Free

Reproduction Jukebox

is-
ree

6. Radiator Encloaures —Alt-steeiradiator 
enclosures protect walls, drapes A shades 
from radiator smudge: direct heat into 
room. Many stylesAcolors; bakedenamel 
finish. Buy factory-direct. Brochures $1 
(refundable). Monarch. $1.

MILLWORK & ORNAMENT
2. Heart Pine Flooring — Flooring cut from 
200-year-old lumber. Edges and bottoms 
of boards remilled for easy installation, but 
patina of old surface remains. Also: heart- 
pine wainscotting, hand-hewn beams, 
mantels, and stair parts. Color brochure. 
The Joinery. $5.

Exterior Shutters — White pine 
plantation shutters with moveable louvers. 
Also fixed louvers and 3 styles of raised 
panel shutters. Unfinished or painted in 
your color choice using your paint spec. 
Hundreds of sizes. Brochure A price list. 
Shuttercraft. $.50.
13. Victorian cangerbread — Authentic 
Victorian millwork for Interior and exterior; 
custom-length spandrels, porch posts, 
corner fans, balusters, brackets, corbels, 
headers, gazebos, and more. 50-p. cat
alog. Vintage Wood Works. $2.
15. Victorian MBIwork—One of the largest 
inventories of precison-milled Victorian 
mouldings and rrHilwork, available in both 
premium and commercial grades. No min
imum order; rush orders handled. Full- 
color catalog. SBverton Victorian MiB- 
works. $4.

22. Nottingham Lace Curtains — Real 
Victorian lace, woven on 19th-century ma
chinery, using original designs. Panels are 
60" wide, 95Kcotton. SHpoTyester. Comes 
n white and ecru. Brochure. J.R. Burrows 
A Co. $2.

7.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
4. Victorian Lighting 
reproduction victonan A turn-of-century 
electric and gas chandeliers and wall 
brackets. Solid brass with variety of glass 
shades. Catalog. Victorian Lighting 
Works. $3.

Rxtures — Authentic
Historical Clothing Patterns — 

Garments are accurate copies of period 
originals. Each pattern contains adult 
sizes 10 through 20. Also: ready-made 
corsets in sizes 21 through 29". Complete 
catalog. Past Patterns. $6.
42. Country Curtains—Curtains in cotton, 
muslin, permanent-press, and other fab
rics. Some with ruffles, others with fringe, 
braid, or lace trim. Also bedspreads, dust 
ruffles, canopy covers, and tablecloths. 
Free catalog, country Curtains.
52. Oak Commode Seats — These U.S.- 
made commode seats are crafted from 
furniture-grade solid oak. hand-finished 
wfith moisture-resistant lacquer. Dark or 
golden oak. Other wood bathroom acces
sories available. Free brochure. OeWeese 
Woodworking.

Victorian Ing^rain Carpet — Finest 
y, all-wool, z-ply, reversible. 3-ft-

28.

10. Lighting — 
Reproduction Craftsman chandeliers and 
sconces fit right into any 
Sion, Foursquare, or tradii 
tures in solid brass or cast iron. Complete 
catalog. Rejuvenation House Parts. $3.
21. Mission-Style Lighting — New arts A 
crafts (mission/prairie) lighting fixtures 
blend well with alt historic periods. Solid 
brass with polished or antique finish. 
Sconces and chandeliers in 10 designs. 
Catalog. Brass Light Gallery. $3.
26. Push-Button Switches 
once again: push-button light switches in 
quality reproductions. Switch plates in 
plain crass or ornamented. Brochure has 
details and prices. Classic Accents. $1.
33. Vintage Lighting — Victorian and turn- 
of-century chandeliers and sconces: gas, 
oil, and electric. Antique and reproduction 
fixtures; replacement parts and glass 
shades. Also fixture restoration. Co 
plete catalog. Roy Electric. $4.

Post-Victorian

' Bungalow, Mis- 
ilionalhome. Fix-

19. Victorian Gingerbread 
inventory of Victorian millwork for interior 
and exterior: gable ornaments, porch 
brackets, fans, turned work, wooden 
grilles, gingerbread, mouldings, etc. Ilus. 
catalog. Anthony Wood Products. $2.
43. Colonial M'llwork — Specialist in 18th- 
and 19th-century mitiwork: open A closed 
pediment doorways, Palladian windows, 
mortise A tenon sashes, fanlights, panel
led fireplace walls, featheredge wainscot, 
much more. Catalog. Architectural Com
ponents. $3.
44. Victorian MBwork

Large
Available

64.
quality
.-wide ingrain carpet available in two clas
sic 19th-century designs: Maple Leaf pat
tern is $125/yd.; Geometric is $97/yd. 
Send for brochure. Family Heir-Loom 
Weavers. $1.

m-94. Antique Telephones —Old telephones 
are restored with authentic parts, from dial 
to cord. Can be plugged into modern sys
tems. Durable matenals; 1-yr. guarantee. 
Color brochure. Chicago Old Telephone Co.
183. Radiator Enclosures — Handcrafted 
hardwood radiator covers are made to 
order. Hide ugly radiators with traditional- 
looking woodwork; 50 years’ experience. 
Free brochure. Margate Cabinets.
184. Kitchen Cabinets — Get a totally 
custom look with these top-of-the-line 
shop-produced hardwood cabinets. 
Glass-front turn-of-century designs 
available. Color catalog. FQchcraft Custom 
Kitchens. $1.
192. Rshnet Bed Canopies — Beautiful 
hand-tied fishnet bed canopies made to 
fit any bed size. Coverlets and dust ruffles 
also custom made. Other decorative prod
ucts. Free color brochure. Carter 
Canopies.

90. Carbon FilamentBulbs — Clearcarbon- 
loop bulbs are perfect for 1880-1918light- 
ing fixtures; Mazda-style zig-zag cag 
ment in a straight-side bulb for 1909 
fixtures. Mso golden twisted silk-covered

Bradford

19th-century 
designs in solid oak and poplar: fretwork, 
brackets, corbels, grilles, turnings, and 
gingerbread — precision manufactured so 
product groups fit together. Colorcatalog. 
Cumberland Woodcraft. $3.75.
91. Wide Boards — Supplies wide pine or 
oak boards, ship-lapped boards, feather- 
edged clapboards. Will consult on and de
sign wood flooring and panelling. Serves 
Maine to Maryland region. Free brochure. 
Carisle Restoration Lumber.

le fila- 
-1930

cord. Free 
Consultants.

brochure.

248. Brass Lighting — Totally original line 
of desk lamps, ceiling fixtures, and wall 
sconces — hand-made from solid American 
brass. Available with variety of inter
changeable glass shades. Catalog. 
BrassKght, Inc. $3.

98. Non-Rotting Lattice — Keeping porch 
lattice painted is a real chore. Instead.

pKfc lattice. It looks Nke wood (no fake 
wood grain!), comes in 11 colors, and can 
be cut, nailed, and installed hke wood. 
Free color brochure. Cross Industries.

101. Shutters A Blinds — Specializes in

wsm use
Hatoric Markers — Proclaim your 

home's age with a cast bronze or aluminum 
marker. Co 
for National

30.

pany manufactures plaques 
Register of Historic Places.

m
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PRODUCTS NETWORK
82. Early American Hardware *- Broa< 
assortment of brass and iron hardware fo 
exterior and interior doors, mailboxes 
cabinet and shutter hardware, ornamenta 
brackets, bath and firepiace accessories 
Catalog $5 refundable. Acorn Mfg. $S.
85. Kitchens & Baths — Oak puM-chair 
toiiets, pedastai basins, medicine chests, 
copper kitchen sinks, kitchen &bathfau- 
cets, brass & china basins, carved marble 
vanity tops. Brochure. Antique Baths ft 
Kitchens. $1.
110. Bathroom Fixtures — Wide variety of 
antique and reproduction plumbing, tubs, 
porcelain faucets and handies, pedestal 
sinks, high-tank toilets, shower enclo
sures. and bathroom accessories. Color 
catalog. Mac The Antique Plumber. $3.60.

114. Porcelain Refinishing — Exclusive 
formula resurfaces bathtubs, sinks, and 
tile. Available in many colors. Doneinyour 
home by factory-trained technicians. Fui- 

guaranteed. Free brochure. Perma 
ram.

160. Old-Style Plumbing—Claw-foot tubs, 
over-the-tub showers, pedestal sinks, 
porcelain/brass/chrome faucets, high- 
tank toilets, oak accessories, tanks & 
seats, waste ft overflow supplies. Free 
flyer. Decorum Hardware.
240. Pedestal Sinks — Porcelain pedestal 
sinks & floral vanity basins in Victorian & 
eariy-20th-century designs. Also bath
room accessories: custom orders wel
comed. Buy factory-direct. Catalog. Sink 
Factory. $3.

262. Soapstone Sinks —For kitchen, bath, 
or greenhouse: authentic soapstone sinks 
custom-made in the traditional manner to 
your drawing. Also: custom-cutting of 
fireplaces, countertops, etc. Brochure. 
Vermont Capstone. $.60.

Colonial wooden bNnds, movable louver, 
and raised-panel shutters — all custom- 
made to window specifications. Pine or 
cedar; painted or stained to match any 
color. Free brochure. Devenco Products.
146. Custom Mouldings 
mouldings and miUwork made to order. 
Send sample or drawing for a quotation. 
Catalog also shows baseboards, newels, 
doors, and mouldings that are available. 
JftM Custom Cabinets ft Millworks. $2.

173. Victorian Woodwork — 19th-century 
miilwork in redwood and select hardwoods. 
Ornamental shingles, turnings, ornamental 
trim, mouldings, screen doors, brackets, 
balusters, railings, and more. Catalog. 
Mad rever Woodworks. $2.60.

232. Victorian Milwork 
brackets, finials, scrolls, headers, running 
trim, sawn balusters, plus turned balus
ters from Old Charleston patterns. Com
plete catalog. Heritage Woodcraft. $2.

Now a rarity, this material Is being 
produced again on 19th-century equip
ment. Flyer. Donnel’e Ctapboard MH. $1.

PLUMBING a HARDWARE
Custom 18. Victorian Hardware — Vast selection 

of highest quality 18th- ft 19th-century 
reproduction hardware for doors, win
dows, shutters, cabinets, furniture, plus 
high-securitv locks with period appear
ance. Big 108-p. catalog. Bal &BaH. $5.

Bathroom Rxtures — 
Pedestal sinks, tubs on legs, showers and 
accessories — high-quality reproductions 
and carefully restored antiques. Company 
can locate and restore plumbing antiques. 
Extensive catalog. Besco Plumbing. $7.

39. Pul-Chain Tolet 
solid oak bathroom furniture and acces
sories, including medicine cabinets, vanity 
cabinets, and oak-and-brass Ngh-tanx 
toilets. Furnishings catalog. Heads Up.

29. Victorian

Corbels, Complete line of

$1.Miilwork238. Architectural Turnings 
based on designs from 1870 to 1920 in 
clear heart redwood, oak, & mahogany: 
Balusters, newel posts, porch columns, 
railings, ft custom turning. Complete ca
talog. Pa(^acco Turning ft MiUng. $6.

46. 8<rfd-Bronza Hardware —Outstanding 
collection of highest-qualitylate-Victorian 
hardware cast by the lost-wax process. 
Doorknobs. keyholes. escutcheons, 
hinges, and sash lifts; used in the finest 
restorations. Brochure ft price list. Cire- 
cast. $2.
67. Decorative NaKheads — Cut nails with 
hand-formed heads are historically auth
entic and decorative. Ideal for wide-plank 
floors, and carpentry where natl heads 
show. Catalog and set of 20 different cut 
nails. Tremont Nal Co. $3.75.

239. Custom-Cut Cedar Shingles—Get an 
exact match to fancy-cut shingles cur
rently on your house. Authentic patterns 
also available for new Victorian houses. 
Free information. Saver Tree.
246. Quarter-Sawn Clapboard —Durability, 
warp resistance, and ability to hold paint 
are hallmarks of quarter-sawn clapboard.

r
Circle the numbers of the items you want. We'H forward your request to 
the appropriate companies. They will mail the literature directly to you ... 
which should arrive 30 to 60 days from receipt of your request. Price of 
literature, if any, follows the number. Your check, including the $2proce$sing 
fee, should be made out to The CXd-House Journal. RESTORATION SUPPLIES/SERVICES

236. Free
237. $1.00
238. $6.00

239. Free
240. $3.00
241. $2.00
242. $1XK)

243. Free
244. Free
245. $3.00
246. $1X)0
247. $2XX)
248. $300
249. $2.00
250. $200 
252.$.50

46. $2.00
47. $lO0
50. $300

51. Free
52. Free
54. $1.00
55. Free 
59.Free 
65.$300 

66.1200 
67.13.75 

82.$5O0 
85.$lO0
90. Free
91. Free
93. $200
94. $100

179.$15.45 
181.Free
183. Free
184. $iOO 
l92.Free 
202.$200 
204.$.50
206.Free 
215.Free 
221.Free 
223.Free 
226.$ 18.75 
228.$300
232. $2.00
233. Free 
235.Pree

23.Free 
24.S1O0 
26.$100
27. $8.00
28. $5.00
29. $700
30. Free
31. Free
32. $2.00
33. $4.00 
35.$4.05
39. $1.00
40. $1.00
41. Free
42. Free
43. $300
44. $3.75

98.Free 

101.Free 
104.Free
110. $3.50

111. $100
112. Free
113. Free
114. Free 
128.$300
148. $200
149. Free
154. Free
155. Free 
160.Free 
173.$2.50 
176.Free 
178.Free

1. Free
2. $5XX)
4. $300

5. Free

6. $lOO
7. $.50 
9.Free

10.$3.00
13. $2.00
14. $3.00
15. $4.00
16. $1.00 
18.15.00
19. $2j00
20. $100
21. $3.00

22. $2.00

6. Pigeon Control — Get rid of pigeons and 
other birds with inconspicuous stainless 
steel needles that eliminate roosting 
places — without harming your building. 
See OKJ June 1961 for details. Free bro
chure. Nlxatte.
50. 19th-Century House Rttinga — 
Victorian gazebos, lighting, bath fixtures, 
bevelled glass doors, elegant ceilings, 
stained glass, mouldings, screen doors, 
custom window shades, and much more. 
Catalog. Victorian Warehouse. $3.
61. Old House Supplies Authentic
Victorian and Colonial reproduction hard
ware, plumbing, lighting, mantels, ceiling 
rosettes, corner beads, books andmore. 
For restorations, or to add old touch to 
new home. Free brochure. Crawford’sOld 
House Store.
66. Renovation Supples - Factory-direct 
source of old-style brass and wrought- 
Iron hardware, lighting, faucets, plumb 
fixtures, locks ft latches, sinks ft switch- 
plates, and much more. Color catalog. 
Renovator's Supply. $3.
66. Restoration Supp>ie8—Wide selection 
of brass and porcelain fittings for Victorian 
and turn-of-century houses, high-quality 
hardware and plumbing, ceiling medallions, 
and trim. Many exclusive items. Catalog. 
Restoration Works. $2.
204. Caning Repair—Chair seating, wicker 
repair, and basketry materials. Chair 
cane, rush, oak and ash splint seating. 
Shaker chair tapes. Large stock, prompt 
delivery. Brochure. Connecticut Cane ft 
Reed. $.60.

ing

Name _ 

Company 

Address .

Total $___

Postage & 
Handling $2.00

Total Enclosed $___City
Mail to: The Old-House Journal, Products Net
work, P.O. Box 255, Pleasantville, NY 10570

__ _________ ___This form must be mailed before March 31, 1988.
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LEBANON, NJ 08833 
Pruner Farm Road, RD 2, (201) 832-2150 

Charles J. Winnicky
SOMERS, NY 10589 

RHR Associates
P.O. Box 13, Tomahawk Street, (914) 248-7506 

Robert H. Ruston
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The Newell Company 

100 North Lake Avenue, (818) 795-5660 
George P. Newell

DALLAS, TX 75240 
Marcus A. Loy & Associates 

14114 Dallas Parkway. Suite 245, (214 ) 788-2939 
Marcus A. Loy

DURHAM, NC 27712
106 Mason Road, (919) 471-9538. (919) 477-8430 

Jerry S. Ryan
OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL 60461 
Henn, Moran and Associates 

20500 Hellenic Drive, (312) 748-1446 
Nancy Bonney, Robert Henn, Christopher Moran, Jr.

PUBLISHING OFFICES: 
The Old-House Journal 

69A Seventh Avenue 
Brooklyn, NY 11217 

(718) 636-4619 
Tricia A. Martin 
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Vemaddltn^

Dear OHJ,
My dad and I took these pictures 

of this remuddled house. (That’s 
me in front of the steps.) Notice 
how they’ve covered the mansard 
roof with siding, and shrunk the 
two windows above the portico. 
The fake stone siding didn’t help 
much either. The comparison pic
ture is about a half of a block 
away. It is probably what the 
remuddled h(Hise used to look like. 
Both of these are in the same 
block.

From Ned & Eliza Block 
Cambridge, Mass.

P.S. If we win, send half of the 
money to me and half to my dad.

80 NOV/DEC 1987



The editors of OHJ know what you’re up against. Old-
house living is rewarding, but it can also be very trying.
And the worst part is that not all of your loved ones under
stand. This year, why not show them what it’s all about?

A gift subscription to OHJ serves two purposes — it gives
a friend a special appreciation for their old house, and it
may convince them that you’re not crazy for living in and
restoring an antique home.

The pages that follow contain the perfect gifts for your
old-house-loving (or potential old-house-loving) friends. From
the complete set of Old-House Journal Yearbooks to the all-
new 1988 Old-House Journal Catalog to the right tools for
stripping paint to books on period decorating, there’s some
thing for everyone, whether they’re moving into their first
old house or enjoying life in a completely restored home.

Thank you for your support. Happy Holidays!
All the best.

P.S. Do you have several old-house''enthusiasts on your gift 
list? Save money by ordering more than one gift subscription. 
See the order envelope for details.

OHJ HOLIDAY SUPPLEMENT I
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The Old-House
Restoration

Encyclopedia!

Restoration
Manual ^“11llu' l‘M6 Voarbivjk 9

Almost from the beginning, 
reader demand has led us to 
keep back issues in print, and 

to sell sets of issues in money-saving 
packages.

Some years ago, the stock of individu
al issues became unwieldy, hard to inven
tory, and a nuisance to ship. So we 
invented OHJ Yearbooks, each a bound 
volume containing an unabridged year’s 
worth of OHJ issues. As a set, our 
Yearbooks have become the acknowledged 
’’Restoration Encyclopedia.” They contain 
over 2,400 pages of information that’s of 
practical use.

From designing a gazebo to repairing 
cast iron...relining chimneys to rescuing 
Lincrusta...moving a house to stripping 
woodwork — it’s all here.

Here’s what you get when you order 
the complete set:
• 11 VOLUMES
• 768 ARTICLES 
All for less money than two hours with 
a preservation consultant; only $118. And 
do you know of any consultant who could 
leave you with over 2,400 pages of advice 
for that price?

Know someone who just bought an old 
house? Have a friend who could use our 
help? There's no gift more thoughtful or 
practical than this Restoration Encyclo
pedia. (And it’s absolutely indispensable 
for anyone who works on old buildings 
for a living.)

To order, simply check the appro
priate box on the order form.

• 2,478 PAGES
• FREE INDEX

OHJ HOLIDAY SUPPLEMENTII



The how-to
information
in OHJ
back issues
never goes

still in print, andout of date. This
every article sinceBack-Issue list

1976 is availablebegins with
in Yearbooks.

OCTOBER 19 8 0JANUARY 19 8 0
The Federal House Piaster Ceiling
Rotten Window Sills HfenBarationHints On Paii
Patching A Golden-Oak Door A Timber- House
Testing Dip-Stripped Wood 
Traditional Materials

ce DamsPrevenWi^
cmr'The Gil s Art

Canvassing A Porch Floor
NOVEMBER t 980

FEBRUARY 1 980 Christmas Decorating
Cast-Iron Repair Part 1 Choosing Paint Equipment
Double-Hung Windows Wood-Stove Fire Hazards
A Queen Anne In Eau Claire Adjusting A Hot-Water

Heating SystemRefinishing Clinic
Cleaning Caulk & Grout Sanding A Parquet Floor
Cast-Iron Newels Cosy Corners & Inglenooks

MARCH 19 8 0 DECEMBER 19 8 0
Creating A Victorian Kitchen Pattern-Book Architecture
Cast-Iron Repair Part 2 Furnace Tune-Up
Dissipating Cat Odors Strategy For Interior Painting
A Catalog Ice Cream Parlor Turkish Comers

Traditional House Framing
APRIL 19 8 0 Painting Windows & Doors

vVlng 1980 — IndexVinyl A Aluminum:
A Fancy Pich«« v»nce 
Reproducin^iO^Pisttk Floor 
Beware

JANUARY 1981 
Italianate Architecture 
Dangers Of Sandblasting 
Sensitive- Restoration 
Guidelines 
Fixing Old Floors 
Updating A Kitchen 
Arc-Welding Basics

FEBRUARY 1981 
Floors: Is Sanding 
Necessary^
Roofing: Repair Or Replace? 
italianate Decoration 
Build A Metal Hairpin Fence 
Dumb- Waiters
Fixing Old Floors: Sub-Floors

MARCH 1981 
Tinplate Roofing 
Back To Meadows 
Fixing Old Floorboards 
Wood Staircases 
Chintz Decorating 
Italianate House Products

i-Paint Removal JUNE 1981 
Wet Basements: Part 1 
Insect Control 
Window-Box Gardening 
Pigeon Problems 
Repairing Balustrades

JULY 1981 
Making Wood Screens 
Cracks: Identifying Causes 
‘Old’-House Sensitivity 
Repairing A Stair Newel 
Beware Polyurethane

AUGUST 1981 
In Praise Of Porches 
Wet Basements: Part 2 
Restoring A Colonial Revival 
Many Typos Of Porches 
Cracks: Design Failures 
Tips From Readers & Editors

SEPTEMBER 1981 
SPECIAL ISSUE: ENERGY 
Old Houses and Solar 
An Energy-Efficient House 
Energy Audits A Contractors 
Energy-Saving Fundamentals 
Heating Alternatives 
Energy-Saving Products

OCTOBER 1981 
Moving An Old House 
Restoring Crumbling Porches 
Historical Gardening: Vines 
Refinlshlng Clinic 
Introducing Remuddling

Stackii 
Wood Splice Joints

ood For Drying

MAY 1980 
Repairing Slate Roofs 
Roofing-Slate Quarries 
A Slater’s Dictionary 
Technological Trashing 
Making Victorian Drapery

JUNE 1980 
Urban Front Gardens 
Setting Tiles In Concrete 
Gutter Expansion Joint 
Slate-Roof Case History 
Paint-On Vapor Barriers 
Wood Filler For Exteriors

v:;>.

IF

Steam- 
Tun ^ 

h' ^BuYI itation 
O^uidei ines .

JULY 1980 
Laying Brick Walks 
Adding A 19th-Century Pantry 
Screen-Door Patterns 
Casting Iron Fence Parts 
Architectural 'Enrichment’

II

DECEMBER^.'
198 1

Old-House '
Security: Part 2 

Ten Restoration 
Principles 

Cracks: Structural 
Repairs 

Tips On Foam insulation 
1981 — Index

APRIL
SPECIAL ISSUE: EXTERIOR 
PAINTING
Selecting AoM'^nate Colors 
DetermlningOnginal Colors 
Prepar»tij^ for Painting 
Stripping Exterior Paint 
Causes Of Paint Failure 
Historical Paint Colors 
(revlewj

19 8 1
AUGUST I 980 
Rehabilitating 
Getting Your 

The NatLoOkV 
Ceilln
Restor<M 1exas Beauty 
Water Damage In Chimney

SEPTEMBER I 980 
SPECIAL ISSUE; ENJ^Y 
Insulation For ^T^ld House 
Secrets Of (^^King 
Practical ^(V'eBtherstrlpping 
WhereOi'nar Fits In 
Hazards And Misfortunes 
What To Do About Windows 
Energy-Saving Priority List

m uses 
buse In 

Register 
dallion Removal

JANUARY 
Post-Victorian Houses 
History A Styles Of Linoleum 
Tips On Chimney Care 
Refinishing Products 
Guide To Architectural Styles 

(review)
Turn-Of-The-Century Items

19 8 2
MAY 1981 
Cracks: Deten 
Greek Reviv^
Defeati 
PicKlni 
High-Tank Toilet 

Replacement Parts

i^l^^The Type 

■Restoration
NOVEMBER 
Old-House 
Rest 
Victo

1 9 8Decay 
Floor Finish fW^^art 1 

•oK Revival 
Christmas Tree

OHJ HOLIDAY SUPPLEMENT HI



JULY 1983
Repairing Hung PocKet Doors 
Popular English Revival 
Reviving A Fence Tradition 
More Stencilling Secrets 
Designing A Wooden Gate

AUQ-SEPT 1983 
Old-House Plumbing 
The Resurrection Of Kirkwood 
Mounting A Ceiling Medallion 
Hanging A Chandelier 
Carpets A Rugs 
Building A Wooden Stoop 
Laying Out Stencil Patterns 
Maintaining Street Trees 
Care Of Butcher Blocks

OCTOBER 1983 
ANNIVERSARY ISSUE 
Ghost Stories 
Love Letters To OHJ 
Outgrowing Decorating Myths 
Victorian Picture Mouldings

NOVEMBER 1983 
Making Decorative Lattice 
Moving An 1830 House 
Rescuing Old Plaster 
The Anglo-Japanese Style 
All About Cisterns

DECEMBER 1983 
How To Glaze Walls 
Restoring A Queen Anne 
The Perfect Drywall Patch 
Victorian Washstands 
Keeping Wood From Rotting 
198 3 — Index

JAN-FEB 1984 
Rescuing A Porch Roof 
How To Match Paint Colors 
Restoring A Queen Anne 
Painting Galvanized Metal 
Using The Heat Plate 
The Prairie Style 
Victorian Porches 
Restoring A Parquet Floor

MARCH 1984 
Building A Circular Tower 
Thinking Polychrome 
Renewing Old Bathroom Tile 
Victorian Showers & Tubs 
The Queen Anne House

APRIL 1984 
A Look At American Pergolas 
Cleaning & Polishing Brass 
Sheathing A Circular Tower 
A Pergola Sketchbook

MAY 1984 
Selecting Columns 
The Neo-Colonial House 
Minor Repairs Of Clapboard 
Surviving A Renovation

JUNE 1 984
Tax Credits For Old Houses 
Re'storlng An 1682 House 
Installing Columns 
Summer-izing A Victorian

JU LY 19 8 4
Stripping Paint From Plaster 
Murals Make A Comeback 
Rebuilding Cellar Stairs 
Post-Victorian Screen Doors

AUG-SEPT 1984 
The Charm Of Mansard Roofs 
Unmuddling A 1921 House 
Running Plaster Mouldings 
Don’t Paint It — Wash It 
The Aesthetic Movement 
Basement Drainage Systems 
SHPO Directory. Part I

Out of Print 
issues available 
in Yearbooks.

1- fjm pi
Ifl' ^ JULY 1982

Limestone & Marble Repair 
Princess Anne House 
Building A Croquet Court 
Period-Inspired Toilets

AUGUST 1982 
Gazebos
Facts About Dip Stripping 
Restoring An 1835 Victorian 
Patching Brownstone 
Bathroom Accessories 
(sources}

SEPTEMBER 1982 
Flue-Lining Options 
Foimstone Removal 
Special Energy Section; 
Windows Update 
Space Pak Heat Pump 
Books On Energy

OCTOBER 1962 
Repairing Columns 
Spanish Colonial Revival 
Lincrust a-Walton 
Marble Cleaning

NOVEMBER 1982 
Restoring Clear Finishes 
Anaglypta 
Chimney Fires 
Moving A 190S House

DECEMBER 1962
All About Adobe
Stripping Paint
Making Gingerbread Ornament
1982 — Index

JAN-FEB 1963 
Adirondack Rustic Style 
Electrical Leakage 
Kitchens. 1899- 1930 
Foundation Shoring 
Fixing Sagging Piaster 
Restoring An 1887 House

MARCH 1983 
Making Wood Blinds 
Battling Mildew In Virginia 
Replacing A Tread Or Riser 
Post-Victorian Dining Rooms 
48 Paint-Stripping Tips

APRIL 1983 
SPECIAL ISSUE: ROOFS 
Illustrated Roof Dictionary 
About Traditional Roofs 
American ’Thatch’
Substitute Roofing Materials 
How To Repair An Old Roof 
Safety Precautions 
Flashing A Chimney 
(i/fustratedj 
Maintenance Checklist 
Roofing Products

MAY 1983 
Repairing Pocket Doors 
Romantic English Revival 
Making Gravel Walks 
Abrasives — Types h Uses

JUN E 19 8 3 
Stencilling Secrets 
Wooden Fences 
Building A Fence 
Foundation Fundamentals 
Foundation Restoration

1:1

mm.
A
*.'ii >\ L*7

ir f.
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FEBRUARY 1962 
Wood-Stair Repairs: Part 1 
The American Foursquare 
Renovating A Queen Anne 
Linoleum Repair 
Fabricating Iron Balconies 
Historical Roofing Materials 
(sources}

MARCH 1982 
Stained Glass Caveat 
The Homestead House 
Wood-Stair Repairs: Part 2 
Recovering Silk Lampshades 
Gazebos (sources}

APRIL 1982
SPECIAL ISSUE: WINDOWS 
Replacing Old
Illustrated rBow Glossary 
Install inQweatherstripping 
Storn^Window Options 
WinCow Repair Basics 
Movable Insulation 
Windows Si Related Products

MAY 1982
History Of The Conservatory 
Lead PoisoningVI^e 
Dutch ColonfSMfovival Style 
Epoxy PoQlWood Repair 
Historiq^r Metal Fencing(SOI^S}

rt

Historical Paint Colors 
( sources}

JUNE 1982 
Electrical Capacity 
Restoring A Queen Anne 

Lk Plaster Resurfacing 
ub Renewing A Mantel 
V Old Bathrooms P Period Tubs
I (sources}
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OCTOBER 1984 
Concrete Block Houses 
Living In A 1740 Colonial 
Measuring Tips For Drawings 
Repairing Beams 
White* Oak Shingles Source 
SHPO Offices (Mass. — Okla.)

Stripping Exterior Wood 
Restoring Old Photographs
1985 — Index

JAN-FEB 1986 
A Century Of Memories 
Troubleshooting Windows 
Post" Victorian Houses 
Making A Hallway Livable 
Tricks Of The Trade 
The Romanesque Revival

MARCH 1986 
A Restoration Struggle 
The Hand-Rubbed Finish 
Textured Wall Finishes 
Post'Victorian Fences 
Art Deco Furniture fsourcej 
Collecting Embossed TUes

APRIL 1986 
Restoration Survival Tactics 
Repairing Shingle Siding 
Victorian Dining Rooms 
Turn-Of-The-Century Gardens 
Making A Bluebird House

may 1986 
SPECIAL ISSUE:

PAINTING THE OLD HOUSE 
Thoughts On Exterior Color 
Selecting A Paintbrush 
Masking Before Painting 
Glossary Of Historic Paints 
Decorative Painting 
Post-Victorian House Colors 
Checklist For Preparation

JUNE 1986
Restoring A Dutch Homestead 
How To Fix Old Doors 
Octagon Houses 
Exterior Stains 
Victorian Interior Wy 
The Sleeping-Porch Era

jULY-AUG 1986 
The Evolution Of Sinks 
Flow-On Paint Stripping 
Decorating With Ferns 
Plaster Patching 
Interior Scaffolding 
Post-Victorian TreiUses

SEPTEMBER 1986 
Restoring A Farmhouse 
Problems With Yellow Pine 

& Treated Lumber 
The History Of The Garage 
Tile Floor Patterns 
Weatherlzing The Old House

OCTOBER 1986 
Family Restoration In Oregon 
Removing Texture Finishes 
Renovation Priorities 
Design Details Of Garages 
Shutter Cut-Outs

NOVEMBER 1986 
Historic Metal Windows 

(History & Repair) 
Old-House Security 
Choosing A Guard Dog 
Telephone Niches 
Renovation Prioritlaa 
Installing A Tin Cornice

DECEMBER 1986 
Weatherstripping Doors 
Locks t Alarms 
Reproducing Embossed ilie 
Linoleum (sources)
A Compatible Garage
1986 — Index

NOVEMBER 1984 
Baltimore Heater Repair 
Restoration In Nebraska 
Picking Clear Finishes 
Repairing Concrete Block 
Push-Button Switches

DECEMBER 1984 
Running Plaster Cornices 
Old-Fashioned Christmas 
Building A Brick Bake Oven 
Gothic Revival Style 
SHPO Offices (Ore. — Wyom.) 
1984 — Index

JAN-FEB 1985 
Stripping Paint From Masonry 
A Philadelphia Stencil Story 
Using A Screw Gun 
Rumford Fireplace 
Art Deco Houses 
Do You Need An Engineer? 
Baking In A Beehive Oven

MARCH 1985 
Standing Seam Roofs 
OHJ Grant Winners 
Plaster Lining Materials 
Using A Water Level 
Formula For Whitewash

APRIL 1985 
Re-Creating Carpet Bedding 
Restoring 1919 Stencilling 
Pros 8i Cons Of Opaque Stains 
Original Morris Wallpapers

MAY 19 8 5
SPECIAL ISSUE. BCNGALOWS 
The Bungalow TradOi

The Chicago Bung<^^ 
Stripping k RefirdsKir 
Researching House 
Post-Vicl^^ Interiors 
The Mu^Oroom Factor

MARCH—APRIL 1987 
Old-House Family Album 
Old Gutters And Their Repair 
Answers About Asbestos 
Architecture & Furniture 
Victorian Vegetable Gardens 
Post-Victorian Built-Ins

MAY—JUNE 1987 
Building An Old House 
Canvassing A Porch ^ck 
Woodwork Repa[^^^^
The Greek Reyjp.'3u'House 
Working V^tOroundries 
Buying Sawmills
Furn iturV Sources 
Colonial Revival Interiors

JULY—AUG 1987 
SPECIAL SECTION: KITCHENS 
The Pre-1840 Kitchen 
The Modem Kitchen 
Reader’s Kitchen's 
Countertop Options 
The Craftsman Kitchen 
Antique Ceiling Pans 
New-Old Houses 
Architectural Terra Cotta

NOV—DEC
ngon Victorian Revived In N.C.

The American Foursquare 
Tin Ceiling Installation 
Antique Doorknobs k Latches 
Reattaching Loose Plaster 
Post-Victorian Bathrooms 
Painting Tips 
198 7 — Index

New Craftsm^'^^Tglit Fixture 
Stripping OQphead Beams 

“cj^ftjlpair Stucco 
Vo^fts Fabrics

How T 
Arts &
Doors Of The 1920s

JUNE 1965
Removing Interior Woodwork 
Organizing A House Tour 
Historic Finishes 
A Midwestern Cinderella

JULY 1985 
Awnings
Basic Scaffold Guidelines 
Outdoor Furniture — Sources 
You’ve Got An Old House...

AUG-SEPT 1985 
Salvaging Original Siding 
Repairing Wood Cornices 
English Revival Interiors 
Mechanical Doorbell Repair 
Period Paint Colors 
Reading The Row House

OCTOBER 1985 
Routing Wiring 
Seduction In South Dakota 
New Life For Old Bathrooms 
Owning An Inn Or B & B

NOVEMBER 1985 
The Queen Anne Parlor 
Old-House Mysteries 
Casting Decorative Plaster 
Wood Comice Design

DECEMBER 1985 
Reconditioning Floors 
Restoration In The Big City

Lf.

"/I
5- ^

*-Y

ii'

SEPT—OCT 
Gothic Restoration In N Y. 
Clay Tile Roof Repair 
The Homestead House 
Exterior Painting Problems 
Inspection Checklist 
Painted Window Shades 
Post-Victorian Bedroqn^j^

19 8 7

JAN-FEB 1 Adaptive He^e^n N.J. 
Repolntiny Misonry 
Help FQ|>^ ndblasted Houses
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The Right Tools for
Stripping Paint
Heat is often the fastest, safest, and most economical
strategy for removing paint. But different stripping
projects require different heat toots:
EXTERIORS & FLAT SURFACES
The heat plate is the best tool for stripping large
flat surfaces of all types: clapboards, door panels,
shingles, apd other flat woodwork. The heat plate’s
real advantage lies in its ability to loosen many layers
of paint all at once. (In fact, the more layers, the
better!) The heat plate is NOT recommended for
removing varnish.

The heat plate has a wide-area electric coil that
heats about 22 square inches of paint at a time. As
the paint is heated, it begins to bubble and separate
from the surface below. The bubbling paint can be
easily scraped and lifted off the wood in one pass.

The heat plate creates a tempera
ture of about 1100* F. at the paint
surface. The tool draws 5W amps at
120 volts. It weighs 1% pounds and
has no moving parts.
MOULDINGS & DETAILS
The heavy-duty heat gun is the best
tool for stripping paint from moulded
interior woodwork, turnings, balus
ters, porch trim, and any solid wood

work with ins and outs.
Like the heat plate, the heat gun works best on

thick layers of paint. The heat gun is NOT recom
mended for stripping varnish or clear finishes.

The heat gun draws 14 amps at 120 volts, and
operates between 500 and 750® F. Because most

household circuits are rated at 15 amps, you
can’t have much mo're than a couple of light

bulbs on the same circuit.
Both the Master HG-501 Heat Gun

and the Warner Heat Plate come
with 4 pages of technical data in

cluding information on lead paint
hazards. OHJ is the only re

tailer of heat tools to provide
detailed information on the
threat posed by lead paint.

OHJ HOLIDAY SUPPLEMENTVI



VICTORIAN INTERIOR
DECORATION Roger
Moss and Gail Caskey
Winkler show us exactly
how the Victorians decorat
ed their homes. Floors and
floor coverings, ceilings,
woodwork, window treat
ments, ^d wallpaper all

equal treatment.receive
Numerous color illustra
tions, period examples and

144restorations.new
pages. Hardbound. $32.95. IS

turn for the correct repair
VICTORIAN EXTERIOR methods.
DECORATION - by Roger Whether you want to re-
Moss and Gail Caskey place ten feet of missing
Winkler. The editors of cornice, or replaster an en-
OHJ are always being tire wall, this guide shows
asked, "What color should you how. (Casting in
I paint my house?" If your plaster is not cover-
house was built in the lat- ed.) 543 pages.
ter half of the 19th cen- Softbound. $24.45.
tury, this book is the first
place to look.

Generously illustrated
with over 120 plates. 117

m pages. Hardbound. $32.95.

THE COMFORTABLE
HOUSE — If your house

Thewas built between 1890 and
Comfortable19^, you may have been
Housefrustrated to find there’s

not much in print about it.
Now, in a book originally
commissioned by The Old-
House Journal, author Alan
Gowans explores each
style: Revivals, bungalows,
foursquares, etc. Numer-

illustrations. 304 Aian Gnuwous
pages. Hardbound. $37.50.

OHJ HOLIDAY SUPPLEMENT



Where to find everything
you need for
your old house.

Open our NEW 1988 Old-House
Journal Cataloi, and open up all
the possibilities in your old
house. Browse through the
pages, and see products you’ve
been told *'just aren’t made
anymore." No more fruitless
phone calls tracking down hard-
to-find old-house parts: This
book does all the footwork for
you. Now you’ll have what it
takes to bring your old house
from "has a lot of potential" to
'looks great!

This new, updated edition of
our Catalog has over 1,500 com
panies that supply more than
10,000 products and services.
We’ve included all the items you
can’t find anywhere else: iron
roof cresting, push-button light
switches, classical columns.
hand-blocked wallpaper, Victo

rian tile.... Unusual services, too: Where else will you find companies 
who will custom duplicate your millwork and hardware, paint your house
in historic colors, and repair your stained glass?

Each company entry includes complete address, phone numbers, and 
availability of literature. And thanks to its three indexes, the Catalog’s 
wealth of information is easy to work with. First there's the Catalc^ 
Index, which has been meticulously cross-referenced; if you’re trying to

'ceiling rosettes," it tells you that the item can be foundfind, say,
under "ceiling medallions." The second Index lists all the product displays, 
where you can find additional information on specific companies. The 
third Index groups all the companies by city and state, so you can locate
the old-house suppliers nearest you.

Virtually any product or service you need for your old house can 
be found in this "Yellow Pages" of restoration. To order, just mark
the appropriate box on the Order Form.

OHJ HOLIDAY SUPPLEMENT



Nostalgia of the past 
blended with the 
present and future.
Rich Craft Custom Kitchens 
knows exactly how to Inspire a 
special atmosphere in the heart 
of the home. Your kitchen, 
designed by craftsmen for its 
supreme\quality, is enhanced 
by top grade woods in soft, 
natural tones, distinct designs 
to fill your personal tastes 
and numerous hand crafted 
accessories that reflect the 
Rich Craft high standard of 
workmanship.
Rich Craft Kitchens knows what 
makes a kitchen beautiful and 
this priceless knowledge is 
inherent in every cabinet built 
exclusively for the heart of your 
home . . . your new Rich Craft 
Kitchen.

Custom Kitchens, Inc.
141 West Penn Ave., Robesonia, PA 19551

Telephone: 215 - 693-5871

CASINGS • BASES • CROWNS • CORNER BLOCKS

VICTODIAN
ELEGANCE

DOORS • GINGERBREAD * WAINSCOTT

LARGEST INVENTORY OF VICTORIAN 
MOULDINGS & MILLWORK ANYWHEREI
• We specialize In Customer Service
< Buy Direct from Manufacturer
< Top Quality, Precislorhmade Products
« Premium & Commercial Grades Available
• No Minimum Order
• Rush Orders are No Problem
• We re experts In shipping & packaging
• Lots of Construction Ideas In Our Catalog & Price List
• High Quality Full Color Catalog with over 60 photos.

SEND $4 FOR CATALCX! OR PHONE 4 USE YOUR CREOfT CARO

SILVER!

WRITE: P.O. BOX 2987-0J2 • DURANGO,CO 81302 
TELEPHONE: 303-259-5915



FIDUNDER HOUSES
of Old Town Alexandria

(7/usrrafjon oy Elizabeth Luallen

It’s known as a half-house in Maine and has been 
confused with the Charleston House in South 
Carolina. In Alexandria, Virginia, whether 
brick or frame, it’s called a flounder.

A flounder is a two- or three-storey house with 
half a gable roof. Like the fish for which it’s 
named, its high side is blind and normally falls 
smack on the property line.

Although flounders were a mainstay of 
colonial residential architecture along the 
Atlantic coast, a vast number were razed where 
industry grew up at water’s edge. Yet more than 
fifty flou nder houses survive, pocketed in a cou
ple of square miles along the Potomac River in 
northern Virginia. Scattered throughout Old 
Town Alexandria, flounders often hide fn^m the 
casual eye and are more easily identified when 
they are in profile to the street. Those facing the 
street look like ordinary homes — hut if you kxDk 
out back, the house looks as if half had been 
sheared away.

Why half-houses sprang up in theColonies is 
unknown. Some say it was because of a law

requi
ring the
proprietor to build
within two years of pur
chase of the land (or lose it);
you could build an annex and add
the main house later. Others claim the
blind side was a tax shelter from a tax on the number 
of windows facing the main road (many examples make 
this unlikely). Still others believe the blind side (often 
north-facing) was energy efficient. Maybe a few people 
just wanted to be different.

For all their charm, very little has been written about 
these homes. If there wasone good reason for building 
flounders in colonial America, it remains a mystery.

— Hal Felti/wus 
Alexaruiria, Virgiriw

Vernacular Houses Mk The Old-House Journal


